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ORCHARD WORK ON

ROCKVILLE

WAS

THREATENED

The first orchard work in the
Fire-fighting apparatus from five E. Stewart Orbeton for West Rock
county started on April 15 with an
afternoon meeting on orcharding in communities mobilized at Norwood’s port, and Ernest H. Perry for Rock
Union. This was followed with an Hill, back of Rockville Sunday fore ville.
When the fire seemed most threat-,
M ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• |t, i all day meeting in Hope on the 16th. noon to repel the advances of a con
ening
application was made lor '
A. K. Gardner, orchard specialist, flagration which was sweeping at
Human Improvement Is from ••• was present.
services of Rockland's battery of
— within outward.—Froude.
—
There will be some grafting this railroad speed through the woods Coast Artillery, and in response to
M
•«.
.a. .a. ,a. .e. ,a.
year but most of the work will be on and pastures, threatening the exist the militia call a goodly body of will- i
shaping of young trees and also
ing workers was assembled.
The j
OUR LEGAL HOLIDAYS
those that have been grafted during ence of the village itself.
battery was on duty about two hours, j
the past few years. A series of dem
Popular opinion inclines to the be
What They Are and When They Are onstrations have been arranged by
The barns destroyed were the |
As Designated By Maine's Law County Agent Wentworth of the ex lief that the fire originated from the property of John Erickson and Elmer
makers
tension service. Everyone interested burning of blueberry lands, but a Tapaline. Michael Lofman lost 25 j
in orchard work should attend one Courier-Gazette reporter could find
cords of stove wood which had been'
What are the legal holidays in i of these demonstrations. Schedule
nobody who was able to state this accumulated through the winter.
j
Maine? How often we hear this quesdemonstrations:
West Aina. April 24 Wylie Munsey. as a fact. Be that as it may the
The great volume of smoke gener
tion argued. The revised statutes as
Aina, April 25, Mrs. Lydia Jewett.
fire swept a pathway more than, a ated by the forest fire could be seen
amended at the recent session
Nobleboro, April 30, O. H. Rollins.
mile in length, destroying two barns for miles around, and served to draw
of Legislature, answers the question
Nobleboro, April 30. Elmus Oliver.
North Edgecomb, May 12, Charles in its rapid progress. That several such a crowd of motorists that all
thus:
houses did not share their fate was of the highways were speedily con
“Monday observed when holidays Haggett.
Orff's Corner, May 13, Albert El due to the strenuous efforts of 300 gested. In fact the automobiles gave ,
fall on Sunday No court shall be well.
; volunteers who supplemented the ef the officials about as much work and
held on Sunday, or any day desig
West Rockport, May 14, Robert
forts of fire companies from Rock worriment as the fire itself.
nated for the annual thanksgiving, j Nutt.
or for the choice of presidential elecWest Rockport, May 15, Leman ville, West Rockport, Rockport, Cam
By early afternoon the fire was
tors, Washington’s birthday, Peb. 22, \ Oxton.
den and Rockland. Three chemical well under control, and those who
the 19th day of April, the 30th day
Waldoboro, May 16. James Calder - engines and two hose wagons were
fought it so valiantly had every rea
of May. the fourth of July, the first | wood.
used and long lines of hose were son to feel well satisfied with their
Monday of September, the day of
Bunker Hill, May 19. M. Moody.
dragged up the hillside. The water efforts. Incidentally it is no fun to
State election, Armistice day, Nov.
Rockland, May 20, Axel Nelson.
11, or on Christmas day: and when i Union, May 21, J. F. Calderwood.
pressure proved unexpectedly good fight a fire on a hillside and in
the time fixed for a term of court
Union. May 21, George Cameron.
under these handicaps. The fire thickets with the temperature sud
falls on either of said days, it shall
Appleton. May 22, Edward Ames.
stand adjourned until the next day j All meetings are scheduled for 9 chiefs handling the towns’ apparatus denly risen from the freezing point j
which shall be deemed the first day a. tn. except those at Nobleboro were Edward Merriam for Rockport; to well up in the 60’s.
of the term for all purposes. The<Elmus Oliver's) and Union (George
public offices in county buildings Cameron’s., which are for 1.30 p m.
may be closed to business on the
____________
TRAINS CHANGE NEXT SUNDAY
above named holidays. When any
FARM BUREAU FOLKS

with all the privileges applying to
any of the days above named.”

ON MY SET”

List of Demonstrations To
Be Held This and Coming Forest Fire, Fanned By Sudden Gale, Sweeps Mile Front,
Burning Two Barns—Rockland Militia Called Out
Month

fans on Sunday, the Monday foUow-; IWd

A^^jH^Ung With the Adoption Of the Daylight Saving Schedule In

Be Present
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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 21, 1931

Maine and the Neighboring States

The semi-annual meeting of the
.........................................
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau will be ; Changes will be made in train nary change to the complete summer ,
Congressman John E. Nelson of held at The Thorndike Thursday.; service on the Rockland branch, ef- schedule of the Maine Central which |
Financial arrangements for the year ( fec^*ve April 26, when the revised will go into effect this year June 22.
“P™ Bcetwhichfwffiei?heldbinr the Wi“ bP m3de' 8lS° rPP°rU by Pr°JSCt I cSm^wUh'thfTdopbon'orda^ A new tri-weekly service will go into !
effect beginning May 30 between
main dining room Of the Thorndike ! ^rs
reBPStatlpVSe«tton| ftSg" SUtes'"
Philadelphia, New York and Ells- !
worth previous to the regular I
Hotel either May 5, 12 or 19. Mr. meeting.
Trains from Portland will arrive summer schedule of the New
Nelson made a marked hit when he
George Lord, the new county agent
Harbor-Rockland Ex
spoke in this city several years ago leader will assist in the meeting. in Rockland 9.40 am.. 1.35 p. m. and York-Bar
16. By the
in- j
as the guest ol the service clubs. This is Mr. Lord's first visit to the 6.40 p. m. on week days. On Sunday press June
“Nelson of Maine'' Is a prominent county. Miss Estelle Nason, the at 10.10 a. m. The regular summer auguration of this tri-weekly service i
figure in Congressional circles and State home demonstration agent service with through Pullmans from previous to the summer schedule and
New York and Washington to Rock continuance of the train a week
his views on the present financial leader, will discuss work that
be iana
—j
• ,_ -u™. -ui
hporrt I leaaer, win aiscuss worn mat can ue
land will oegin
begin June lb.
16. in
In tne
the rere longer than usual, the tourist sea- ,
a"d
8 fPr°b
done by the executive board to help verse direction trains to Portland son in Maine will be extended three
with interest.
in extension work.
leave Rockland at 8.05 a. m.. 2.15 p. weeks longer than usual.
George Cameron of Union will be m.. and 4.25 p. m. Slight changes
The Maine Central announces that
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK
_____
in charge of the meeting. Other will be made in these trains previous it will continue the usual spe
State Home Demonstration Agent members of the board are: Luther to the regular summer schedule in cial summer service again this'
Leader Miss Estelle Nason and Home ! Carney, Sheepscott, Ralph Conant, effect the middle of June. On Sun year by the restoration of special
Management Specialist Miss Edna Rockland: Norris Walt®, Damaris- days only, afternoon train leaves 'summer trains to the Rangeley ,
Lakes. Moosehead Lake and the
Cobb are to be in the county this cotta; Mrs. Norris Waltz, Damaris-. Rockland at 2.40 p. m
week. Miss Nason plans to attend , cotta; N. F. Barrett, Hope; Parker: The spring schedule is a prelimi- Maritime Provinces.
the Knox-Lincoln executive meeting McKellar. Warren; E. B. Denny,
at The Thorndike Thursday. Miss Nobleboro: Mrs. N. B. Hopkins. Camvi BURN
BURNING BLUEBERRY LANDS
Cobb is to work with the home dem-; den; Mrs. Florence Calderwood.
onstration aeent. Miss Lawrence on Burkettville; Wallace Robbins. Hope;
' I.aw W a« Amended At Last Session
kitchen demonstrations.
Several Henry Keller. West Rockport,
of Legislature—How It Now Reads
kitchens that are being remodeled |
___ __
will be visited and suggestions for
ELE\ EN STOCKHOLDERS
"I know r bank where the wild thyme
The burning of brush, slash or
their improvement will be offered.
------blows,
blueberry lands is a matter of much
Miss Lawrence also has meetings cn Who Hail From Rockland Are Inter- Wheregrows."S and the noddlng vlolet interest to farmers in this section.
preparation of milk dishes and milk ested In First National Stores, Inc.
—a Midsummer Night's Dream. The law as amended by the last
products Tuesday at Warren, and
I know a bank where the skunk cabbage Legislature reads:
The Information Department of the
blows,
i
Wednesday at East Union.
"Debris and inflammable material
I First National Stores, Inc., sends us Where cowslips and the Mayflower grows
A Mtd-Aprli Day's Dream.
caused by cutting forest growth adthe following statement. Issued yes
But I had a wild “thyme” finding ia?ent to woodlands owned by anterday:
™ thi.
t other sha11 be disposed of; slash and
S,h t
h6.
? V debris caused by portable sawmills
“Analysis of ownership of First Na
went
to
the
bank,
but
no
skunk
cabfhall be disposed of; permit to be obtional Stores, Inc., just made public
At
shows 11 preferred and common bage. All right, Mr. S. C., I said, tained for the burning of blueberrv
j stockholders in Rockland, with owner- “I know another bank where it is ,ands adjacent to forest p.owth An*
CLARK ISLAND
j ship of this New England grocery swampy, in a little valley, and the person, flrm, corporation, or agent,
chain spread over 549 cities and towns sun shines in there all day long, and cutting any forest growth on prop
. in New England. Portland leads in I'll just go there." Just as Nature's erty adjacent to the right of way of
the any railroad or highway within the
! number of shareholders with 26, and program
, . informed
. . . me, I found
,
And Every Friday Thereafter
there are 74 other cities and towns in PurP'e hood jUot emeiging from the State, shall leave the growth uncut
as on the land within fifty feet of the
Auspices
: Maine represented by ownership; 54 damp soil. So I dug one, and 88
Clara. Lu and Em would say “brung" limit of the right of way of a rail
;
in
Connecticut;
262
in
MassachuVillage Improvement Assn
! setts; 72 in New Hampshire; 31 in it home. I found the cowslip, or road or center of the wrought portion
Benefit of Good Roads
! Vermont, and 25 in Rhode Island. cow's lip, also, so that is encourag of any plantation, town, city, county,
48-49
Among the Maine cities and towns ing, especially as it snowed two days or State road; (or shall dispose of
I other than Rockland are Auburn with ago. The crows are very busy, and I slash and debris caused by cutting in
a number of birds, finches or
! 11; Bangor, 15; Lewiston, 10; Water saw
vireos, I think, a mourning-cloak such a manner that inflammable
ville, 16
butterfly, almost black wings with material shall not remain on the
“Charles F. Adams, First National white edge, and he was spreading his ground within fifty feet of the limit
treasurer, states that this is the first wings to their fullest extent sunning of the right of way of a railroad or
time a chain store has published himself. So Mother Nature is get center of the wrought portion of
facts and figures of this sort. 'The ting busy again, and in a few weeks any plantation, town, city, county,
show First National Stores are now the trees will be in leaf.
or State road). ,
TIBBETTS I facts
DYER
not foreign-owned,' says Mr. Adams
“Any person, flrm, corporation, or
I passed many one and two cord
For
For
but are owned by residents of every paVof Tard“w'ood“cut‘Tast"winter. agent cutting any forest growth on
SERVICE . New England community in which we
one regret was, that I did not property adjacent to woodlands
SALES
1 have stores and in many rural com have a saw and sawhorse, so that 1 owned by another within the State
Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts munities where we have no stores.’" could saw several cords, two cuts to outside the limits of the Maine for
each stick. (Some men are born estry district and all such firms, per
TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
Let the People's Laundry, Limerock liars, and some born in the State of sons, and corporations, who by them
40 PARK STREET
street, clean your rugs and carpets. Maine. Men I mean of course).
selves, their agents, servants, li
44tl
Tel. 170.—adv.
36-tf
Now that spring is here, it sure censees. permittees, or lessees operate
was worth staying around all winter or permit operation of portable saw
just to welcome it. “And the spring mills on land which borders on
comes slowly up this way.” That was woodland shall dispose of slash and
written bv an English poet more than debris caused by cutting in such a
one hundred years ago. It might manner that inflammable material
have been written about Maine as 1I shall not remain on the ground with
remember my boyhood. I well re- in fifty feet of the line of cutting on
! member April from my 17th to my the side or sides towards such wood
21st birthday. At 17 I was saunter land. Provided however, that consent
ing on the briny and on the good and direction in writing from the
schooner Challenge, bound for Calais forestry department shall be re
the first night we put into 'Pit (Pe quired for the burning of such
tit) Manan. The next morning I brush or slash or for the burning of
r well remember helping shovel about blueberry land and grass land ad
a foot of snow off the schooner's jacent to any forest growth except
j deck. At 18 I was sauntering around when the ground is covered with
’ Clark Island, a lovely place in the snow.
j springtime. At 19 I was enroute on
"The forest commissioner shall
1 Frank Higgins' coach from Rockland
j to Camden. Mud hub deep, and we cause to be furnished to all the chief
were making three miles per hour. forest fire wardens, to the municipal
! At 20 I landed in Houlton, snow three officers of all towns and organized
I feet deep on the level. At 21 same plantations of the State blank per
j place and condition. And then I mits. signed by him, for the burning
I cleaned the April mud from my shoes of brush or slash or for the
Prop, of Fuller’s Market, Crescent St., Rockland
for the last time in my native State. burning of blueberry land and
grass
land
adjacent
to
any
Telephone 1165W
"Like leaves on trees the race of man tf
forest growth Any chief forest fire
found.
Now green tn youth, now withering or warden or the municipal officers of
BEGINNING APRIL 28
the ground:
the town, in the county where the
Another race the following spring sup
land is located, shall have full au
plies;
THURSDAY
TUESDAY
Thev fait successive, and successive rise.’ thority to countersign and grant
The Saunterer.
such permits signed by the forest
Route 101
Owl’s Head
Somerville, Mass.
commissioner. The forest commis
From Rockland to
Crescent Beach
sioner. may, however, in any particu
lar case called to hls attention, over
Washington Mills
Ash Point
rule the decision of the chief fores*
fire warden or the municipal officers,
WEDNESDAY
himself grant the permit asked
FRIDAY
.CIOAK5 and
Clark Island
for or forbid the granting of the
Friendship
same Whoever violates any of the
Tenant’s Harbor
provisions of this section shall on
Cushing
*
Port Clyde
conviction thereof be punished by a
48-50
fine of fifty dollars."

NELSON IS COMING

SAUNTERINGS

DANCE

Friday, April 24

PLYMOUTH
and DE SOTO

KITCHEN-DOOR
GROCERY

Up To Date Grocery Store On Wheels

MEATS
GROCERIES, FRUITS, PRODUCE

C. F. CARGILL
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SENSATIONAL HAULS IN LINCOLN COUNTY
Stolen Goods Valued At $9000 Recovered On
daylight time
Strength 01 Slight Clue Furnished T. Deputy WBB. c^„

Sheriff Ludwick—Five Arrests Made
Relayed from a California sta
tion Saturday night was an in
teresting broadrast given in con
nection with the 25th anniversary
of the San Francisco earthquake
which was fol’owed by a fire de
stroying the city.

Roy Atwell’s Tide Water Inn
wa, recently int-oduced to radio
fans over the Columbia Chain.
Hls terrific verbal entanglements
greatly amused his radio audience
and friends, who came to wel
come him in his4ate<t venture on
the air. The tangled talk of the
Tide Water Inn host, proprietor of
radio's first hostelry will be heard
every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 6.30 to 6.45 p. m. E.S.T.

Recovery of stolen goods, valued
at close to $9000, and the arrest of
several young men who are charged
with the crime, has been the sensa
tion of Lincoln County the past few
days and has brought down much 1
praise upon the heads of officials
chiefly concerned.
1
The story in part was exclusively
told in Saturday's issue of The Cou-,
rier-Gazette, when it was revealed

stolen articles in a Waldoboro barn,
where they had been hidden in a stall
and covered with hay. They had
first been taken to a house, the offi
cers learned, but the robbers were
fearful that the loot would be discovered there, and it was removed to
the barn.
. , .
,
......
And here follows a list of the arrests made in this case, and thc disposition of the parties apprehended:
Raymond Genthner of Winslow's

Anna Case, noted prima donna
and former member of the Metro
politan Opera Company, will sing
six songs as guest a-tst ef the
general Frods-Maxveil House En
semble, Thursday, Ap il 30.

A new acquisition to my 1st of
statbn-, cane in in x eete It
Sunday night. It was WCAO,
operating within a few points of
WEEI.

The voice of a rad'o “General
Sa.ni Houston” railing to the sons
of Texas to ‘ Rrmnmb r thn
Alamo" will be heard on the air
waves tonight at 7.30 p. m E.S.T.
when the Soconyland Players
bring a historical playlet "San
Jacinto" to the microphone.
Sunday's reception vas the best
for some weeks, and thc same is
true of Sunday night's programs.
Southern melodies seemed to pre
dominate.
•4H

Commencing next Sunday night
you must adapt yourself to day
light saving hours on all the
schedules.

The new Boston station WAAB,
formerly WLEX. gave excellent
sendee in broadcasting the
morning game between the
Braves and Giants, but appeared
to be having lots of competition
last night. It operates on 1410
kilocycles.
••• •••
The Boston Globe did its usual
good stunt broadcasting the
Marathon race yesterday after
noon.

WILL HIT THE MARK
Forty Club’s New Rifle Team
Has Been Issued Charter
. By National Association
The Rockland Forty Club Rifle
Club, has |»een issued a charter by
the National Rifle Association. The
officers of the new club are: Oscar
Wishman, president; Rupert L. Strat
ton, vice president; Edwin L. Scar
lott, treasurer; Ralph C. Wentworth,
secretary; Lloyd Daniels, executive
officer.
The Rockland Forty Club Rifle
Club is one of more than 2500 active
rifle shooting clubs affiliated with the
National Rifle Association. The
members will now start practice under
the coaching of Mr. Daniels, execu
tive officer.
Many civilian rifle clubs, such as
this club, are chartered and function
ing in practically every state of the
country. Junior clubs are operating
in high schools, summer camps,
Y.M.C.A.'s and Y.W.C.A.'s Indus
trial plants, American Legion Posts,
churches, community centers and
other organizations have senior clubs
operating under charter of the Na
tional Rifle Association.
Members of the Rockland Forty
Club Rifle Club will fire for medals
awarded by the National Rifle Asso
ciation and matches will probably
be arranged in the near future with
nearby clubs.
COW SUMMONS DOCTOR

Sayre, Pa., April 8—Della, a Hol
stein cow owned by George Smith of
Ulster, was recovering today from
an attack of indigestion because she
summoned a doctor in time Every
day when it is time for rations Della
pulls an electric light cord tied to a
stanchion of her stall. Early today
the light flashed on, and when Smith
hurried to the barn he found the cow
suffering from indigestion He called
a Towanda veterinarian who said
Della would have died had she not
received prompt treatment.
NO SLUMP IN GUM

The labor of some 2300 workers Iast
year produced a commodity which
put millions to work and consumed
probably a vast quantity of energy
during the course of the year. In
fact, the amount of energy so con
sumed has been the butt of many a
joke. Coming down to details, the
production of chewing gum last year
totaled $61,000,000 in value, which
was just a bit over the total for 1927,
indicating that whatever else might
have happened during the year, the
great American pastime went on un
interrupted—Washington Star.

WANTED
Thoroughly Reliable Young Woman
for offioe work, permanent position
and good salary. Write giving age,
experience and references. All re
plies held strictly confidential. Write
“Z” Care Thc Courier-Gazette.
47-tf

Sunday Morning
Some time after midnight next
Saturday more than one-fourth of
the population of the United States
will lose an hour ef darkness to gain
an hour of daylight when 17 States
will observe daylight saving time in
some form. ,
i Clocks in a11 pa* s o t e country
wil1, * P"ahead one hour to
conform with the new time which
officially begins at 2 a. m. Sunday
April 26. In most localities, daylight
saving will end at 2 a. m„ Sunday,
Sept. 27.
The Merchants’ Association of New
York, which has just completed a
survey of the observance of daylight
conservatior* throughout the United
States and Canada, reveals that in
1931 the plan will be used by 437
cities and towns in the United States.
I This marks an increase of five communities over 1930. In Canada. 47
cities will observe daylight saving.
Despite attempts of rural legisla
tors in Connecticut to prohibit the
observance of daylight saving law,
making it an offense to show other
than Eastern Standard time on
timepieces publicly displayed, day
light saving will be observed by
banks, offices, stores and factories in
33 Connecticut cities.
In Ohio the entire State has been
put on Eastern Standard time which
has the effect of givng that State
daylight time.
The larger part of Michigan will
also observe daylight time.

that the loot taken from the sum-1 Mills, said by the officers to have
mer residence of Mrs. Ruth Coit in had knowledge that the burglary was
Damariscotta Mills, had been recov- to be committed, and of endeavoring
to engineer the sale of the stolen
ered. and one arrest made.
Since that time the ramifications goods. Released on bail, and hearof the story have extended so broad- ing set for next Saturday at Wiscasly that the re-telling, in connection set.
with the new features is necessary.
Ruel Eugley of Waldoboro, arMrs. Coit is a resident of San An- raigned last Saturday before Munitonio, Texas, and her summer home cipal Judge Harold Smith in Walin Damariscotta Mills was furnished j doboro; pleaded guilty to breaking,
to an unusual degree of luxury. In entering and larceny. Unable to furOctober the house was broken into nlsh bail in the sum of $3,000 he was
and articles valued at close to $6300I committed to Knox County jail,
were taken.
' pending the action of the grand jury
Included among these was a silver i at the May session of Lincoln County
tea service valued at $2,000, a six- j Superior Court.
Carroll Genthner of Waldoboro,
legged table valued at $1,000, seven
chairs valued at $100 each, and a arrested in Rockland Saturday night
quantity of linen, cut glass and old by Deputy Ludwick and Patrolman
fashioned dishes were spirited away. E. C. Ingraham. Pleaded not guilty,
A Boston detective agency sent through his attorney, Frank A. Tir
men into Lincoln County to investi rell, and furnished bail in the sum of
gate the audacious crime, but the J $3,000.
expert criminologists from the big
Harold Kennison of Rockland, arburg went away empty handed, and rested Monday in Waldoboro by
Mrs. Colt despaired of ever seeing' Lieut. Cushman on a complaint
signed by Deputy Ludwick, which
her treasures again.
Last week a vague hint as to the charges Kennison with “Counselling,
whereabouts of the loot, and identity aiding, abetting and assisting Carroll
of one of the alleged burglars Genthner before and after the fact.”
reached the ears of Deputy Sheriff C. Kennison was granted a continuance
Earle Ludwick of this city, who has until Wednesday in order that he
been amazingly successful in the de might engage counsel. Bail fixed in
tection of crime since he became at the sum of $5,000.
Interlocking with the Damariscotta
tached to the department of Sheriff
Mills case was the theft of 30-odd
Frank F. Harding.
The clue was faint, indeed, but rugs from the antique shop of James
Deputy Ludwlck's lexicon contains\ A. Duane in Waldoboro, which
two prominent words—perseverance crime was committed sometime beand persistence. The case was out of tween Dec. 10, 1930, and Feb. 23 this
his jurisdiction, the crime having j yearw The property is valued at
been committed in Lincoln County. $3,000, and was recovered Sunday
He immediately consulted with I by Deputy Ludwick, much to the satLieut. Arthur W. Cushman of the isfaction of the owners.
State Highway Police, and as good
The only arrest made in this case
luck would have lt, he found in the J —thus far—was that of Bryant Levlatter's office Sergeant Leon Shep- ensaler of Waldoboro. He was tried
ard. the State’s finger printing ex Saturday before Judge Smith ln
pert. The three have worked to Waldoboro, pleaded guilty and was
gether, and successfully on other held for the May session of the Lin
cases, and they attacked the Lin coln County grand jury in the sum of
coln County situation with a prompt $3,000.
Levensaler, according to thc offi
ness and skill that would probably
have astonished the metropolitan ex cers. confesses that he and another
took the rugs. The identity of the
perts.
The result in the Damariscotta "other” is said to be known to the
Mills case was the finding of the officers.

THE PRIZE BABIES
Awards Made At the Legion
Show — Very Tidy Sum
Netted
Childish voices, not always in tunc
but none the less welcome, were
heard in the American Legion hall
Saturday afternoon when 25 young
sters ranging from 10 weeks past zero
up to three years, competed for
honors on the basis of average nor
mal weight. The State nurse, Miss
Grace Lawrence; and the local Red
Cross nurses helped keep the little
folks in an optimistic frame of mind.
These awards were made:
Under one year—Linwood, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lockhart Curry, first;
Sterling, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl J.
Alden, second.
From one to two years—Lenore,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Pettigrow, first; Sidney, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Kaler, second.
Two to
three years—Nathalie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Post,
first; Sandria, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hallowell, second.
The annual sale was well patron
ized, about $30 being realized from
the sale alone. Tha grabs proved the
most popular among the booths, all
the articles disappearing before the
supper hour. Aprons and candy also
proved popular attractions.
There
was an unusually large attendance
for supper, under the direction of
Mrs. Corinne Edwards, and for a
time there were fears that the supply
of food would not fill the demands.
Mrs. Edwards was awarded a hand
some box of candy. The booths were
in charge of Mrs. Hazel Haskell and
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton for miscel
laneous articles; Mrs. Ella Hyland
for aprons; Mrs. Susie Lamb for
grabs; and Mrs. Sarah Griffin for
candy.

THE ARIZONA COMES

The superdreadnaught Arizona,
on which President Hoover recently
made his trip to the Virgin Islands,
arrived in Rockland Harbor at 9
o'clock yesterday forenoon, having
come to this port for standardization
trials, as a reconditioned battleship.
The men were not given shore leave
because of the fact that there was an
outbreak of measles on board.
The Trial Board, headed by Rear
Admiral S. E. W. Kittelle. arrived on
thrill-comedy
dealing
with
a
revolu

STRAND THEATRE
tion in Latin-America. It provides the forenoon train and trials were
splendid opportunities for versatll- to have begun immediately.
For the first time in film history ity of the (ri0_adv
The ship will base here for several
three full-fledged stars plsty fea
days.
tured roles in the same production,
“Cracked Nuts." which comes to the
PARK THEATRE
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Strand Wednesday and Thursday.
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and
One of the outstanding hits of the
If I had to live my life aRaln I would
Dorothy Lee are the stars.
movie year will appear at the Park have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
Just before the start of their latest fun film. "Cracked Nuts," Radio Wednesday-Thursday in "Rango." a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
Pictures' executives decided to ap- 1 Radio and press have united In loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
point them stars in their own right., praising this great epic of Africa
INTEGER VITAE
But because they had one more pic- ; wj,ich was madc at enormous exThe man of life upright.
Whose guiltless heart Is free
ture on their schedule, they were re.
.
....
From all dishonest deeds.
quired to appear as featured players Pense and under conditions of exOr thought of vanity.
once more.
treme danger
The man whose silent days
“Cracked Nuts” is a spectacular j "Rango" is an amazing story of
In harmless joys are spent.
____________ _______________ ____ adventure, drama, love and heroism
Whom hopes cannot delude.
in wilds of the savage jungle—stark
Nor sorrow discontent;
terror and great beauty. A charming
That man needs neither towers
love story is woven into the virile
Nor armour for defence,
fabric of African life and adventure
Nor secret vaults to fly
From
the thunder’s violence.
"Bad lister," a startling Booth
Having been authorized by the
District Court of the United States
Tarkington
feature
,is
now
playing
He
only
can behold
to sell at private sale free of all ln—adv.
With unaffrighted eyes
cvAnbrances the real estate of Lemuel

NOTICE!

A Grant of Rockland, bankrupt,
which real estate Is located on the
northerly side of Spruce street In
said Rockland, the Trustee will re
ceive sealed bids for the same at hls
office 414 Main Street In said Rock
land. on Monday. April 27th. reserv
ing thc right however, to reject any
or all of said bids.
WALTER H BUTLER.
, Trustee,
47-49

While in Boston last week George
Wood, local manager of the Tydol
Company
closed
arrangements
i whereby the Forty Club is soon to
have as a speaker Lieut. Mulroy, who
' was chief engineer of Byrd's Antarctic
Expedition. Pictures made by Lieut.
I Mulroy on that occasion will be
i shown.

!

The horrors of the deep
And terrors of the skies.

Thus, scorning all the
That fate or fortune
He makes the heaven hls
Hls wisdom heavenly

cares
brings.
book
things;

Good thoughts his only friends.
His wealth a well-spent age.
The earth’s sober inn
And quiet pilgrimage.
—Thomas Campion (15677-1619)
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me., April 18, 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he ls Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
April 16. 1931. there was printed a total
of 6,338 copies. WALTER H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

’Behold, the Lord's hand is not
shortened, that it cannot save;
neither his ear heavy, that it cannot
hear.—Isa. 59:1.

Gov. Emerson of Illinois had the
courage to veto the prohibition re
peal bill in his State. Now we read
that the "wets" lack the courage to
over-ride that veto. In other words
Illinois is not “all wet."
James Henderson who has been a
resident of Rockland about 40 years
leaves Thursday for Boston whence
he sails Saturday for his former
home in England.* During his res
idence here, he has made many
friends who regret to see him go. He
has been living on Scott street and
for ceveral years has been employed
at The Thorndike where he gave
faithful service. Mr. Henderson's
wife has been dead for some years.
He had three sons, all of whom
served in the World War, and the
principal object of his trip home is
to try to locate one of these sons of
whom nothing has been heard since
the War. Mr. Henderson also has
business interests to attend to there
which promise to be greatly in his
favor. His many friends join in
wishing him a pleasant voyage and
Buccess at the end of his journey.

ABOUT BOOKS
By INGRAM MALLIN

WITH THE BOWLERS

World's Best Seller
Boccaccio Legal
Healthy Frankness

SCOFIELD REFERENCE BIBLE

icine” is typical: “We should like to
HE enormous sale of the Bible see this book in the library of every
during a year of world-wide de educator and every enlightened
parent.”
pression convincingly establishes the
The Newland Press, New York, $2.
Bible as the world’s most popular
book. According to officials of the
Oxford University Press at 114 THE DECAMERON BY BOCCACCIO
Fifth Avenue, New York, over Translated by John Payne
thirty-six million copies were sold
last year, despite the fact that
HE Decameron of Boccaccio, point!
of contention between moralists)
Russia has made the sale of the
and
literateurs for centuries, has
Bible illegal.

T

T

finally been accepted as legal litera
ture. The Modern Library at 20
East 57th Street, New York, has just
published the book in the complete
and unabridged translation of John1
Payne, which universities and
colleges have included ls compulsory
reading.

In the Inter-League championship
series at Carr's alleys the County
League champions out-rated the City
League Friday night, taking each of
the five strings, and having a mar
gin of 77 pins. Brault carried off
the honors, having a string of 131.
and beating Glidden by three points
for high total. The summary:
County League Captains—Glidden.
507; A. C. McLoon. 456; Sullivan,
488; Jordan, 453; Daris, 477; At
wood. 472; total, 2853.
City League Captains—Stockford,
431: Brault. 510; Gregory, 446; O
Nelson. 460; E. Nelson, 471; J.
Beaton, 458; total, 2776.
The Rockland All-Stars lead the
Camden Knox Mill teams by 21 pins
as the result of their victory at the
Star alleys Friday night It was a
regular field day for Grover who had
high string, and whose total was just
40 pins greater than the tfbxt high
est man. Lawry. The box score:
Rockland AllTStars

Lawry ........
F Black
Rackliff . .
Mitchell ....
J. Black . .

World's Best Seller

This new edition of the Oxford
Press has already sold more than
half a million copies. It is the fa
miliar King James version with
marginal explanations of obscure
or difficult passages that puzzle
many readers of this ageless classic.
The Scofield Bible is virtually n
key to the scriptures and its read
ing has changed the lives of many.
This edition is printed in large type
on good paper and attractively
bound.
The Oxford University Press,
New York, $2.75.

110
101
87
108
106

117
99
105
95
103

102
100
111
100
113

95—516
89^483
94—493
85—467
96—515

468 512 509 526
Camden Knox Mill

Gross ....... ..... 112 89 31 99—470
79 105 79 90 88—441
Henderson
Calderwood 88 80 107 85 113—473
Robbins .... 110 103 102 89 87—491
Grover ..... 110 100 123 99 124—556

Boccaccio—Troubsdour, Lover
and Story Teller

The Decameron embodies the
grace and elegance, wit and humor
of an age that was even more out
GENERATIONS OF ADAM
spoken than our own. Boccaccio in
By A. L. Wolbarst. M.D.
his Proem describes it—"I purpose
NE of the few books of recent for the succor and solace of ladies
years which has received the in love to recount an hundred
universal praise of its readers, is
stories or fables or parables or his
Generations of Adam by Dr. A. L. tories or whatever you like to style
Wolbarst. To quote the Baltimore them. In these stories will be found
Sun, “Here is an unusual book, a love adventures, both gladsome and
book about sex written without ref grievous and othe?\ accidents of
erence to the theological or moral fortune."
aspect of the subject.” In other
Besides the Decameron there are
words it deals straightforwardly 185 titles in the Modem Library
with fact. As Dr. Wolbarst himself series, including the Autobiography
says, “The younger generation has of Benvenuto Cellini, The Sun Also
made a great step forward in its Rises by Ernest Hemingway, and
frankness in such matters, but Of Human Bondage by Somerset
many of the so-called sophisticated Maugham. The volumes are at
flappers are woefully ignorant of tractively bound in bright cloth,
biology in spite of their bright and are complete and unabridged.
chatter.”
The Modern Library, New York,
The comment of “American Med- 95c. ($1.00 by mail.)

O

Friday afternoon the W.C.T.U.
voted to hold a Mothers’ and Daugh
ters’ banquet May 15 in the Con
gregational church, the number of
tickets being limited to 125 and the
age of children to 12 years. It was
also voted to observe May 1st as
child health day, with a special pro
gram, and mothers and young chil
dren as invited guests. The meeting
is to be in charge of Mrs. Clara Em
ery and Mrs. Evelyn Sherman. The
president Mrs. Hope Brewster, re
quests that written reports from all
local superintendents of departments
on the year's work be ready at the
next meeting May 1st.
After the
ROCKPORT
meeting the members proceeded to
the Copper Kettle Porch where they , Miss Mabel Wall who teac' :s at
were guests of the Educational Club 1 Attleboro. Mass, is spending a week's
for the afternoon and evening ses vacation with her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Simon Wall.
sions.
Miss Harriet Cavanaugh is home
The Universalist ladies have voted from Westbrook to spend the school
to carry on their work for the 1931-32 j vacation with her parents, Mr. and
season under the group system, this I Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh. She mo
scheme not interfering with the cir tored here with Mrs. Granville
cle suppers. Several activities for Shibles and children with whom she
the immediate future are planned. makes her home.
Maynard Graffam and Lloyd
April 25 a rummage sale will be con
ducted, under the direction of Mrs. Rhodes, students at Eastern State
C. E. Rqllins. Sunday, April 26, the Normal School, Castine, spent the
Odd Fellows and allied organizations weekend and holiday at their home
are to attend the church in a body ■ here
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards
in recognition of their 101st anni
versary. The annual every-member j left Friday for a week’s visit with Mr.
canvass for funds for the year be and Mrs. Owen Camp at Annapolis,
ginning May 1st will take place on | Maryland. During their absence
April 29, with E. R. Veazie as gener their older son Carroll is the guest of
: his grandparents, Capt. and Mrs.
al chairman.
Huse Richards and the younger son,
Good news for smelt fishermen. Gerald, is staying at the home of his
George J. Stobie. commissioner of uncle. Walter Carroll.
The Rockport Fire Department reinland fisheries and game. Friday
notified his wardens that dip-netting , sponded to an alarm at 11.15 Sunday
for smelt purposes only, would be J morning, the cause being a bad grass
permitted in all inland waters of the fire in the vicinity of Rockville and
State above tidewaters, with certain : which spread so rapidly that before
exceptions. The commissioner said it could be checked two barns on the
hundreds of persons had communi i former Tolman farm were destroyed.
cated with his department asking The departments from Rockland and
whether such fishing was legal at Camden also rendered valuable as
sistance.
this time of year.
Mrs. George Butler and infant
daughter. Ruth Kathleen returned
A flock of wild geese, which had Sunday from Community Hospital.
evidently overslept in its Southern
Mrs. Albert T. Carroll is visiting
winter quarters, passed over the friends in Cambridge. Mass.
southern part of the county late Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson and
day afternoon. The birds alighted in 1 children and Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Keag River for afternoon tea and Crone of Camden were Sunday guests
then resumed their journey flying of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Paul.
high and in their familiar cruising
Rev. F. F. Fowle left this morning
formation.
1 for Portland to attend the Methodist
Maine Conference.
Robert Paul and family of Rock"Everything out this way is quiet,
and work has not started up very , land spent Sunday at the home of
fast,!' writes Jesse M. Blackington, his parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
•
a former Rockland man who is now Paul, Commercial street.
A special service was held at the
employed at the office of the Siskiyou
News in Yreka. Calif. Mr. Blacking- | Methodist Church Sunday morning
ton's address is Box 155, and he will at which the Mt. Battie Lodge 1.0 O.F.
be glad to hear from old Rockland and allied bodies of Camden, by invi
tation, were in attendance. A very
friends.
interesting and helpful sermon was
Nasson Institute at Sanford is giv preached by the pastor, Rev. F. F.
ing a broadcast over Station WCSH Fowle, using as a subject, “Am I My
Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock in Brother's Keeper?” The music conthe Y.W.C.A. Hour featuring instru i sisted of an anthem, "Holy is the
mental and vocal numbers and a talk ' Lord," by the combined adult and
by the Dean. The Glee Club ls giv boys’ choirs and a vocal solo, "The
ing two numbers. Miss Margaret Holy City," beautifully rendered by
Adams of this city is a member of Earle Achorn. At the close of the
service the members of the order
the Glee Club.
proceeded to the home of Capt. 1
Ernest Torrey, a fellow member who
Friday evening at the Methodist has been very ill for several weeks,
vestry the Loyal Temperance Legion and extendd to him greetings, an act |
will give a playlet "A New Alice in which was very mucn appreciated by
Wonderland." There will also be a both Mr. and Mrs. Torrey.
Silver Medal Speaking Contest and a
Mrs. Mabel Withee is enjoying a
small pageant “Around the World." two weeks' vacation from her clerical J
A collection will be taken for the duties at the Camden National Bank,
Anna Adams Gordon Mission fund.
and is spending same as the guest of
her brother Rev. G. Lou Pressey,
The Auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer Boothbay Harbor.
Camp Spanish War Veterans meets
Mrs. E. H. Piper, who has been very i
tomorrow evening at 7.30 when a ill for several days, is now able to
Muster Day program will be pre be about the house, which is grati
sented. for the members, comrades fying news to her many friends.
and invited guests.
Plans are in the making for a pub
lic supper to be served at the Meth-j
At the quarterly conference of odist vestry on May 6 under the
Pratt M. E. Church Sunday Cecil allspices of the Ladies' Aid.
Ralph Sweetland, Thelma SweetWitham was licensed as local preach
er. to be at the South Thomaston land and Arthur Collins of Reading.
Mass, are guests for a few days of
church during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. William Murray, Pleas
ant
street.
There will be a special meeting of
The
Fred A. Norwood. W.R.C., and
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
Thursday night with work on the the soldiers of all wars have accept
ed an invitation to attend the morn
Past and Most Excellent degrees.
ing service at the Baptist Church.
Memorial Sunday. May 24.
Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday
Mrs. Bert Robart and daughter
night with supper at 6. The men will Ruth and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gal
have charge of the supper, with Law- lagher of Newton, Mass, returned
ton Bray as chairman.
today to their homes after spending
the weekend as guests of Mrs. Minnie
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to- Crozier.
A country school, with Arthur K.
ni-V’t. with supper at C. There will
be degree work at the evening ses Walker as teacher, the members ot
Try-to-l'.elp Club as students and
sion.

92
94
96
79
107

Rev. G. F. Currier as Mr. Committee
Man will be the attraction at the
Baptist vestry Friday evening at 8
o'clock. A small admission fee will
entitle one to an evening of fun.
Candy will be on sale.
Capt. Harry Lane was home from
Searsport last week for a brief stay
with his family.
Mrs. Edna Robbins is driving a new
Ford sport model.
The Johnson Society will hold Its
regular meeting Wednesday evening
at the home of Mrs. Orra Burns.
Summer street.
Emil Erickson is home from Uni
versity of Maine, called here by the
death of his mother Mrs. Claus
Erickson.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Larson will
soon occupy the Prince hotise on
Beauchamp avenue as a home.
Richard Thomas, a popular mem
ber of the freshman class at Trinity
College has recently been elected as
assistant treasurer of the Sigma Nu
Fraternity.
Delmont Ballard arrived Saturday
from University of Maine to spend
the weekend and holiday with his
parents, Mr and Mrs. W. L. Ballard.
Russell avenue.
A dormer window has recently
been added to the residence of
Walter Carroll, Commercial street.
Ross Spear principal, and Miss
Annie Aldrich, assistant instructor,
at East Corinth Academy, motored
here Saturday for a brief call on Mr.
Spear's parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
True Spear.
The following teachers are spend-

CAMDEN

Radio, Telephone, Auto Combine to
Break Down American Farm Isolation
Morse Salisbury, chief of the
radio division ot the U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, believes that
radio has done as much as good
roads, tbe telephone, or automo
biles to break down the traditional
isolation of the American farmer.
"The radio," he points out.
"brings to the man on the laud
rapidly aud accurately the facts
on tbe fluctuations of the markets
where he sells his products. Radio
advises him of the weather ex
pert's forecasts of rain or shine
aud warnings of rigorous weather
against which he must protect his
stock and tender plants; It gives
the practitioner ot scientific (arm
ing a man to man acquaintance
with the agricultural scientists of
Slate and Nation and their work.
Furthermore, It das given the
farmer front-row. center aisle
seats In the theatre
of
world
events, culture, and pleasing en
tertainment.”
Recent developments in radio
engineering are expected to In
crease materially the number of
receivers in rural homes.
Only
oue-third of the farm homes of tbe
Nation are at present equipped
with radio.
Heretofore the old
type battery sets, with the neces
sity for frequently
recharging
storage batteries at considerable
inconvenience and expense, made
muuy farmers hesitant about pur
chasing receivers. Science has just
perfected a new
type
battery
which literally "breathes” the life
giving oxygen from the air - to
maintain constant voltage over a
tong period. The result is that a

ing their vacation at their respective
homes. Miss Lucy Lundell at South
Paris. Mrs. Kora Farmer at Boothbay and Ronald Billings at Ellsworth.
SAVES KITCHEN WORK
Capt. Winsor Torrey and Capt,
Jack Stinson of Deer Isle were guests
"From old newspapers to the deco
Saturday of Capt. Ernest Torrey. rated paper cup that saves washing
Union street.
the glass after Jimmie's mid morn
ing lunch of milk, paper of various
kinds has proved itself a real labor
Winnie BrOwn Erickson
saver in the kitchen," says Edna M
Mrs Winnie Brown, 55, wife of Cobb, home management specialist of
Claus Erickson, died April 16 at her the Extension Service.
home in Rockport. Her passing came
"Newspaper spread on the floor
as a shock to her family and friends, around the stove helps to keep th'e
even though it was realized that her kitchen tidy while certain jobs are
condition was very serious. Mrs.
Erickson will long be remembered for
her many excellent traits of charac
ter which endeared her to all. She is
survived by her husband, three sons.
Edwin of Hartford, Conn., Maynard
of Rockport and Emil, a student at
University of Maine; three brotheis,
Edwin L. Brown of Rockland, Zadoc
Brown of Bath and Ralph Brown ot
Simonton, all of whom have the sym
pathy of a wide circle of friends.
Funeral services were held Sunday at
2 p. m. from the home on Mam
street, Rev. G. F. Currier officiating
The many floral tributes tore testi
mony of the love and esteem in which
the deceased was held by all who
knew her.

Morse Salisbury
Radio Division, 1
Agriculture.
number of leading radio set manu
facturers are bringing out an en
tirely new type "air cell” set which
utilizes the "breathing battery”
and puts the farmer on a parity
with the city dweller as far as
radio reception aud service are

being done, preserving, for example,
or frying doughnuts." she continued.
"It saves time and energy in wiping
up the spots that are bound to be
made. A newspaper spread on the
top of the table while paring vege
tables or fruit protects the table;
moreover the paper can be gathered
up. parings, stains, and all. and
burned. Garbage pails lined with
newspaper make garbage disposal
easier and washing the pail a simpler
and pleasanter task.”

i

Dr. Douglas Thom of Boston is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. W. McKay,

I Pearl street.

Harry Hatch of Salem, Mass., is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Luella Man
chester.
Edward Nash and family of Wor
cester. Mass., are guests of his father,
Charles Nash.
Miss Gladys Fernald is enjoying a
vacation from her duties at the store
of Carleton, French & Co.
Capt. and Mrs. E. H. Tinker have
returned from Miami, Fla., where they
spent the winter.
Richard checcl has returned from
Boston where he has been spending
several months.
Mrs. James M. Bartlett has re
turned to her home in South Thom
aston after a visit with her daughter,
Miss Mary E. Bartlett.
The Camden fire department was
called Sunday to Rockville for a brush
Are.
Regular meeting of the American
Legion Auxiliary April 21, at 7.30. A
full attendance ls desired as business
of importance will be discussed. Re
freshments will be served.
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes
Grant Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R..
will be held May 1. Fales Circle of
Thomaston and the comrades of the
Rockland G.A.R. will be guests. Sup
per served at 6 o’clock.
Wednesday evening the regular
quarterly meeting of the Camden
Board of Trade will be held at the
Y.M.C.A. at 7.45 o'clock. The speaker
will be Hon. Donald R. Partridge ol
Norway. It is hoped there will be a
large attendance as matters of im- i
portance will be discussed.
Today at the Comique, Bert Lytell will be seen in "Brothers;" Wed
nesday and Thursday, Greta Garbo ln
"Inspiration;” Friday, Lowell Sher
man in "Pay Off;" Saturday, "Africa i
Speaks." Coming attractions include
Richard Dix in “Cimarron." Charles
Farrell in "Body and Soul," Marlene :
Dietrich in "Dishonored," Edward
Everett Horton in “Lonely Wives," i
and Janet Gaynor in "Daddy Long '
Legs."
The funeral of Sumner A. Davis,
77. was held Monday afternoon at 1.30
o'clock from his home on Commercial

Awnings, boat covers etc., prompt
service. Rockland Awning Co. Tel.
1262-W.
39-T-51

SOUTH HOPE
Several from this place attended
the supper and social given by the
Community Club at East Union last
week.
Mr and Mrs. Mason of Camden
have leased B. A. Hart’s farm and
will move there.
Miss Gertrude Esancy of South
China was the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
W. C. Wellman, last week.
There will be a public supper and
an entertainment at the South Hope
Grange hall Thursday with supper at
the usual hour for 25 cents and 15
cents; also 10 cents to the entertain
ment. Mrs. Flora Pushaw, Mrs. Nina
Taylor and Mrs. Hazel Taylor are
the supper committee and Mrs. Laura
Hastings entertainment committee.
THE COL'RIER-GAZF.TTE
Welcomes contributions from its read
ers upon any subject of public Interest.
All communications must be signed, al
though signatures will be withheld upon
request
No attention paid to anony-

New Face Powder
Doesn’t Dry Skin
Just try this new wonderful face pow
der, MELLO-GLO. Spreads smoothly
nnd prevents large pores. Blends nat
urally with any complexion—stays on
longer. MELLO-GLO is purest and
finest face powder made—its coloring
matter approved by United States
government. Fresh, youthful—never
dries skin or makes it look flaky. Get
MELLO-GLO. Corner Drug Store
and all other good stores.

Now!
NEW
2-Tii li
DampDryer

ROUND POND
Miss Vivian Richards of Damari
scotta Mills was home over the week
end.
Miss Cynthia Prentice of Newton,
Mass., is home for a week's vacation,
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
Prentice.
Capt. Rufus Fossett was at home
for a brief visit last week.
Mrs. Artelle Bryant is steadily im
proving from her recent illness.
Mertland Steer who is staying with
his aunt in Portland, .has improved
very much in health and is able to
attend school.
Cigars were passed out last week
on the announcement of the mar
riage of two of our likeable young
people Miss Fannie Murphy and
Posford Prior solemnized at P.ockland. May happiness be theirs, with
each year brighter and richer is the
wish of their many friends.
Mrs. Stella Butman who passed
the winter in Waldoboro has re
turned home.

;s. boat covers etc., prompt
Rockland Awning Co. Tel.
39-T-51

with sensational
improvements
and new,
breath-taking
beauty!

Homes Without Kitchens
Ijw'l

H. ■ -< •
ft

street, Rev. A. E. Luce officiating.
Mr. Davis is survived by a wife and
a half-s-ister. Miss Mary C. Davis of /
Camden. Burial at Searsmont.
Lester Pitcher is enjoying a vaca
tion from his duties at the 6tore of
Carleton, French & Co.
Mr. and Mrs. George Crane ot
Hyde Park, Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Pendleton, Mechanic
street.
Miss Ruth Thomas of Saco is
spending a week with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Thomas.

■

World's
Tllost Beautiful Washer
~

O/z£

You’ll be amazed at the many
extra advantages in this newest and
most beautiful 2-tub Damp Dryer
EASY Washer! Women every
where hail it as the most spectacu
lar washing advance in years!
Come in and inspect this mar
velous new washer. See its two

Enjoy These EASY Advantages
The famous EASY Damp-Dryer replaces the old-fashioned
wringer and offers these startling EXTRA advantages:
Kamy day convenience — (..,
.........
dry clothes
on line indoors without dripping hems.

Efficient, fast, automobile-type pump
empties all water.
I <
Saves mending time — no broken but.

tons — no torn clothes.

In this day of modern kitchens,
when architects are giving; as much
thought to the kitchen as any other
part of the house, comes the home
without a kitchen. The tower
apartments in the new $40,000,000
Waldorf-Astoria, New York City,
citadel of the gracious art of mod
ern living, are without kitchens.
Every conceivable convenience
for human comfort and enjoyment

under direction of Oscar Tschirky
—“Oscar of the Waldorf”. One
piece of kitchen equipment — a
gleaming white porcelain-on-steel
Frigidaire—will be on duty in each
apartment to keep sandwiches,
drinks, desserts and salads and to
freeze ice cubes.
These most luxurious of Amer
ican apartments occupy two lofty
towers in this 47 story hotel.
High above the roar of the city,
they offer the quiet seclusion of a
country home.
The hotel below has accommoda
tions for 3000 guests, facilities for
parties of 20 or 4000 persons, 8610
diners, or 11630 dancers.

Saves ironing time — no deep, hard
creases.

New beauty in color aud design.

smart colorful porcelain enameled
tubs. Its glistening, non-tarnishable metal top. Available in either
the famous EASY agitator or va

cuum cup types.

See
for Yourself
Not until you see this new Easy
Washer can you appreciate its marvel
ous new convenience and beauty. Phone
us now!

Central Maine POWER Co
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Mutual
Insurance

A TRAINLOAD OF LIME

Page Three
VINALHAVEN

Rev. and Mrs. P. J. Clifford expect
to leave today for Portland to attend
Tomorrow’s Shipment From Rockland Will Emphasize
April 26—Revised spring schedule of
the Methodist Conference.
Maine Central Railroad goes Into effect.
April 28— "Nothing But the Truth” by
c
,
.
.
W. T. Robbins is a guest of his
Use Of the Product By Maine Agriculturalists
Rt. Bernard's Players at Park Theatre.
bound and Progressive for daughter, Mrs. W. H. Bray, having
May 1 (3 to 9.30 p. m.)—Annual meet
179 Years
returned from Camden, where he
ing of Woman's Educational Club.
May 4—Monthly meeting of the City
spent the winter months with his
A
special
train
containing
20
full
The
500
tons
of
land
lime
contained
Government.
The little band of patriots br°ther’ ™ „L’ R°bbl"s’ . . ,
May 4-9—Hearing Week.
carloads of agricultural lime, con- in this trainload will be used on
May 7—Howell-Fisher prize boxing
i
•
i i
r
Kenneth Hatch of Portland is the
signed to purchasers in Sagadahoc farms in the two counties and special who organized the hrst mu- guest Of his aunt, Mrs. Robert
bout at American Legion hall.
May 9—District meeting of I. O. O. F..
and Androscoggin Counties, will stress will be laid upon this modern tual insurance company in Georgeson.
with Knox Lodge.
May 20—Annual meeting and straw
leave this city at 12 o'clock noon to- 1 method of agricultural development, America, in 1 752, wastaking . ^rs. Alex McDuffy of Stonington
berry festival of Baptist Men's League.
morrow, drawn by a Class W loco-' It is needless to add that the ship,
.
’
,7 j is the guest of her brother Daniel
May 28—Knox County W.C.T.U. Con
vention in Warren, at the Baptist 4-4">4-4-4-4-4-4-4“>4«F->4->4-4":">4-4-4-4-> motive.
ment is from the Rockland & Rock- a determined step toward self Gross.
Church. Miss Helen Louise Byrnes speak
(By F. V. F.)
Mrs. George Smith and son Percy
er.
At Brunswick the train will be port Lime Corporation. Its assem- protection.
May 30—Memorial Day.
I of Whitinsville, Mass., who have
placarded
by
County
Agent
C.
L..
bling
and
departure
is
superintended
May 30—Letter Carriers' convention
Inspector Hoyt arrived Thursday
Today, the mutual policyholder been in town the past week returned
ln Biddeford.
State' Monday,
July 7-14—Squadron runs of Eastern on his monthly visit to the airport. Eastman, and will be met also by the by William II. Rhodes of the com takes no chance whatever.
Yacht Club ln Penobscot Bay.
laws and adequate reserves guarantee
The office was comparatively quiet Maine Central Railroad's industrial pany’s staff.
Vernard Amiro returned Friday
The exploitation of this train in securities
from Knox Hospital where he had
Last week’s prizes at Carr's alleys: Friday morning while he held written agent W. G. Hunton, the directors
been for observation.
Mutual Insurance Costs Less
V. Norton, 134; Graham, 126; J. Sul examinations for licenses. Charles of the Extension Service of the Uni addition to serving as urge for the
Mrs. Kate Dyer and daughter
Mutuals are Gaining in Favor
livan, 121; C. Black, 116.
Steves of Millinocket flew down in versity of Maine, other officials and use of agricultural lime, will lend
Charlotte of Thomaston are guests
his Commandalre to take the exam press representatives..
impetus to the Rockland industry.
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Whitmore.
Rockland Encampment will work ination for transport pilot. Due to
The High School Athletic Associa
the Patriarchal degree Wednesday a minor infraction of the Depart
tion will hold a cake sale Saturday.
night. Officers are asked to make
APPLETON
RIDGE
WASHINGTON
ment of Commerce regulations it was
! They will also give a ball May first
note of this.
Miss Maude Fuller, assistant ,
not granted him. Someone, out of
Several in this place have been sick | teacher at A.H.S. is ill. Donald Math- I OWEN B. AUGSPURGER, President in Memorial hall.
erson of Liberty substituted WedRockland had a taste of summer spite had reported him for flying with the prevailing distemper.
Leroy Ames was home from CamMrs. B. H. Lincoln and little !nesday, Thursday and Friday. She
Sunday when the temperature went over water at an altitude of 300 feet.
New England Department den for the weekend.
Dick Carlton passed the examina daughter Geraldine have been very I expects to resume her duties Tues- i
well up into the.60's. It was one of
Mrs. Luther Burns and children of
18 Oliver St. Boston, Mass. Quincy, Mass., are guests of Capt.
the best spring days ever laid down tion for airplane mechanic so that sick with the flu. Dr. Pierpont is at- j day.
he now holds a license as both air tending them.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Stanley and
on the map.
and Mrs. William Burns.
plane and engine mechanic. Camp
Let the Merchants Insure your ! At the Athletic Association bridge
The Athletic Club will have their daughter and Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert
automobile... Annual
dividends , or ! party given at the G.A.R. rooms
,
Pales Circle ladles of the G.A.R. bell, who is working for Krymble in regular dance Thursday night. All were in Rockland Wednesday.
Mrs. Hazle Perry visited Mrs. Ella | sa ings paid to policyholders since Thursday night, honors went to Mrs.
will meet Wednesday evening at 7.30 Bangor, passed the examination for hope that it will be a successful one.
organization.
Marguerite Lincoln, a senior at Perry Wednesday afternoon.
Sholes and A. M. Cassie. The first
with Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, 23 engine mechanic. In the afternoon
Hoyt put Frank Ambrose and University of Maine, has been elect
A high school social was held at the
pri?e for “63” to Mrs. George Kay.
Orange street.
Charley Treat through their paces ed member to an honorary psycho Grange hall Wednesday evening.
Our Policies
Mrs. Lawrence Wyatt of Boston is
on the Ireland boat. Both obtained logical fraternity, Sigma Mu Sigma.
Prayer and praise service was held
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ensign Otis, who graduated from ratings on that type of craft, which
Obtainable
Only
Through
with
Miss
Adna
Pitman
Thursday
I
Ralph Bickford.
Bowdoin College ln 1907, is among includes the Loening. The 109-H She is also continuing her good work evening with 10 present.
I Mr. and Mrs. Fred K. Coombs enthe alumni suggested for the two was inspected and licensed for use. in making the dean’s list.
YOUR
LOCAL
AGENT
Mrs.
Hazle
Perry,
Norman
and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis formerly
1 tertained the B.B.F.S. Club at their
vacancies on the board of trustees.
• • « •
of this place now of Augusta, are re Marie Perry spent the weekend with
: home Saturday afternoon and eve'Twould be an excellent choice.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leon
Morang
and
fam

Bert Fowler, chief inspector of the joicing over the birth of a daughter.
■ ning.
ily
in
Augusta.
class parts have been assigned
( The president of Rebekah Assem
Mrs. Sarah (Wentworth) Pllsbury State Police, came from Augusta to atThe
Miss
Golda
Boynton
spent
the
W.H.S.: Velma Chadwick, first;
bly will make her official visit to
died last evening, following a brief take delivery of the OX-Robin which
weekend
at
her
home
in
Liberty.
Kenneth Best, second. The others
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge Thursillness. Funeral servioes will be held he purchased a few weeks ago. He will be given out later.
B. L. Whitney with his sawing out
AGENT
! day.
Thursday afternoon at 2.30 from the was flown back there in it by Jack
fit has been sawing wood for A. L.
Tel. 77.
375 Main St. ' Mr and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith
The
remains
of
Fannie
Rockwell
w
„ii„„
w
I
late residence at Ingraham Hill.
Dodge, Friday afternoon.
With a of Winthrop. Mass., were brought | Spr°wl, H. Z. Fuller and W. M. NewROCKLAND
entertained friends at their home
eMUg Marguerite Norwood of Rock. '
State official owning and operating a here for burial Saturday.
the evening of April 19.
A subscriber asks where Washing plane at the Capital, and a State
The event of the week will be the
land was a guest Friday and Satur
ton hall was located. Are we right senator operqjing a flying service and
poverty ball given at Town hall under
EAST UNION
day of Miss Ruth Moody.
in replying that it was located in the airport in Portland, the prospect of
the auspices of the Village Improve
Donald Clark, principal of A.H.S.
building at the head of Talbot ave Maine as a user of airplanes comes
ment Society Saturday night. A
The subject of the Farm Bureau spent the weekend and holiday at his
nue now occupied by Pleasant Valley perceptibly closer. Another encour
prize will be given to the most povmeeting Wednesday will be “Milk and j home in Caratunk.
Grange?
aging sign is the passage of a bill by Milk Products,” leader, Mrs. Dornan.' About 50 from this town attended I
i erty stricken appearing couple.
the last Legislature enabling muni
| Barge Charles Pritchard ls load
-----------------I the supper and drama at South i
AGENTS
The Clark Island Village Improve cipalities to own their own airports.
ing paving at Leopolds for New York.
EARLY SPRING PASTURES
! Montville Friday evening and a
ment Society is asking dancers to But that, and an act setting aside
Rockland, Maine
------I splendid time is reported.
! Ellwood Sails who has been spend“shake a leg" every Friday during the the uncalled for rebates to ai.piane Cows Lose Weight
If Turned Into 1 Donald Mattierson of Liberty was
1 ing the vacation with his mother,
season, commencing this week. The operators of the tax on gasoline for
Them Too Soon.—Wait Full Growth j the guest of A. G. Pitman and family
i Mrs. Marshall Sails, returned Mon
proceeds will be devoted to the im the benefit of automobile operators
UNION
of Grass
while substituting at the High School
day to Harvard College.
provement of the village roads.
is the only legislation affecting avia
for Miss Fuller.
| Mrs. Mary Cassie who has spent
Mrs.
Daniel
Dearborn
is
quite
ill.
tion passed in the last session.
A speaking contest was held at the
"Spring fever” Is in the air dur
the winter months with relatives in
The steamer Westport’s wheel went
• • • *
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy were
ing these first warm days which is High School Friday afternoon to at Washington Wednesday to visit Worcester, Mass., arrived Saturday.
blooey at Stonington the other night
Three planes came from Boston very contagious among your cows choose four boys and four girls to
Miss Irene Weymouth of Rockand the craft was towed to the South
daughter, Mrs. Carl Sukeforth
speak at the hall from which will be her
week. “Beany" flew in Wednes
whose
family
have
all
been
slek
with
“ lnhe guest of Mrs’ Merle
Railways, where a substitute was this
if
they
are
allowed
out
on
pasture.
afternoon with John Roberts
chosen a boy and a girl to represent
Hutchinson.
installed. The steamer went east day
With the first appearance of green the school at the interscholastic con .oaa, rnlric
who
is
a
Curtiss-Wright
student
at
corns.
Mr.
and Mrs. Langtry C. Smith
Saturday, just like nothing had hap Boston. They were making a cross
grass it is almost impossible to feed test which will be held at Liberty.
Warren Layr went to Montville and
waiter spent the weekend
pened.
Those chosen to speak at the hall Wednesday to attend the fnneral of,
Rockland, to visit Mr. Smith's
_____
i country trip in a Fledgling as part them a winter’s ration.
the latter's instruction. Saturday
| mother, Mrs. Jennie Smith, who is ill
Accepted standard practices, how were Faustina Brown, Gladys Phil his brother Edward
Painters invaded the banking of
Roy Keeley of the Keeley-King Air ever, show the shortsightedness of brook. Roena Brown. Ruth Mitchell,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hannon of' with pneumonia.
quarters of the Security Trust Com craft
Corp., Taunton, Mass., stopped this policy. It is harmful to both Donald Hall. Nathan Pease, Floyd Razorville are visiting
Charles
Mrs. Ralph Brown will entertain
pany after hours Saturday, and are
on his way to Halifax with two the cow, as well as to the normal Gushee and Johnson Pitman.
Thurston for a few days.
the Mothers’ Club this week. The
giving that institution a fine “dolling here
passengers,
Miss
Mary
E.
Palmer
and
Irvin
Powell
and
family
of
West
growth of the pasture itself.
up.” Being a financial concern it
Nilo's Repair Shop. Spring street, Washington were at W. C. Perry’s last session met with Mrs. Owen
Clarence Kaull, who were rush -Comparative statistics show that
might be proper to speak of the Mrs.
Roberts.
ing to the bedside of their father. On cows turned out on early spring pas will be open Saturday nights here Wednesday.
painters as “dollar-ujls.”
Misses Kathleen Cotter and Ruth
8-tf
Keeley’s return. Sunday, he was held tures lose weight rapidly, which after—adv.
Hazen Ayer of Boston spent the \yahiman visited Rockland Saturday,
up
overnight
while
the
custom
’
s
offi

means a corresponding falling off in
weekend with his parents, Mr, and
Henry Anderson returned ' SaturLendon C. Jackson John L.
MARRIED
, day from Boston.
Thomas, Judge Walter H. Butler and cer obtained authority from the milk production. This early set back MOODY-DONNELL—At Nobleboro, April Mrs. Walter Ayer.
nearest
immigration
official
to
admit
Mr. and Mi's. Charles Morton ol , prances Macintosh and Doris
Dr. Walter P. Conley, spent the him back into the country. It seems is very difficult to overcome later on
18. bv Rev. L. E. Carte- R. Ellis Moodv
and Miss Thelma B. Donnell, both ol Dorchester are at their home for a stordahl were home from Rockland
weekend and holiday at Alford’s that Rockland has not yet been made in the season. At the same time the
Nobleboro.
Lake, gathering data for the next a-port of entry for airplanes so there early grass is washy and too scant to HODGKINS-HOLBROOK—At New York. few days.
j fOr the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Howell and , Erma whitmore has returned to
meeting of the Knox County Fish & is no immigration authority here. In furnish much feed, which means that
Aoril 20. Oscar J. Hodgkins, formerly of
the cows in early pasture must either
Thomaston and Miss Josephine Hol Mrs. Myrtie Judkins of Groveton, N. j Farniington Normal School after
Game Association.
the future Deputy Collector Thorn become “race horses” in search of
brook of Portland.
are at their home for a week.
spending the vacation with her pardike will be able to pass incoming proper nourishment or else be satis MILDWOFF-BERLIAWSKY—At Los An H.,Mrs.
Muriel Hallowell who is at- I en^ Mr and Mrs Russej[ whitmore.
S. Nilo Spear's car was badly fliers and passengers on to Boston if
geles,
April
19.
Benjamin
Mildwoff
of
fied with insufficient nourishment.
damaged Sunday forenoon by col their papers are in order.
New York and Miss Lillian Berllawsky, tending Simmons College was at the Mjss Whitmore will graduate ln
Cows are normally creatures of
home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bowes I june
formerly of Rockland.
lision with another car near Rocky
• * • •
habit and will be satisfied with win
Pond while Mr. Spear was on his
for the weekend.
.
At the Legion dance Saturday
James Wheeler, representative for ter rations, unless turned into the
DIED
Barbara Creighton entertained 2 li ht the j
box of chocolates
way to the Rockville forest fire.
Texaco,
landed
Sunday
with
John
DAVIS—At CEmden. April 18. Sumner A. little girls at a delightful supper party went
pasture.
During
this
important
Mrs Q
Q
The occupants of both cars some
Davis,
aged
77
years.
McLoon for an overnight stay at the period of the year it is suggested that
' given by her parents at their home in
Th(, Saturd brld^e met with
how escaped injuries.
HARMON
—
At
Warren.
April
17,
Ray
E.
latter's home.
winter feeding be continued; follow
Harmon, aged 58 years, 7 months. 2 I observance of Barbara s seventh birth- Edith vinal
» • « •
ing some such typical ration as, 200
days.
day anniversary.
Mrs. Charles D. Wentworth of
Mrs. Aubrey Delano is with relaMrs. Wheelright of Philadelphia pounds of ground corn, hominy, or PILLSBURY At Rockland. April 20.
Mr and Mrs. Clinton Cummings
’’n Camj'en
Brunswick, formerly of this city, is
Sarah (WentworthI Pillsbury, aged 87 1 and daughter Leatrice went to Brooks
barley,
200
pounds
ground
oats,
200
and
North
Haven
paid
a
brief
visit
spending a few days at the Foss
years.
7
months.
22
davs.
Funeral
Capt. and Mrs. W. P. Greenlaw left
House. Thursday she will be joined at the airport Monday to charter a pounds wheat bran, and 200 pounds
Thursday afternoon at 2.30 from late Sunday.
Monday for a two weeks stay in
residence at Ingraham Hill.
by her daughter Florence and with plane to North Haven where she was linseed meal.
5SS.
“
“
“
".B-i-.
Mass..
th'., wil K
With this precaution the cows can BUCKLIN—At Warren. April 19. Herbert with her parents.
Mr. Wentworth will spend the week going to attepd to the legalities of
L. Bucklin, aged 55 years. 1 month. 25
guests
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
then
be
put
into
pasture
at
a
little
acquiring
title
to
the
residence
ad

Wide Awake 4-H Club met at Union
end with Principal Madden of War*
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
later date with the assurance that
High School with 11 members and Balcom.
ren, who is Mrs. Wentworth’s joining her summer home. She is they
will maintain their weight and
Harold Moon’s mother ana reported
IN MEMORIAM
three visitors present. Following the ’ Rita Greenlaw has returned from
brother.
that he is .very busy in his job at at the same time keep up a satisfac
In fond memory of my mother, Mrs. business meeting judging contests Camden.
Emma A. Fossett.
I were held. The sewing girls judged j Miss Gladys Fernald of Camden is
The annual meeting of the Penob Camden, N. J., as traffic manager for tory production of milk.
Gone, but not forgotten.
buttonholes and the cooking girlsj
suest of her sister, Mrs. Joseph
Are the words we oftlmes hear;
scot Bay Dental Association was held Eastern Air Transport and is also
Now is the time to have your quilts
But I never really knew their meaning i muffins. A baseball game was played j Morton,
April 16 and these officers were planning an enterprise of his own in and
Until I lost you. mother dear.
blankets
washed.
Call
The
Peo

the
air
transport
field.
after the meeting. The next meeting' Mrs. J
2?7er/?11 e"tertal?1,^C
elected: President, Dr. P. R. Damon;
Your loving daughter
ple’s Laundry, Limerock street. Tel
will be held at the home of Mildred Needlecraft Club at her home WedMrs. W. C. Perry.
vice president, Dr. L. M. Richardson;
170.—adv.
36-tf
GAME
VERMIN
CONTROL
Union, April 18.
• Farris, April 24 at 3.15 p. m„ at which “sday in honor of her birthday ansecretary, Dr. R. L. Stratton; treas
the girls taking cooking will make ont j niversary.
urer, Dr. F. E. Follett; executive
Vermin control in all game pre
dish. The girls taking sewing will J
board, Dr. R. A. Bickford, Dr. L. M.
Richardson and Dr. E. W. Peaslee. serves and sanctuaries is provided
bring an article to sew.
SOUTH WARREN
for in Chapter 85 of the State laws.
Community
Club
Notes
-------Several full grown pheasants are As amended by Legislature the act
At the regular meeting of Feb. 24 j' A costume dance will be held in
at liberty In the Lindsey Grove area, now reads:
a Washington program was given. the Grance hall May 2. Refresh
“Hunting or possession of firearms
having escaped from the pen of a
Roll call was responded to by items on ments will be served.
pheasant fancier in that vicinity. All within limits of game preserves for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marshall ot
Washington's life; collect for club
persons, especially children,
are bidden. No person shall at any time
South Portland were at Mrs. Rose
women
recited
in
unision;
song,
hunt,
chase,
catch,
kill
or
destroy
any
urged not to harm the birds as they
America; paper, “Washington As a Marshall s Sunday.
are being raised for propagation pur wild birds or wild animals or have in
1 Business Man;" paper, ‘Washingtons! Mrs. Clara Dow of West Rockport
poses by the Fish and Game Associa his possession firearms of any de
Younger Days "
' ! ncl Mr- anc^ Mrs. Alfred Bailey ot
scription within the limits of any
tion.
Regular meeting. March 10: Roll : TTwrndike visited Mrs. Mabe1 St. dalr
game preserve or close territory, ex
call responded to by current events; j Friday.
From as far away as Union have cept that the commissioner of in
paper, School Buildings; song, School1 Mrs. Mina Rines who is stopping
come requests for tickets to the spar land fisheries and game ls hereby
A
Days; paper, What other towns have j with Mrs. Virginia Daniels in Thomring exhibition to be given under the authorized to use such means as may
done towards raising funds for school1 aston was a weekend guest of Mrs.
auspices of Winslow-Holbrook Post seem necessary to exterminate ver
buildings; both interesting to the ia- Rcfa Cutting.
Thursday night, May 7. Bud Fisher min of any description in all game
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson ot
I dies who are working for a new
and Young Howell are putting in preserves and sanctuaries and in any
Owl’s Head called on friends here
schoolhouse in Union.
some good licks, training, and it is other localities where damage is
March 24: Roll call, Why I Like Sunday.
assumed that the hundred-dollar side being done.”
Mr. and Mrs. L. B Wood of Bangor
Spring;” collect for club women;
bets will be deposited at this office
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
1 song, Business.
in due season before the big scrap
Awnings, boat covers etc., prompt
April 14: Roll call, Birds; song, O A. Copeland.
begins.
service. Rockland Awning Co. Tel.
A grass fire started on the G. E.
The Pines of Maine; paper, New
1262-W.
39-T-51
The meeting of the Lions Club to
England Birds; paper, New England Counce land Thursday called out a
fire fighting crew.
morrow evening, at 6.30, should he
Wild Flowers.
Sunday
one of the largest ln the history of
The
next ILgUiai
regular lilCTWAAlg
meeting will
be 1 The forest fire in
AUV HUAU
Will MV
" Cushing
-------------o-----------on the evening of April 28 and is ex-! called, out the Thomaston fire de
the “roarers", for the reason that the
partment
and
many
fire
fighters
and
members are to have guests, and a
pected to be held at Masonic hall
speaker of special prominence in the
Every member is privileged to invite spectators. Before this fire was sub
person of Congressman Donald B.
one or two guests A program will be dued the buildings on what was for
merly the Derry place were burned.
Partridge of Norway. Congressman
given and refreshments served.
Partridge has been On the sidelines in
The club will hold a rummage sale By means of hard labor other build
7//
Washington getting the hang of the
at their rooms some time during tne ings were saved.
Mrs. Mary Libby who has been
Ship of State, and has been asked
J first week in May.
staying in Boston and Portland the
to give the Lions his impressions of
how the National lawmakers handle
past winter, has returned and opened
PORT CLYDE
I her house here.
matters.
Newell Marshall has been sick the
Mrs. Henry Jo-dan and daughter
Mr. Jack Lee. the well known Cin speeches and cooking recipes. The
A rummage sale will be held Sat
I past week, but is improving.
Barbara of Rockland were Sunday
cinnati
cow
man,
was
perturbed
—
only
musical
selection
available
was
urday, open 9.30, at the Woolworth
Allan Craven of Boston spent the guests at A. R. Jordan's.
because nls bovine charges were the sentimental ballad, "My Buddy". weekend at the Fo-Castle.
building store by the Universalist
Fresh alewives are soon to be for
laying
down
on
the
Job
in
a
very
As
the
first
tender
notes
ot
tne
ladies.
48-49
Floyd Conant has moved his fam sale by the weir fishermen.
<J Those rythmic clicks of
un-American manner. Milk produc song Insinuated themselves through
ily from Mrs. Alice Marshall's house
William R. Simmons and family
Steamship tickets to all parts of our presses will be encored
tion had fallen off tremendously.
to the house owned by Fred Ingerson. have returned to their farm here after
the barn, the effect was magical. No
the world. We attend to all details
What to do? It happened tha: longer were the cows downcast.
Mr. Hodetke and family of Mel the winter in Rockland.
including passport and visa. Phone later by the tinkle of the
rose, Mass., spent the weekend at
Mrs. Alice Spear who has been ln
Mr. Lee is a great lover of classical Their eyes Brightened and became
675 for details. Robert & Veazie, cash register.
For The
their cottage at Land's End.
Cambridge, Mass., arrived home Sat
music. Under its spell he finds even more liquid than usual, ana,
Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. LoveMr. Snd Mrs. Clifton Marshall of urday. Maurice Hatch and family ac
himself soothed, ar.d, at the same better than all. the milk yield that
Courier-Gazette printing
Joy, Mgr.
36-tf
Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and companied her here but returned to
time,
stimulated
to
greater
achieve

night
was
enormous.
is the kind that produces
Mrs. Frank Marshall.
their home Monday. Edward Hatch
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
ments. Therefore, might it not alsc
Now the cows have radio pro
Miss Lenata Marshall of Portland will remain for two weeks.
STEAMBOAT CO.
sales. Experience proves it.
exert a similar influence on his grams all day long. No matter
was in town last week.
Mrs. Frank Page and Mrs. Martha
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
cows?
what happens—prize lights, debates
Rev. John Holman and family of Kclloch visited Mrs. Mabel Mills at
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
Call 770
The next day, Mr. Lee installed or symphony concert—the cows are ! Marblehead, Mass., have arrived and j Knox Hospital Friday.
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 715
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
for
Estimates
a radio receiver in the barn and there with their Crosley. They en- j Mr. Holman will be pastor of the A. ! The news of the death Sunday ot
land about 9.30.
eagerly turned the dials hopir- to , joy all these programs, but for gen j C. Church the coming year. They) Herbert Bucklin came as a great
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
will occupy Mrs. Alice Marshall's I shock to hts many friends.
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30. Ston
hear ’’Poet and Peasant” or, per uine milk production they demand
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan’s
house.
Misses Virginia Burns and Elsie
haps something from Beethoven their favorite theme song, "My
Island about 6 00 P. M.
Mrs. Clara F. Clark has returned ; Seppala of Friendship were callers In
B. H. 8TINSON. General Agent.
But, alas, the air was cluttered with Buddy".
from a visit in Massachusetts.
I this place Saturday.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

*

Planes, Pilots;
—and—

;

Passengers^

Merchants Mutual
Casualty Company

Complete withTules
WB7ITH the PENTODE
w w TUBE conics a more
realistic tone; the human
voice sounds natural and
the most delicate strains
of music are faithfully
carried to you.
Here is a full-sized Con
sole, a cabinet designed hy
true artisans wit h Spot
Light full vision dial, tone
control, completely
shielded chassis, full tone
speaker—offered to you a I
a new LOW price — $99.50
complete with tubes.

All"American Mnliauk Corporation
North Tonawanda, N. V.

ROBERT COLLINS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
•
ELECTRICIANS
585-7 Main Sreet
Rockland, Maine

muc&A

Cochran, Baker &
Cross

“My Buddy” Croons The Radio
And Cows Respond With Milk

J

Ihe Courier- Gazette

PRODUCT OF WURIITZER
4

SALE STILL GOING ON
ROCKLAND FURNITURE CO.
Our Great Value Smashing Removal Sale Will Con
tinue To the End of the Month. Buy These
Goods At Your Own Price

FURNITURE—all kinds
GLASSWARE
PIANOS
ELECTRIC PIANOS
BABY CARRIAGES
SHOW CASES
Equipment for Camp or Cottage, Office and Store
COME EARLY—ALL GOODS AT GREAT SACRIFICE

ROCKLAND FURNITURE CO.
❖

TILLSON AVENUE

TEL. 427-R
41-tf
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ROCKLAND
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FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Edgar Bosworth and son
James L. Taylor of Holyoke, Mass.,
visited friends in town last wetk.
Mr .and Mrs. Thomas Stenger of
Philadelphia visited Mr. and Mis.
Charles H. Stenger over the weekend.
Walter Trefethern of South Port
land was in. town on business last
week.
Miss Virginia Gay returned Sunday
to the Massachusetts General Train
ing School for Nurses, after spending
three weeks’ vacation with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa.
The son recently born to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Delano lias been named
Leslie Isaac.
Capt. Melvin Lawry has been suf
fering with blood poisoning ln his
foot.
Dances at Bossa's hall will be re
sumed May 9. Music will be fur
nished by Norman Pierce’s orchestra
of Augusta.
Mrs. Chesley Delano of Thomaston
visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Felker Sat
urday.
Mrs. Claude Patch and son Eldred
and Austin returned to Stoneham last
Friday after spending several days
at their summer home here.
Adrian P. Marchand visited rela
tives in Lewiston Friday.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Putnam and
son Everett of West Newton spent the
weekend at their Martin’s Point sum
mer home.
Two popular young men are receiv
ing congratulations on their recent
marriages—Robert Mitchell and Miss
Carolyn Swift of Waldoboro; and Ro
land Burns and Miss Araminta Hilton
of Waldoboro being the happy young
couples
Miss Marguerite Condon of Port
land visited her father, Orrin Condon,
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Thompson ot
Portland visited relatives in town over
Sunday.
Mrs. E. A. Burns and Miss Eda
Lawry visited friends in Waterville
and Vassalboro over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Brow and son
Bernard motored to Hallowell Sun
day.
The smack Consolidated. Cap’.
Dodge, was in town Saturday ana
then proceeded on her way to Abbott's
Harbor after lobsters.
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Golden Voiced

COMPACT
with the

TUBE

NCE MORE Atwater

O

Kent ia FIRST—with
perfected use of the won
derful new Pentode tube.
You’vc never before seen such
performance in a small set.
Come in and trv this beautifill Golden Voiced Compact!

Atwater
Kent
RADIO
*6958

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the

Merchant’s
Show Windows

!

COMPLETE
with tubes

JOHN A. KARL
305 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
Telephone 7t5-W

46-tt
I
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THE SHORT WAVERS

The Pantry Philosopher

A Department For Code
Radio Fans Conducted
By R. Waldo Tyler

0 ill". - l .

nnip »
hl.Il

B

i

Every Hamlet and Crossroad* Can

munity Center.

exactly timed.
An electric kitchen
clock is just rig’htforthe cakes.

The U.S.C.G. "Kickapoo" is back
from the base with a new transmitter
and receiver of the latest type the
description of which will be given in
this column in the near luture. The
U.S.S. Hamilton which was on trial
in our port last week, although not
fully manned must have carried a
radio operator as he was heard on
many broadcast receivers in this lo
cality while here.
• • * •
I understand from one of the op
erators of the Cushing station that
they have taken steps to overcome
keying impacts which was interfer
ing with broadcast reception in St.
George and Cushing section. The
receiving antenna was resonating
and backing part of the “juice"
through the relays into the lighting
circuit.
The I.C.W. note from the Cushing
station that is picked up on the
program sets here is a harmonic
from their fundamental wave which
is located in the commercial band
above 600 meters. If their station
was in operation at 600 meters the
first harmonic would fall at exactly
half the fundamental or 300 meters.
If vour set picks up the station on its
true operating frequency it is either
tuning above the program band or
is not selective enough to be classed
as a modern set.
J. B Webster of Vinalhaven.[
Charles Nye and Wilbur Fogg of
Rockland are new listeners in the,
short wave channels. K V. White
and Charles Veazie have remodeled
their short wave sets so as to spread
the bands more evenly over the dial.
Harvey Robishaw is having a screen
grid short wave set built as the first
unit in a short wave station which
he hopes to have on the air before
snow flies. Ross McKinney blew up
the filter circuit of his power supply
last week but is again on the air and
getting out nicely.
’
• * * •

| COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLEj
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
1 HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
23-Compass point
1-N. W. State of U. S. 47-A plant
(abbr.)
5-A native of the U. S. 48-A revolutionist
24-O!d French coin
50-A hobby
12- 1002 (Ronjpn)
25- Single
151-Existed
13-A Hebrew high
28- A game bird
[52-Tipped to one side
priest
29- 1n the place of
14- Diminutive forming 55-Unit of weight for
30- A young owl f~
j
gems (pi.)
suffix
33- Huge prehistoric
57- 8efore
15- Pale
reptile
58- Ever (contr.)
17-That may be
34- Those characterized
59- Out (S. Afr. D.)
touched or felt
by egotism
60- Flatirons
19-To low, at cattle
36-High mountain
61-Wearies
20- Half a score
38- Entomology ( abbr^
21- To recede
39- And not
VERTICAL
22- A former court of
40-Jolted
jurisdiction la
42-An old-time
1- Discourteous
England
2- Prefix. Through
beverage
24-Ocean
44- Measurcs by strides
26- Beers having a good 3- lllnesses
45- Golf term
4- N. Cen. State of
deal of body
47-Conflict
U. 6.
27-Tavern
|49-Ruminant with
28- An Italian stateaman 8-Stingy
antlers
7-An old cloth measure
31- Lockjaw
50-Plant with feathery
8- Mature
32- Anything new or
^Strange
leaves
9- To repair, as boots
10-The utmost possible 51-Excrescence on the
35-A precious stone
skin
11-Requires
37-Abounding
53- Southern constella
A building site
41-A constituent
tion
17- A song of joy
43- Now (Scot.)
18- Sleeveless Arabian 54-Combining form.
44- A fuel used in
New
garment
Ireland

Charles Gould ex-commercial op
erator and before that an agent for
Ozarka Radio is operating on 40
meters in the Rockland net. I have
not his call letters at hand but will
give them in my next column
• * • •
K V. White W1BOF> and Oscar
Crie iWIAWRi were guests Sunday
of Ensign Frederick Best of Augusta
where they worked the U.S.N.R.
drill for this section. These boys are
practically doing all the work that
entitles us to any claim of a U.S.N.R.
unit in this section and it is about
time the other recruits showed a lit
tle activity and got "hep” to the op
erating procedure enough to handle
the djrtll on some of the Sunday ses1 sions.
• • • *
Haven't heard much from the Cam
den boys lately and am wondering [
if summer weather is interfering:
with radio interest the last few '
weeks. W1AEC (Ken Dyer) reported
for the gang last Sunday and gave
W1LP as the only one in his locality
who had been heard during the day.
• • * •
Hail the Pentode Tube, radio's
newest talking point for the sales' man.
0 • « •

16-

46-To corrode

20-Pertaining to tension 56-To bind

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

«-------------------------------I

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

M1CKIE SAYS—
-th

boss set. he's

Slap he

LIVES ltd A filTY SMALL EHUFF
THAT TH' REAPERS' ALL TAKE
AU IUTEREST IU TW TOVJU
UEWSPAPER AH' BOOST FOR IT
AUD HE SEX HE P WOT TRADE
PLACES WITH AWT BKx CITY
EDITOR WHOSE OULYCHAUCETD
GET AU7 RESPOUSE FROM HIS
REAPERS IS TO PURPOSELY
PUBLISH THIUGS TO MAKE'EM
SORE. SO TMEV'LL WRITE

TOOR PETER

Peter is such a nice puss and
lias such a fine strong voice, but
sometimes his talents arc not ap
preciated and instead of bouquets
of flowers he receives—well, take
a pencil and join all the number
ed dots together, starting with
dot number one and ending with
dot number twenty-eight, and see
whatI I think it is very unkind
of them to treat him so for aftet
all Peter has a very fine voice.

Atwater-Kent has at last placed a
1 midget set on the market which is a
' good sign that public demand for the
; compact models is not merely a
craze.

j

First Inter-CoIloginto Sleep Contest
Proves Sweets Aid Restful Slumber

25 YEARS AGO

1..J

Be Reached Through Its Com

1

Every-Other-Daj
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New York.—Red Russia is em
bracing the radio. The Soviet gov
ernment lias made remarkable use
of broadcasting for propaganda
purposes.
“There is probably no parallel in
history to the trial which ended at
Moscow in December,” writes
Roger Shaw in the Review of Re
views.
“Eight lied engineers found their
lives at stake for alleged treason,
witli Ihe entire Russian population
as an audience. All court pro
ceedings were broadcast by radio
to tlie delight of the Communist
proletariat; and the whole episode
was designed to furnish the Soviet
government with magnificent projiaganda.
“The value of radio broadcasting
is fully realized by the Red lead
ers. lu 1925 Moscow had but one
sending station; but in 1929 there
were 05, of which 44 were continu
ously active. Additional large sta
tions were then under construc
tion, and there were many short
wave stations which may be set up
by anyone.
"The five-year plan provides for
87 new sending stations of 948
kilowatt power, and 101 subsidiary
ptations.
Two million rubles
(more than one million dolhu'si
has been allotted to the Third In
ternationale propaganda station in
Moscow!
“In 1929 there were 400,000 re
ceiving sets in Russia (largely
crystal, partly tube) for a popula
tion of close to 150.000,000 people.
Ten per cent of these were in the
cities. But these sets were so dis
tributed that every public institu
tion, workroom and club was radio
equipped. Here lay tlie success of
the "framed” Moscow trial, for
every Russian hamlet and cross
roads could be reached through its
community center (often an aban
doned Orthodox church). A high
percentage of the Russian masses,
still illiterate, cannot lead newspapers, but they all can ‘listen In.’ "

London School Children
Reveal Some Learning
London.—Christopher Columbus
didn’t discover America, a school
boy here has discovered, iiut “he
discovered something just like it.”
Another studious lad, presuma
bly after considerable research,
reached the startling and profound
conclusion that "the best way to
preserve the teeth is to put them
in water overnight.”
A glance o\er some of the errors
made by schoolboys in examina
tions and published in the Univers
ity Correspondent, tlie college pub
lication. may explain tlie gray
hairs of many of tlie teachers.
"A passive verb,” said one stu
dent, “is when tlie subject is the
sufferer and the object the deer,
as ‘He is married to her.’ ”
Other interesting observation':
“White is a color that stands for
joy; women are married in white,
but men never are.”
"Curtail—The end of a mongrel.”
"A bankrupt is a man who broke
the bank through gambling and
taxes."
“A toadstool Is a thing that looks
like a mushroom. Then if you eat
it you die and you know it is not
a mushroom.”
"Venus was a goddess w-Jin used
to cure colds with lightning."

Egg-Swallowing Champ

Sets New World Record

A review from the columns
of this paper of some of the
happenings whic-h interested
Rockland and vicinity in this
month, 19C6.
Cruiser Washington did a mile at
22.54 while . avlr.g her trial on the
Rockland com ®.
G. M. Brainerd was re-elected
president of the Bodwell Granite Co.
A new wing 135x46 feet had been
added to the Samoset Hotel.
At the Big Rink these prizes were
awarded: Best lady skater, Alice
Hayhurst; best man skater, E Lar
rabee; best skating couple. George
Carr and Mary Erskine.
The Rockland Board of Trade
elected these officers: President. Dorr
J. Stryker; vice president, E. S. Farwell: secretary and treasurer, John
W. Thomas.
Caroline L„ widow of Charles C.
Lovejoy, died at her home on Lime
rock street, aged 74.
Clarence Bergen won first money
in a 5-mile roller skating match at
the Big Rink.
George F. Crocker was promoted
to assistant engineer in the construe- j
tion department of the Hudson River
Telephone Co.
The Fall River baseball team beat
Rockland Y M C A. 47 to 24.
The
same team beat Rockport Y.MC.A. 33
to 3.
Henry Caddy became assistant
clerk at the American Express office.
Arthur Richardson passed the
competitive examination for the Na
val Academy.
Thomas Graham, employed in the
Fred Ulmer quarry had one of his
arms broken when a heavy rock fell
on it.
The Democratic city committee or
ganized with Capt Luke A. Spear as
chairman; Sidney L. Hall, secretary
and E. O. Heald treasurer.
Steamer Pioneer, reminiscent of
old days on the Rockland-Vinalhaven line was to be resurrected as a
lighter for use in Boston harbor.
Charles D Lindsey bought the
Lydia Leighton boarding house.
Miss Florence Thompson, assistant
pa'try cook at the Thorndike Hotel
fell on a slippery sidewalk and broke
an arm
Fred M. Davies died in Butte.
Montana.
Harrison F. Hix resigned as cashier
of the Rockland National Bank, and
was succeeded by I. Merrill Conant,
who had been clerk in the bank six
years.
William A. Orne. a Civil War vet
eran, died at his home cn Stanley
Lane, aged 81.
The battleship New Jersey made
a speed of 19.48 knots on the Rock
land trial course.
Maurice E. Merrill resigned as
night editor of the Star to become
principal of the Princeton, Me., High
Schoo!.
William Landers became motorman for the Street Railway.
M. H. Burns was elected a member
of the police force, and was suc
ceeded as foreman of the James F.
Sears Hose Co. by P. J. Burns.
John Bird was re-elected major of
the 2d Battalion of the 1st Regi
ment.
The Republican county committee
organized with Frank B. Miller as
chairman. Charles C. Wood of Cam
den as secretary and James Donohue
as treasurer.
Roy Colburn, lineman for the
Street Railway fell from an electric
light pole, breaking his nose and
badly bruising his face.
Margaret Rosenthal bought from
F. W. Covel the good will and fur
nishings of the Myrtle House.
Cruiser Charleston failed to make
contract speed on the Rockland
course.
Silas W. MoLoon, well known lime
manufacturer, died suddenly In Ban
gor, aged 59.

Cake and Candy Eaters
Arise in Sunny Mood at
Alarm's First Jangle
AMILTON, N. Y.—That there
is just as much science as
poetry in the expression “sweet
sleep” is revealed in the record of
an intercollegiate slumber contest
recently conducted between men
students at Colgate University and Skidmore College girls, who participated In sleep contest, en
girl students at Skidmore College joying an informal luncheon of cookies and bonbons as they cram
in Saratoga Springs.
for exams. Inset: Dr, Laird getting data from Miss Marjorie Moore,
The contest, conducted on a Skidmore sophomore, who seems to be debating whether to depend
scientific basis jointly by Dr. Don upon an alarm clock or a box of chocolates to get her up in time for
ald A. Laird, director of Colgate’s classes in the morning.
department of psychology, and Dr.
Linus W. Kline, Skidmore psychol ment, reported daily over a period their more ascetic sisters, indicat
ogist. ended in a walk-away for of two weeks on 225 items of data ing a greater ease of muscular re
the girls, and indicated that the which had to do with their modes laxation. The general sleep index,
most restful and refreshing sleep of living, their emotional states, consisting of a dozen factors, also
was the reward of those who went and their reactions to physical ex showed decidedly better sleep for
the heavy carbohydrate eaters.
in for diets rich in sweets and ertion.
A classification of this data
“This is due to the carbohydrates
other carbohydrates.
Furthermore, the sweet-eating showed that the two contestants supplying the muscles quickly with
girls were said to be much sweeter having perfect sleep scores were glycogen, or blood sugar, which is
and prompter about arising in the girls who consumed the largest the primary muscle food. It also
morniqg than the Colgate men and quantities of sweets. It also showed lessens the instable chemical con
their sister students who went in that the girl students in general dition of the muscles which other
for more ascetic eating. Most of slept about 15 per cent better than wise interferes with relaxation, es
sential in promoting good sleep.”
the young men at Colgate had to men students.
“Thirty-four girls who consumed
Over a period of seven years Dr.
be called at least twice before Ijiey
could be aroused from their slum the most carbohydrates either in Laird has lieert making a study of
bers. The Skidmore girls bounded their coffee, on their cereal, at the sleep and fatigue, particularly as
out of their beds at the first note college drug store, soda fountain, they are affected by various foods,
or from boxes of candy," Dr. Laird habits of living, noise, heat and
of the alarm clock.
Each of the 136 Skidmore stu said in reporting the contest, “bad the various other elements and in
dents and 140 Colgate students, the least trouble falling asleep and fluences which affect the average
who participated in the experi- were bothered less by dreams than | person
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erect a fraternity home costing
$13,000.
Silas W. Masters died in Thomas
ton, aged 58.
J. F. Stetson was re-elected presi
dent of the Camden Masonic Temple
Association.
[
The power boat It, owned by Ar
thur Shea of Rockland, and cap
tained by Frank D. Healey, with
Parker Stone before the mast, was
launched at North Haven.
Mrs. Edward Brown was elected
president of the Baptist Ladies Cir
cle in Thomaston.
C M. Payson bought the F. E. Littlehale place in East Union.
Thomaston town meeting: F. B.
Hills, William L. Catland and T. W.
Dunn, selectmen; D. P. Rose, E. G.
Copeland and Charles Hastings, as
sessors: John A. Andrews, treasurer;
William J. Brasier, road commis
sioner; total appropriations, $22,095.
Rockport town meeting; G. H. M.
Barrett, Ralph T. Spear and Arthur
B. Packard, selectmen; Charles A.
Carleton, road commissioner; Her
bert C. Butler, treasurer; Frank H.
Ingraham, auditor.

Le Roy, N. Y.—Charles Drayo
doesn’t Intend to have himself
egged out of a national champion
ship.
Drayo, proprietor of a restau
rant, acquired a certain distinction
« * • •
when he swallowed 40 raw eggs in
These births were recorded:
no more than five minutes almost
a year ago.
North Haven, March 16, to Mr. and
Recently he was chagrined to Mrs Roscoe Cooper, a daughter.
discover that II. O. Fredericks r*
Deer Isle, March 15, to Mr. and
Reading, Pa., had devoured 45 egg
Mrs. S. C. Hutchinson, a daughter.
in ten minutes. It looked like a
Rockland, March 25, to Mr. and
challenge, and Drayo,accepted it.
Mrs. Albert R. Wellman, a daughter.
While several of his patrons
Rockland, March 27, to Mr. and
« « * *
looked on, Drayo chose the hour Mrs. Austin Day, a son.
4 a. m„ and In a series of gulps
Rockland, March 28, to Mr. and
May I suggest as at least a part of ! of
he disposed of 25 eggs in one min Mrs. George H. Robinson, a son.
a possible evening's entertainment • ute, 58 seconds.
Owl's Head, March 30, to Mr. and
to short wave listeners that they try i
“That," he gasped afterwards, Mrs. Fred Maddocks, a daughter.
the police band just above the Coast
“is a world’s record.”
New York, April 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
Guard channel for a w’hile when
Albert Bickmore, a son, Jesse Ogier.
conditions are right. Several Ohio
Lincolnville, to Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
cities have high power stations and [ Hen Takes Over Job of
Dean, a son.
their orders to their police force
Raising Small Puppies
Boston. April 5, to Mr and Mrs
which are operating radio equipped
Russellville, Ark.—Fronle, the John L. Chatfield, of Rockland, a
cars in their respective cities makes
mighty interesting listening and Sgt. ! police dog. and Henry Penny, the daughter.
Rockland. April 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
Flannagan has got McNamee beat j hen, are on the ’’outs" with each
Charles Thornton, a son, Wendell.
forty ways for handing out the un- [ other.
One day Fronie left her seven
Spruce Head, April 4, to Mr. and
expected thrills.
For instance — |
“Cruiser No. 5 go to 422 Blank newly horn pups to search for Mrs. Adeibert Lane, a daughter.
Rockland, April 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
street. Two men holding up a gas something to eat and returned to
station there. One sticking up the find the hen sitting on as many Verne Batteese, a son, Verne Francis.
as her wings would cover.
Vinalhaven, April 14, to Mr. and
proprietor while the other cracks the pups
Fronle objected hut received only Mrs. Walter F. Lyford, a daughter
safe." There is great activity in this a sharp peek for her pains.
band of frequencies among the dif
Now Henry Penny srits all day
ferent cities that employ radio trying vainly to “protect” all seven
The marriages for this period
equipped cars in their police force of the puppies at once with quick were:
| and there is something doing most pecks at anyone who dares touch
Appleton. March 23, Charles Ad
! every minute. Try it.
ams of Searsmont and Hazel McLain
her foster children.
• ♦ ♦ •
Every now and then Fronie. by of Appleton.
Vinalhaven, April 7, William J
Tim sends this with his spring j force, chases the Rhode Island
greetings: "Time was when a feller ] hen out of the dog box and gives Andrew of Stonington and Isabel J
Sanderson of Vinalhaven.
was entitled to inspect the ground her offspring a light lunch.
Rockland, April 11, Edward S Stone
connection in the cellar without an
and Elizabeth J. Milberry.
escort. Now they either suspect you Old Trade Gave County
Rockland. April 13. Charles M
of being a Federal agent or a ‘Hi
in Wisconsin Its Name Saunders and Va’.lie M. Greenlaw
jacker.' ”
Lancaster, Wis.—A trader, who both of Deer Isle.
Lyndon, Mass., Ralph Moore of
roamed
among Indian tribes of this
APPLETON
region wearing his brass conking Boston and Lula M. Fish of Camden
Rockland. April 16. Willis S. Mc
kettle as a helmet, gave Grant coun
Farm Bureau Meetings
Kinney and Edna E. Miller, both of
ty Its name.
Nine women and several men at
Although bordering on the nil- Lincolnville.
tended the farm bureau meeting at nois county where Ulysses S. Grant
South Thomaston, April 18. Robert
Grange hall April 13. the subject resided, the Wisconsin subdivision H. Gilman and Lizzie N. Maker
‘‘Vegetables for Health." During bore the name Grant before the for
Camden, March 29. Fred Wyatt of
the forenoon County Agent Ralph C. mer general and President was New York and Susanne Lyman of
Wentworth gave valuable informa bora.
Camden.
tion on gardening. In the afternoon
Grant, the trader, followed the
North Haven, March 13. Emery H
Home Demonstration Agent Miss trails of Marquette and La Sail® Wooster of Vinalhaven and Susie .E
Jessie M. Lawrence discussed the into this country, where lie arrived Joy of South Addison
subject and gave a demonstration on about 18IM).
Vinalhaven. April 5, Arthur Carlon
the preparation of vegetables. Mr.
and Myrtle Delano.
Wentworth and the men retired to
Vinalhaven. April 11. Cheney N
the hall where they discussed mat
Gray and Julia A. Burdeen
GLOBE
LAUNDRY
ters of common interest.
Camden. April 8, Clifford O. Perry
Portland, Maine
Another meeting was held April 16
of Rockland and Helen Lena Gill of
in Grange hall when the subject of Quality Work,
Family Washing* Camden.
“Home Flower Gardens" was dis
Called For and Delivered
* • • •
cussed at length and information on
Parcel Delivery Service
The
Camden
Odd Fellows’ Build
the care of
various plants aim:
and
tne
oi various
IfiCD
flowers exchanged, as well as plants. | Walter Uorgan, lei. lUbK ing Association was formed with Jo
seph W. Bowers as president to

Interference between stations in the ,
80-meter band seems to be driving
■ many amateurs to the lower bands
for their activity. After listening for
’’ a ccuple of weeks alternately on each
band it looks to me like a toss-up as
I to which one to select. I still favor
I the 80 because conditions there for
I local QSO seem more favorable. My r
effort or my accomplishments either
never earned me the title of DX
! shooter so I shall continue on 80
; until I find better operating condi| tions elsewhere.

AN ANDREWS REUNION

’f

Why suffer terturee from

Rheu

matism* Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Capt. Obed A. Andrews of Glenmere, has been spending a few days lar Lameness* Sprains and Bruises
with his brother. M. E. Andrews of when
Westfield, Mass., before returning to
METHYL BALM
his home. Capt. Andrews has been
will bring almost instant relief?
visiting his daughter, Mrs. W. T
Hocking in Braintree. Mass., through A scientifically compounded ex
the winter, and expects to return ternal application that ahould bo
home soon. A family reunion was Un every home. Sold only at
held at the Andrews' home in Westfield Sunday at which were present,
Johnston’s Drug Store
besides Capt. Andrews and his 73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
brother, the latter's two sons and Sant Post Paid on receipt of price
families, Mr. and Mrs. Levi R. And
76 canto
rews and son, Louis, of Westfield.fill
tttf
Mass.; Mr and Mrs. Orvin G. And
rews and daughters, Dorothy and
Ruth of New London, Conn.; Capt.
Andrews' daughter and son-in-law
and two chldren Thurley and Mar
tha. Miss Beulah Hocking of Wor
cester Mass., and Miss Olga Rossing
of Westfield were also present.
Tf Getting Up Nig’its, Backache,

Backache
Leg Pains

Few who write to the newspa
per realize that thirty lines will
secure a hundred readers, while
half a column secures one.

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nerv
ousness, or Burning, due to function
al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
tions, makes you feel t’red, depressed
and discouraged, try the Cystex Teat.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro
nounced Siss-tex) today, under the
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
allay these conditions, improve lcstful sleep and energy, or jroaey bacU,
Only 60c at

C. H.

Moor A Co.. Rockland

HERDEkT

RjiDEEN

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

FIMUALSCRVICl
► EMBALMING <
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. MARY E. REUTER
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate American School of
Osteopathy
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
28tf

DR- ETHEL CRIE
Osteopathic Physician

MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
.1
Every Saturday Morning
I__________________________ 23-tf

TO LET
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take
YOU to find them.

Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted
I papered and thoroughly cleansed,
fieilings whitened and floors refinished.
Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
I very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
I Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf
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IMMENSE GOLD BRICK
j respondence of the Association
HOOKS ON TO POSTAL
WALDOBORO
WARREN
------I Against the Prohibitory Amendment
“Mild. Wholesome Beer" Proposition [ laid before the Congressional comFive Large Air Transport Companies
Mrs. Nellie Overlock is the guest
The World Wide Gu’ld will mee*. at
Is That, Wh»n Analyzed Says John mittee investigating activities of
Make An Agreement With This the home of Mrs. Ella Caler Thurs of her daughter in Norwood, Mass.
Kellenberger
associations, etc., for and against
Telegraph Company
Miss Audrey Wyman is passing a
day directly after school, the Mather
that amendment, the suggestion of a
School at Beaufort, S. C„ to be dis few days with her mother, Mrs. Ad
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tax of three cents a glass appears.
A pain in the lower part of your
Arrangements have been completed cussed. After the regular meeting, die Wyman.
In my article published in The
Copies of this letter were to be back can torture you. But not for ; between the officials of the Postal boxes of clothing, including summer
Miss Angela Perry entertained at a
Courier-Gazette of April 2 is a state sent (and probably actually had al long, if you know Bayer Aspirin.
Pyramid party for the benefit of the
ment which needs correction. It ready been sent) to manufacturers These harmless, pleasant tablets Telegraph Cable Company and five hats will be packed to go to th s fo.nt j Lincoln Home Friday evening.
of the largest Amerioan air trans in South Carolina.
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Munsey.
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THE TERM “GREENHORN”
caused this Instrument to be sealed with mean to themselves should such a week.
its corporate seal and signed In Its cor change in the law be made.
James Gannon went to his home in
The sisters of White Oak Grange
porate name by Harry O. Gurdy. Its
are planning to meet at the Grange Originally Applied To Ox With Green Billerica, Mass., for the weekend.
Secretary, thereunto duly authorized,
Or Young Horns.—‘‘Greener" the
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Boggs and son
this 6th day of April In the year one
It Is assumed that the consumption hall Friday afternoon for the pur
thousand nine hundred and thirty-one
Wendall motored down fro n MarltorEnglish Term
Signed
of beer In 1914 is probably considered pose of organizing a sewing circle.
in company with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
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law
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aBy HARRY O. GURDY
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Mr. and Mis. Parker McKellar.
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without
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Are there lots of foods you can’t written in 1650, says: "The Scotch the late home by Rev. H. I. Eolt. Sun
(Signed! EDWARD K. GOULD
three cent tax attached is, when eat for fear of gar., bloating, pains
day afternoon at 2 o’clock. The body
42-T-48__________ Justice of the Peace.
king being upon the castle hill to see will
analyzed, nothing less and nothing in the stomach and bowels?
be taken to Machias fcr burial
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you
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.favorite
Mr. Harmon is survived bv a widow,
.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1930
Real Estate
$5,671,706 07 immense gold brick, differing from dirhes while the rest enjoy them?
Horns, beaten.” In 1682 we find the a daughter, Miss Doris Harmon ot
Mortgage Loans ....................
303.200 00 the usual article not only in size
That's a sign you nerd Tanlac! For word used as a synonym of “fresh Boston, and two sons. Gilbert, a BowCollateral Loans .................
100 000 00 but also in the matter of intrinsic
more than 10 years Tanlac has re- water soldiers, or new levyed."
doin student, and James of Brook
Stocks and Bonds
16.196.269 35 value.
stored to vigorous health thousands
Cash In Office and Bank ......
968.233 74
In time, the word acquired the line.
Agents' Balances
3,433.267 33
The gold brick usually offered as ; who suffered like you do.
meaning of an inexperienced person
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden,
Interest and Rents
........... 115.018 28 the real article to the unwary has
Mrs. Arvena Bowers, of 1230 Jack- or novice, particularly a countryman Mass., is spending the week with rela
All other Assets .................... 290.660 92
usually at least a thin coat of the son St., Topeka, Kans., says: “Five easily imposed upon. Caleb Carman tives here.
Gross As: ets
$27,078,355 69 real thing but the one which is , years I was troubled with gas, bloat first met Abraham Lincoln in 1831
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Russell of
Deduct items not admitted .
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Admitted ........................... $26,351,724 91
end of Mrs. Ilda Russell.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
that. The coating here is onlv creased my weight 10 lbs.1
flatboat to go to New Orleans. At
Dana Smith of Portland was the
Net Unpaid Los es ............... $9,232 999 79 pinchbeck. In a later article I trust
If
you
suffer
from
indigestion,
gas,
first, wrote Carman to William Hern weekend guest of his family here.
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6 068.694 13 to produce figures (the result of the i
dizziness,
headaches,
or
torpid
liver
—
don, in 1866. he thought Lincoln “a
AU other Liabilities ............... 1.209.585 25
Oscar Hart spent Sunday with
Voluntary Reserves for Conapplication of the Rule of Three! try Tanlac. One bottle often brings greenhorn, though after a half hour’s friends.
the needed relief.
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I
which
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the
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conversation with him I found him
Cash
Mr. and Mrs. William Brazier and
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and will
Tanlac is a good, pure medicine, r.o greenhorn." In England at the
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will -lnso
close thic
this nno
one bv
bv
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 4.500,000 00 advanced,
1
■ stating that those who are trying to | made of roots, barks, and herbs. Get present time a green or inexperienced family of Portland were Sundav
Total Liability o
it from your druggist today. Your workman, particularly a newly ar guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
$26,351,724 91 j sell this particular brick would expect
E. P AHfiRN
Copeland.
money back if it doesn’t help you.
rived foreigner, is called a greener.
42-T-48] to profit by it by next year, should
Thomaston
Harvey Buber has been il'.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Young and
family of Bath were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Rokes.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase
GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
THE ALLIANCE INSURANCE CO., OF NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS INS. CO. f ZETNA LIFE*INSURANCE COMPANY
motored from Newton Centre Friday
PHILADELPHIA
100 William Street, New York, N. Y.
1 Liberty Street, New York
ACCIDENT
AND
LIABILITY
DEPTS.
1600 Arch Street. Philadelphia Pa.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
to spend a few days at their summer
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Mortgage Loans ............ ’......... $50,000 00
Stocks and Bonds ............... $49,531,963 17
home here.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1930
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 2 000.328 20 Stocks and Bonds ................... $7,996,432 00 Stocks and Bonds ................. 5.101.270 84
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. MacDonald. Mr.
$525,056 98
Agents’ Balances ................ 3.372.713 47 Cash In Office and Bank ...... 695.504 57 Cash in Office and Bank ....... 623.098 50 Real Estate ...........................
68.206 94 Agents' Balances ................... 703 384 00 Agents’ Balances .................... 1,358.082 21 Mortgage Loans ....................
3.377 041 60 and Mrs. Roy Spear and son Ivan cl
Bills Receivable ..................
872 13 Interest and Rents ................
51.833 95 Stocks and Bonds ................ 33.862 131 21 Portland who are their guests over
Interest and ents ................... 299.336 151 Bills Receivable
All other Assets
..............
929.577 52 Interest and Rents
69.303 13 All other Assets .....................
102.762 16 Cash In Office and Bank
2.016.660 25
1 All others Assets
52.489 20
Agents' Balances ........ :.......
6,032.016 26 the weekend, spent Sunday in Cam
Gross Assets ...................... $56,252,125 45
Gross Assets ......................... $7,287,047 66 Bills Receivable
92.598 26 den with Mr. and Mrs. J. Herbert
Gross Assets ........................... $9,517,985 03 Deduct Items not admitted ....
61.222 62 Interest and Rents
Deduct items not admitted .... 317.801 80
488.859 87 Gould.
— Deduct Items not admitted .... 128.420 87
All other Assets—
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz mo
THREE Pepper
Admitted
$55 934.323 65
Admitted ...............................$7,225,825 04
A. & L. Dept.
294.752 90
Med. Size
Admitted ............................... $9,389,564 16
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1930
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Life Dept............................... 379.605.295 06 tored from Keene, N. H., Saturday
Bare
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses
$2,770,017 43
Cinnamon
Unearned Premiums ............. 19.170.246 62 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $657,415 00 Net Unpaid Losses .................. 137.665 22
Gross Assets ...................... $426,294 412 39 and are spending a few days with
relatives here.
All other Liabilities .............. 1.310.254 64 Unearned Premiums .............. 3 249.570 55 Unearned Premiums .............. 1.159.300 91 Deduct Items not admitted.
C
All
other
Liabilities
..............
241.674
10
All
other
Liabllites
................
39.300
00
Cash Capital
....... 16.300.000 00
Includes Life Dept........... 1.518 236 53
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins ol
Surplus over all Liabilities ...16.383.804 96 Cash Capital ............................. 1 000.000 00 Cash Capital ............................. 2.000 000 00
Ginger
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 4.240.904 51 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.889.352 91
Admitted ............................. $424,776,175 86 Camden were ca'lers on Mrs. Annie
Spear,
Sunday.
It
Final*
Total Liabilities & Surplus $55,934 323 65
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Total Liabilities and Surplus $9,389 564 16 Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,225,825 04
4
42-T-48
Rev. Henry W. Webb, former pastor
Cloves
42-T-48
42-T-48 Net Unpaid Losses .............. $19,935,973 68 of the Congregational Church here,
Unearned Premiums .......... 11,365.396 13
AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE INS. CO.
BEARDSLEY'S
FANCY
All other Liabilities—
80 Maiden Lane, New York
visited Rev. H. I. Holt Sunday.
A. & L. Dept.......................
2.094.626 31
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
CROW Allspice
The small chemical was cslled out
Life Dept.............................. 352.412.721 32
Stocks and Bonds ............... 12.502.553 90
Cash Capital .......................... 15 000.000 00 to a woods fire near the McLain place
Cash in Office and Bank ......
795.103 81
Surplus over all Liabilities 23,967,458 42 Sunday afternoon.
Agents’ Balances ................... 916.226 42
Sifter Top
Bills Receivable ....................
11.659 36
Total Liabilities & Surplus $424,776,175 86
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mis
Interest and Rents ...............
36.005 98
Cans
42-T-481 Everett Cunningham were Mr. and
SPLENDID BRAND
Gross Assets ...................... $14,261,549 47
Mrs.
E.
R.
Bridges
and
Mrs
Eliza
THE PALATINE INSURANCE CO. LTD.
Deduct items not admitted ....
64.862 26
beth Garland of Haverhill. Mass.
MEDAL
Admitted
$14,196,687 21
SLICED PINEAPPLE Large
of London, England
The Christian Endeavor will hold a !
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ....... -........ $708,915 83
i social at the Montgomery rooms this I
Jim Dole’s Me. 1 Grade______ Can
Unearned Premiums .............. 5.839.872 03
$3,914,574 00 evening at 7.15.
Cash in Office and Bank
All other Liabilities
484.720 00
290.399 40
Capt, Henry Johnson of Rockland j
249.024 94
Cash Capital ............................1.000.000 00
PLANTATION BRAND
Bills Receivable .......
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 6.163.179 35
5.455 68 was the guest Saturday of Rev. and
Interest and Rents
43 175 00 Mrs. Howard Welch Saturday.
Ail other Assets ......
Total Liabilities & Surplus $14,196,687 21
2.751 04
Supper will be served at the Con- j
Large
___
______42-T 48
$4,510,380 00 gregational Church Thursday at 6 to
CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL EIRE INS. CO.
Deduct Items not admitted ....
Can
Jim
Dole
’
s
No.
2
Grade
12 006 58 i benefit Warren High School.
Andover, Mass.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1930
Herbert Bucklin died suddenly earlv
Admitted ..............
$4,498,373 48
Real Estate ...............................
$300 00
Sunday morning at the home of his
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
91.298 50 j
Mortgage Loans
Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $201,408 00 brother Levi Bucklin at South War
2.000 00
Collateral Loans
Both
Unearned
Premiums
..............
1.854.754
08
Stocks and Bonds ................... 256.914 30
ren, following a nillness of a few
X Pound
All other Liabilities ................ 137.149 66
80.461 86
Cash in Office and Bank
days.
Funeral
services
will
be
held
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
.
..
2,305.061
74
41 961 07
Agents’ Ba’ances ....
Sor
Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
2,484 41
Interest and Rents
LEGION COOKIES
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,498,373 48
O. B. Libby motored Sunday to Au
42-T-48
Gross Assea ........................ $485,420 14
burn to visit Fred Folsom. Mrs.
Deduct items not admitted ....
99,153 35
1 Package
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY
Libby who has been spending ten
FRANCO-AMERICAN
Admitted
.......................... $386,266 79
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
j days with her brother there, returned
Soda Crackers
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1930
Real Estate ............................... $396,264 71 home with Mr. Libby Sunday after
Net Unpaid Losses .................
$11,477 17
Mortgage Loans ........................ 489.275 55 noon.
Unearned Premiums
....... 241.607 12
Collateral Loans ...................... 2,676.504 49

LUMBAGO?

TEA

WEEK OF APRIL 20

IVORY 3
SOAP 20

Dried BeeS M? 23

ANYTHING

2*

WORTH PROTECTING
SHOULD BE

Sliced Pineapple

SECURELY

17.548 57
115.633 93

Total Liabilities and Surplus $386,236 79
_________________________________ 42-T-48
GREAT AMERICAN INDEMNITY CO.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ................... $6,779,553 00
Cash in Office and Bank .
. 405.115 80
Premiums in course of col
lection ................................... 1.287.334 33,
Interest and Rents ................
36.848 63
All other Assets ......................
799,340 23 I

Gross Assets ........................ $9 308.191 99
Deduct items not admitted .... 780,206 51

Admitted
$8,527,985
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $3 427.113
Unearned Premiums .............. 2.394.193
All other Liabilities ................ 405,000
Cash Capital ............................ 1.500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 801.678

48

00
56
00
00
92

Total Liabilities and Surplus $8,527,985 48
________________________________ 42-T-48 (
EQUITABLE FIRE & MARINE INS. CO. '
Providence, R. I.

t

Stocks and Bonds .................. 35.963.692 57j
Cash in Office and Bank
2.016,660 25
Agents' Balances .................... 3.811.046 09
Interest and Rents ................ 331.470 66[
All other Assets ........................ 3 244,135 54

ARTHUR L ORNE

HOLDING ITS OWN

United States Keeping Its Pare In
Merchant Shipbuildun;.—Other Na
Gross Assets ...................... $49,213,911 30
tions Lagging
Deduct Items not admitted
4 912 419 09

COMPLETE

Admitted ............................. $44,301,492
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ..................$5,621,436
Unearned Premiums .............. 12.023.163
All other Liabilities .............. 2 989 779
5,000.000
Cash Capital ........................... 15,0003)00
Surplus over all Liabilities
8.667.112

21

Stocks and Bonds .................. 27,811,920
Cash
O1R RCn
Cash In
in Office
Office and
and Henle
Bank .... ■>2.016,660
Agents’ Balances ...................... 3,401.827
Bills Receivable and Suspense
63.646
Interest and Rents .................. 253.191
All other Assets ........................ 424 375

38 droDDed nnlv 1097 tons and Franep
95
. PP?a Only
' tOnS' 3110 f r3nLe
25 '
14 gained almost 60.000.
77 | Here are the production figures by
67 quarters:
89

Lloyd’s register reports that al
though merchant shipbuilding is beINSURANCE AND SURETY BOND SERVICE
06 ing carried on in smaller volume
98 than nt an,, tim„
59! lnan at any time in the last four
oo years, the United States is holding its
00
ROCKLAND, MAINE
58 I own.
Since the first of the year construc
Total Liabilities & Surplus $44,301,492 21
tion throughout the world has fallen
ARTHUR L. ORNE, Agent
417 Main Street
Tel. 819-W
Rockland. Maine
__________
____ _____
off more
than_______
325.000ogross
tons._ two.
__________ ______________________ 42-T-48 J thirds of the decrease being account- !
THE ZETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY ed for in Great Britain and Ireland.
They are 215,000 gross tons behind
COMPANY
their rate at the beginning of the
THE AUTOMOBILE INS. CO. OF
DORCHESTER MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.’
Hartford, Connecticut
HARTFORD. CONN.
year.
Boston, Massachusetts
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
In Germany the decrease is more
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Real Estate ............................... $174,150 00
Real Estate ...............................
22 Mortgage Loans ..................... $135,100 00 Mortgage Loans ........................ 1,170,568 03 ! than 80,000 tons. The United States

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Mortgage Ix>ans .......................
59.100
Mortgage Loans .....................
$2,000 00 Stocks and Bonds ................ 17,359,476
Stocks and Bonds ...........
4.840.041 00 Cash in Office and Bank ....... 1.582 7ns
Cash In Office and Bank ....... 1.297,068 72 Agents’ Balances ...................... 2,544.200
Agents Balances ..................... 397.414 52' RiPs Receivable ......................
12.106
Interest and Rents
299,336 15 Interest and Rents .................
104,382
All other Assets .....
2,449 07' All other Assets ..................... » 948,066

00
81
01
91
45
91
10

Stocks and Bonds ..................
Cash In Office and Bank .......
Agents’ Balances ....................
Interest and Rents ................
All other Assets ......................

Cake Flour

25

Hoffecker’s Tomatoes

PROTECTED

A’l other Liabilities ..............
Surplus over all Liabilities ....

25

229,054
119.549
13.646
2.098
775

Gross Assets
............ $6,588,083 75 1
Gross Assets ....................... $22,661,828 19
Gross Assets ......................... $500,224
Deduct items not admitted ....
61.591 51! Deduct Items not admitted .... 1.316.140 37 Deduct items not admitted ....
134
Admitted Assets ................... $6,526,492 24
Admitted ............................. $21,345,687 82
Admitted ................................... $500,089
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1930
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $200,951 95 : Net Unpaid Losses .................. $1,798,088 35
4.613
Unearned Premiums ............ 1.453.310 59 j Unearned Premiums .............. 5.297.285 96 Net Unpaid Losses ....................
All other Liabilities ..... . ........ 403.213 47 I All other Liabilities ................ 2,249.651 72 Unearned Premiums .............. 186.576
5.073
Cash Capital
. 1.000.000 00 Cash Capital ............................. 5,000.000 00 All other Liabilities ................
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.469 016 23 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 7.000.661 79 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 303.826

50
87
29
65
12

Oross Assets .......................... $34,279,329
43 Deduct Items not admitted .... 1,049,145
83
Admitted ............................... $33,230,184
60
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $7,321,520
08 Unearned Premiums .............. 10.243.330
89 All other Liabilities .............. 2 455.304
40 Cash Capital ............................. 3.000.000
23 Surplus over all Liabilities .10.210.028

13
13

00

11
81
37
00
71

Total Liabilities and Surplus $6.526 492 24 1 Total Liabilities & Surplus $21,345,687 82 Total Liabilities and Surplus $500,089 60 Total Liabilities & Surplus $33,230 184 00
42-T-48
42-T-48 .
42-T-48
42-T-43

March 31. 1931 Dec. 31. 1930
Great Britain and
Ireland .............. 693.814
908,902
United States ...... 231,003
232.030
Other countries .1,075,049 1.185,154
World total .......... 1,999.966 2.326.986
These statistics read considerably
different from those reported in the
period just before the war. when
Great Britain and Ireland built more
than all other countries combined
leading the United States by 1.576 000
gross tons. Now the gap is only about

SUNSHINE

25‘

19* SUNSHINE 21
BISthOfF’S «HX COCOA Mother’s Oats
19
29
Pink Salmon Mity Nice Spread
2J:“25‘
u. 1OC

Spaghetti 2

Cans

WITH ALUMINUM

X
Found

Large
Pkg.

SPLENDID RICE

MAINE MAID

2^.19'

M’nce Meat 2C™*; 59'

SHOE POLISH
Paste or Liquid

ALL
KINDS

FOR

25

c

THOMASTON

Dad

The date of tlie operetta by the
grammar grades to be given for the
benefit of the Nurse Association has
been changed to May 15. A miscel
laneous program of music including
by the orchestra, vocal and
bring the kiddies selections
piano solos and other features is in
charge of Miss Alcada Hall. Dancing
will also have a place in the pro
to pick out
gram. This feature is in charge of
Mrs. Margaret Lakeman. The cos
tuming will be done by local experts
MOTHER’S
and will be very attractive.
The fire department was called to
Cushing Sunday afternoon to fight a
DAY
bad fire started in the burning of
a blueberry lot. The chemical
and trucks with 3000 feet of hose
flowers
were required to check the fire. The
buildings on the Derry place svere
and the tribute will
burned and a space two miles or more
long was burned over. The fire j
be twice treasured!
spread into the woods which made a
hot time for the firefighters. The
Derry buildings were reported to be
The Little Flower Shop
owned by a Rockland man. No esti- .
"SILSBY’S”
mate of the damage could be ob
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND tained.
W. P. Strong and family made a
trip to Waterville Saturday where
one of the boys remained for the va
cation period. Mr. Strong continued
FORESTRY AND GRAFTING
on business to other sections of the
R. M. Hutchinson, forestry special State. Upon the return from Water
ist of the Extension Service, will be ville they were accompanied bv Mrs.
Walter Warren who is spending a
in Knox-Lincoln Tuesday, April 28 few
days here.
and Wednesday, April 29. Calls will
Mrs. Dora Comery who spent the
be made Tuesday in West Rockport winter with her son Sanford Com
and Wednesday in Aina, West Aina ery in Belmont. Mass., has returned
and
Damariscotta.
Thursday, and opened her house on Dwight
County Agent Wentworth starts street. Mr. Comery and son who)
came with her. will remain this week.
grafting demonstrations in Noble
J. Fmerson Watts has gone to City
boro at the farm of O. H. Rollins at Island. New York on business.
Herbert Bucklin, who it will be re
9 a. m. and E. C. Oliver at 1.30. Fri
day there will be milk testing and membered, fell some time ago while
dairy herd improvement work in ascending a ladder to the haymow at !
his home in South Warren and was
Dresden.
badly injured, died at his home Sun
day morning.
The Baptist I.adies Circle will meet
in the vestry Wednesday afternoon
with supper at G o'clock, housekeep
ers, Mrs. Lawrence Hahn. Mrs. Ab
bie Montgomery, Mrs. Angie Morse.
Miss Evelyn Mossman and Miss Dor
othy Starrett.
Floyd Barnes and family of Wiley's
Corner were the guests of Mr. and ;
Mrs. Arthur Mossman Sunday.
The Baptist Mission Circle will be
entertained this afternoon by Miss
Minnie Fernald in the home of Mrs
Willey, Dunn street.
James Giles and daughter Lottie
and Fred Welch of Boothbay and }
Walter Giles of Braintree, Mass.,
called upon Miss Rosa Teel Sunday.
Mrs. Herbert White returned to
Brookline. Mass.. Monday after a vis
it with her aunt. Miss M. J. Watts.
Mrs. Frank Harris of Glenmere
who has been the guest of her
daughter. Mrs. Norman Simmons for
a few days returned home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Brackett and Lorimer
Brackett of Monhegan called on
Henry Shaw Sundav.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pratt of
Tenant's Harbor were at Mrs. Marie
Ingraham's Sunday.
Francis Tillson' left Monday for
Carmel where he has employment
Miss Blanche Tibbetts a graduate
of Thomaston High School, class of
1929 and of Rockland Commercial
College, is making her home with
Mrs. Lilia Ames and Mrs. Blanche
Vose. She has a position in the
office of the Sea and Shore Fisheries.
Rockland.
Mrs. E. D. Daniels has returned to I
her home here after spending the
winter with Mrs. Clara Fuller in
Dorchester and Mrs. Edgar French in
Everett. Mass.
Mrs. F. J. Overlock has returned
home after a visit with her sister.
Miss Edith Wilson in Malden. Mass.
Miss Lena Shorey spent the holi
day weekend at home, returning to
Portland Monday.
Mrs. Jennie Stearns of Camden
was a weekend guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Dunn.
Grace Chapter. O.EE>„ meets Wed
nesday evening with entertainment
and refreshments following the meet
ing which feature will be in charge ot
Mrs. Madolyn Spear.
All members of the Thomas on
Rifle Club are requested to be present
at the match with the Eastern Di
vision Rifle team tonight at the Water
street club house. A good match is
guaranteed. Sandwiches and coffee
will be served.
R. E. Dunn, Stanley Cushing. E.
OB. Burgess, Maynard Wentworth
and Benjamin Smalley motored to
Bath Monday and represented Arcana
Lodge at the 24th Western Maine
Pythian Jubilee exercises held in the
gymnasium of Morse High School.
About 500 knights were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Waits,
daughter Barbara and Mrs. Myles
D. Watts who came to attend the
funeral of Myles Watts returned Mon
The spacious closed car bodies
day to Belmont, Mass.
Douglas Walker is home for a ten
of this new Buick Eight are not
days’ vacation from Hebron Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicho'as Anzalone
only richly upholstered and
are visiting relatives in Dorchester,
Mass.
charmingly fitted, but snugly
Miss Phyllis Belasco sptnt the
weekend with her aunt. Mrs. Cora
insulated like fine homes
Winchenbach in Waldoboro.
against heat, cold and noise.
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Came; on
of Arlington. Mass., spent the holi
They provide luxurious com
day weekend with Mrs. Cameron's
mother and sister, Mrs. Copeland and
fort under all kinds of weather
Mis. Payson.
• • * •
conditions.
Mrs. Arthur T. Ristecn
Vernona M. Risteen, the record of
whose short life wc seek to perpetua'e
in this obituary, was torn in Vienna.
Me. She was the daughter of Hiram
Comstock of Vienna and Ada B.
(Mam Comstock of Canaan. The
and up—f. o. b. Flint, Mich.
family came to Thomas on about tin
f
r
r
years ago. where Vernona attended
public and high schools. Jan. 1, 1924,
Owing to their popularity, thepretent models
she was married to Arthur T. Risteen
of1931 BuickStraigbt Eigbtswillbe continued
by whom she became the mother of
throughout the coming tummer andfall.
I two children, the second a babe of a
' few7 days cld at the time of her death.
! Private funeral services were held
Saturday afternoon at her late resi
dence, Rev. H. F. Leach officiating.
Many remembered the occasion with
51 PARK STREET
TEL. 2 38 beautiful floral tributes. The bearers
were Earl Risteen, Charles Risteen,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Wesley Comstock and Russell Turner.
Interment was in the Thomas on
cemetery. Other near relatives are
her mother, a sister and a halfbrother.
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Lewiston Buick Co.

THE EIGHT AS

BUICK
BUILDS

Every-Other-Daf
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"Though death seem like a cloud, yet It
may be
Like those refulgent clouds around thc
sun.
Existing to illumine; and though night
Comes down to earth, this thought shall
give us cheer—
Our absent ones arc ever with thc light!”

Awnings, boat covers etc., prompt
service. Rockland Awning Cn. Tel.
1262-W.
39-T-51

TO CONTEND FOR
SCHNEIDER CUP
Great Britain, France and
Italy Are Preparing
for Air Contest

such a brave attempt tv.o years
ago, is still experimenting on Lake
Garda with’ Mucrhl company's
planes. From now until August tho
hills around 'the lake will echo to
the roar of high-speed engines ns
the Italian planes hurtle on trial
flights.
There are rumors that the aircraft company with government
backing is working- secretly on a
Schneider cup plane which will sur
prise tlie world when the race is
held next summer.

|
i
j

French and Italian Activity.

Town’s Chief of Police
Holds Down Four Jobs
Manlius, N. Y.—John Bowers,
sixty-eight, is chief of police, pa
trolman, commissioner of street
cleaning and Janitor of the city hall
for tlie town of Manlius. Bowers
lias held the oflices "from time im
memorial,” and says he is quite con
tented in Manlius. He can see no
reason why every town shouldn't
require their patrolman to clean tlie
streets while on liis regular heat.
Bowers also maintains that sweep
ing out the city hull is good exer
cise.

Advertisements ln th’s column not tc
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Adaltlonal
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
tor three times. Six words make a line I

ELMORE’S

Survey cf Allied Countries Reveals
diers by Each.

London.—Tlie unwounded World
war vetecans of Europe do not re
ceive a yearly pension for their
services from 1914 to 1918.
All allied countries paid World
war veterans a "demobilization
bonus,” similar to that paid in the
United States a news service sur
vey of the various countries
showed, while tlie Italian soldiers
also received insurance policies.
Tlie British soldiers received a
ih'iiioliilization "gratuity” varying
from a minimum of $26 to $50, ac
cording to rank, plus about $2.50
for every month’s service and a
half us much for domestic service.
Tims tlie private serving through
out tlie war received a maximum
of about $145, representing the
"gratuity,” plus 48 monthly over
seas payments.
The regular prewar soldiers were
entitled to additional pensions as
in the regular army, but no pen
sion was granted merely for World
war service.
Tlie wounded were pensioned at
from $5 to $12.50 weekly.
At the end of the war tlie French
soldiers were paid a demobilization
premium of $50. The wounded
were paid according to the extent
of their injuries from $115 to $752.
annually, witli an additional $2»0
a year for all who were more than
S3 per cent disabled. The blind
wore allowed a special pension ot
$3,000 annually. Tlie awards were
made in francs In 1918, when the
franc was worth 19 cents as com
pared to slightly less than 4 cents
today.
The demobilized Italian soldiers
received a parcel of clothing and a
cash bonus of 150 lire (then wortli
almost 20 cents ns compared to
slightly more than 5 cents at
present.) They niso received nn
insurance policy of 1.000 lire. Tlie
sick and disabled received 70 to
1.500 lire a month, according to
the extent of their Injuries.
Tlie German soldiers were not
given compensation unless they
were wounded. Tlie World war
officers, however, were eligible for
pensions after ten years or service.
The pension is 35 per cent of their
salary, which would give a first
lieutenant about $250 annually.
Tlie amount increases according to
rank to a maximum of 80 per cent
for 30 years of service.

Prisoners Cut Time
With Bread and Water
Helsingfors.—An old law was re
cently put back into effect in Fin
land reinstituting tlie bread and
water diet as a means of punish
ment in prisons. The law became
valid In December with the pro
vision that one day on bread and
water should-equal five days of or
dinary imprisonment.
Prisoners who had been sen
tenced before tlie law took effect
were given option of changing their
sentences to bread and water,
tlierehy reducing their period of
imprisonment by four-fifths.
Exactly 90.5 per cent of ail pris
oners who bad tlie opportunity
took it. The punishment applies
mainly to short tyins of six
months or less. To this class be
long most of the prohibition of
fenders.
Tlie total number of prisoners
ln Finland at the end of the yearwas 8,880.

Youth Has Fun on 15
Cents, but Goes to Jail
rtrnddoek, l’a.—Witli only 13
cents to spend and an indomitable
desire to be amused, Leonard
Yerec. nineteen, demonstrated that
tlie high cost of fun can be ridic
ulously low.
Yerec, who lives in Braddock,
went to a aefirby town. Witli one
nickel lie ordered a taxicab sent
around to 821 Washington avenue.
With a second nickel another cab
was sent, and tlie third jitney
brought tlie Braddock fire depart
ment witli $50,000 wortli of fire
fighting equipment to the front of
his home.
About tlds time a neighbor
'
j looked out and put in tlie last call.
It was for the police. Yerec was
] given 30 days.
]
1
, 5,000 Prisoners at San

Miami Places Ban
on Crowing Fowls ;
•
J
!■
•
J
(•
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MASONIC WATCH CHARM lost April
16
Reward. Return to ROCKLAND
PHOTO STUDIO. 439 Main St.
47*49

Washington.—The silent airplane
may soon become a reality as tlie
result of research by tlie Depart
ment of Commerce. A study of en
gine mufflers as a means of reduc
ing airplane engine exhaust noises
lias been undertaken by the aero
nautics branch of tlie department.
Tests are being conducted on a
180-horse power TTlspanl-Sulza en
gine.

Connecticut Man Has
Second Silver Wedding
West Haven, Conn.—Former Po
lice Chief Robert French, seventytwo, lias just received tlie felicita
tions of liis 10 children and nine
grandchildren on tho oension of liis
second silver wedding anniversary.
French's first wife, who bore him
ail tlie children, died soon after
celebrating their twenty-fifth an
niversary. lie remarried.

As we are often known by the company we keep, so Is a Feed often
known by the Company that makes it. CHIXSAVER is manufac
tured by THE ELMORES.
CHIXSAVER is manufactured according to an OLD and TRIED
formula. It is not a new Chick Starter. The Formula is one that
has long been known to reduce mortality amon; chicks to a mini
mum, and to be inducive to maximum growth. Many users report
as high as 95% of their chicks successfully raised.
CHIXSAVER has not bcen made to sell at a price, but was made to
be an ideal food for BABY CHICKS, with, the result that CHIX
SAVER is the best food for the delicate CHICK that money and
modern Poultry Science can produce.
Ask vour DEALER for CHIXSAVER, the IDEAL FOOD for BABY
CHICKS. You can’t go WRONG as full feeding Directions are to
be found in every Bag or Package.
Elmore’s complete line of Poultry, Dairy and Stock Feeds, Guaran
teed to give Satisfaction by the following dealers or your Money
Refunded.

TORTOISE SHELL rimmed glasses ln
brown case, lost Wednesday' Name In-!
side case. Reward CATHRYN SAND
ERS. Damariscotta.
47*491

B^-*--*-**--»*-««»»-*»**p>*p«*«««»**«**p*>R-B?

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY antiques of all •
4tfnds. furniture, glass, rugs, pictures, i
old postage stamps and bottles. BOX:
325. Thomaston.
48-50 I
AUTOMOBILE GENERATOR and starter j
work. Brushes ln stock for all cars. |
Armatures turned and undercut for ga
rages at reasonable rates. Complete !
automotive electrical service. HOUSE- i
SHERMAN, Inc. Next to Ford Agency, i
48-tf
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re
pair. Prompt service. Will call for and i
deliver CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel. 791 I
Rockland.
47-tf

THERE ARE NO BETTER FEEDS AT ANY PRICE

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO.

TENANT WANTED for 5 room tene
ment on Grace St. CALL 630-W
39-tf

DISTRIBUTORS

BOYS BICYCLE—I want a bike for
my youngster. Write L. B. care The
Courier-Gazette, stating price.
47-49

ROCKLAND, ME.
The Payson Co.
S. E. Winchenbach
E. N. Duffy
Rockland, Me.
Waldoboro, Me.
Camden, Me.
Brown Si Sprowi, Appleton, Me. David Pollock, So. Thomaston, Me.
Lane Si Brown, Vinalhaven, Me.
II. E. Smith, Cushing, Me.
J. C. Robinson, St. George
Robert J. Heald, West Rockport
Enos E. Ingraham Co., Rockport
II. M. Beck, Deer Isle
■OT.sq

REAL ESTATE
'

B* —

— * *

119-ACRE FARM for sale at Ingraham
Hill, farm buildings, modern house.
$7,500 for quick sale. Apply to MRS.
CHARLES ROBBINS. Ingraham HUI.
City.
47*49.
HOUSE AND LOT for sale, 19 Knott
St. Lot 62x90, 5 room house, good sized
shed All lesH than $700. Call 10 BUN
KER ST. or Tel. 246-X. _________ 46*48
MUST BE SOLD at once 7 room house
with bath, furnace, fine cement cellar,
garage, near Pacific street. For quick
sale price $1800, $500 down and balance
mortgage V. F STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
Tel. 1080 .
46-tf
FARM for sale in Lincolnville. 150
acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay,
apple orchards, pulp wood, good market.
MRS H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
St . Camden. Tel. 2597
43-tf
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Taibot Ave. Tel. 711.__________________40-tf
FOR SALE—Six room bouse, garage
electric lights and water, double lot ol
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
rent plan. $1500. $15 month. V. F.
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
40-tf
FOR PALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices. Ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast
Maine.
40-tf

• EGGS AND CHICKS *;

FOR SALE

•

-------------____

aRw

I SLIDING BED COUCH for sale with
1 mattress, $5. Apply ANNE V. FLINT, 32
School St. Tel. 1013-M.____________ 48-50
GIRL'S BICYCLE. In good condition,
has new tires. Will make attractive
price. CALL 794-W.________________ 48*50
[

I
'
'

COAL AND GAS combination range for
sale J. M POMEROY. 7 Talbot Ave.
___________________________________ 48-50

USED kitchen range for sale, price $20.
L. W McCARTNEY. ei Limerock 8t. Tel.
1255-R____________________________ 48*50

1

BARRED PLYMOUTH Rock Chicks,
PAIR fancy white face steers for sale,
for sale $30 per 100; S.C.R.I Chicks. $16 also
2 big milking cows. 2 Guernsey
per 100; White Leghorn Chicks, $14 per heifers.
TEL 314-R. MORTON'S.
47*49
100 from our own breeders. On display I
at 656 Main St R. W. DAVIS * SONS,
REFRIGERATOR for sale. 2 ft. 2 In.
Rockland, Me. Tel. 891 and 591-M.
deep. 4 ft. 6 ln. wide. 5 ft high. FLOR
ENCE McLAIN. 100 Main St. Tel. 1263.
S C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from j ___________________________________46-48
B^ ■•»*•**•'*«- •* -•*>•>••**•**•**••>•'
Bt standard utility stock. Maine ac- ’ FIVE CANS of rich milk for sale—
credited. April 20 to May. 18c, after wholesale price, delivery dally ln city.
May 1, small lots. 16c each. 500 or more Write LUKE BREWSTER. R.F.D., City.
15c each.
Hatching eggs. Write or ___________________________________ 47*49
phone E. C. TEAGUE, Warren. Me. Tel j
13-42.
35-tf
FULL SET of Wright Ac Dltson left
hand golf clubs, for Bale, good as new.
LIGHTNING Is nothing to be fooled
BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s S.C. Reds. Bred cost $40. sell for $12. W H. SPEAR.
with. Are you sure your radio antenna is for eggs, type and color. State accred ___________________________________ 47-tf
properly protected by an approved appll- • ited for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post
ance. Call 721 and our Service Man will paid tor April 21 and 28; May $16 for
8 H. P. INTERNATIONAL KEROSENE
look your Installation over and tell you 500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Sate ar- i Engine for sale; also hangers, shafting
the cost of proper protection. This esti- > rival guaranteed. F H. WYLLIE Ac SON.' and pulleys. C. E. OVERLOCK, R. 2.
mate given without charge. HOUSE- Thomaston. Me.. Route 1.
40-tf I Warren. Tel. 3-4.__________________ 47*52
SHERMAN. Inc.. Electrical Specialists.
DAHLIAS OF MERIT for sale, no In
48-tf
ferior stock. Our selection: 15 each dif
PRACTICAL NURSING, day or night.
ferent. labeled $1.10; 10 better ones, la
ALICE KNIGHT. Lake Ave. Tel. 452-W
beled $1.50; 15 mixed, not labeled. $1;
47*49
Postpaid lst 3 zones. Send for price list.
MRS. A. I PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Gardens. Hope. Maine. Tel. 11-4. 47*53
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
B$;
47-tf
HEN HOUSE, for sale. 10x8x7, 3 lad
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms. ders. 33. 25 and 10 ft, anvil, plough,
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric 2-car
garage at Owl's Head. 3 miles from I scythe, two tons hay. 64 MECHANIC
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
moderate cost for your spring cleaning Rockland. To let for the season. NEL St. Tel. 433-R.____________________ 46-48
33-tf
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri SON B. COBB
COMBINATION BOAT and trailer, fish
cians. Phone 721, next to Ford Agency.
where you wish, price right. D. L. KARL.
__________________________________ 45-50 :
50 Granite St Tel 152-R___________ 46-51
CONTRACTING and building. Free
I HAVE a few more of my lovely dahlia
bulbs for sale. MRS. MELVIN CLINE.
estimates. HARRY LEVENSALER. Wefit
Spruce Head______________________ 46*48
Meadow road. Tel. 1176-M________ 44*49
MARCEL WAVING. 50c; shampooing.;
POWER BOAT, 23 ft. suitable for Ash
50c. MADELYN McCABE, 20 Oak St
ing or lobsterlng. JAMES H. MILLER.
45-50
Tel. 191.________________________ 38‘49-tf . 4-ROOM APARTMENT to let at 38 Rockport.
HEN MANURE for sale at Parks Buker
PAPER HANGING. Painting and ma Beech 8t.. all modern, oil heat, price
with
garage
$6.50
per
week.
5-room
son work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, 1 apartment, all modern, with garage residence, 218 CAMDEN ST., without de
Contractor. Tel. 33-M.
45-tf ' $27.50 per month, without garage $25,1 lay._______________________________ 48-50
ALL KINDS of farm tools and ma
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair good, L. A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159.________ 47-49 1
chinery for sale. Sharpies cream separa
at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let; fur tor, two small Cyphers incubators,
Mall ord-rs solicited. H. C. RHODES
Tel. 519-J.
40-tf nished rooms by day or week. Modern Horne’s seamless milk strainer; also
conveniences. 10 LAUREL ST.
47-tf Chandler car. MRS H. P. BUCHANAN.
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOINQ by
2597.
aDDOlntment. KATHERINE SMALL. 18 I 2 FURNISHED ROOMS to let at 18 36 Mountain St., Camden. Tel.
________43-tf
Gay St. Tel. 737-M.
48-tf MASONIC ST._____________________ 47*49
STRAWBERRY PLANTS. Premier. $1.50
DOYLE'S EXPRESS — Rockland to
100; raspberry nlants. Cuthbert, $5
FRESH 8WEET CREAM BUTTER, for, per
,
Bath, connecting with trucks to Lewls- I sale,
_ .««
light
salted.
35c
per
lb.
UNION
1
per
100. •L q ROBERTS, Glencove, Me.
ton and to Boston. Lowest rates. Leave CREAMERY. UNION. Me.
47*52 ,
41*49
orders JOHN BIRD CO. Tel. 65.
40*51

; MISCELLANEOUS \
* .«. •».
••••••

♦
♦'
; Summer Cottages ’

♦
♦

CARPETS CLEANED, windows washed,
Janitor work and house cleaning of all i
kinds. Address or call ARTHUR W. SUL
LIVAN. 24 Holmes St.. City. Beet of ref i
erences.
36*48
LET E. A. KNOWLTON Hie your sawi |
__ I or
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMB
40-tf;
ROCK ST. Tel 1010
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381’/a Con
gress St.

Quentin Set Record

U. S. Experts Work on
Noiseless Plane Motor

CHIXSAVER

: LOST AND FOUND ;

San Quentin. Calif.—San Quen
tin prison's criminal population,
nunmbering more than 5,000, is
now greater than at any time in
its history. This was revealed at
the meeting of the state hoard of
prison directors. Including 511
prisoners nt work in road camps,
San Quentin's population is 5,002,
Warden James B. Hololinn stated.

•••

Miami, Fin.—Mlaim objects
to crowers and crowing. A
special city ordinance has
been drawn up which prohihits “roosters and other crowing fowls" from being kept
within 200 feet of any hotel
or apartment house.

h Everybody’s Column

Amounts Awarded to Sol

I

London.—Aviation authorities of
French Doctors Plan
three nations are quickening their
preparations now that the British
Series of Examinations
government has made up its mind
Paris.—The Academy of Medi
to defend the Schneider trophy.
cine after advocating pre-nuptial
Less than eight months remain
medical examinations lias come out
before the greatest of all world air
for a series of head-to-foot physi
contests—months in which the
cal examinations from the moment
course must be picked, pilots
chosen, and engines developed to j a child enters a cradle until, wast
ed with age, he is placed in his
tlie highest pitch. From now on the
grave.
air ministries of France, Italy and
The life span of every French
Britain will be busy laying plans
child would he divided into deliuile
nnd the British people can once
periods, the beginning of each be
more look forward to this thrill
ing marked by a thorough medical
ing spectacle.
examination.
Britain won tlie last two Schnei
The first examination would be
der races, thus giving her the right
made at birth, the child's physical
to organize this year's contest and
defects and characteristics being
decide where it is to be field. Near
carefully recorded. The second
Southampton hnrbor shipping was
would be taken when the child en
so disorganized by the last race that
ters primary school, and the third
the admiralty has formally object
when the child enters the stage of
ed and suggested holding the race
adolescence.
on the Firth of Forth in Scotland
Tlie next examination would be
or in the River Humber, near Hull.
required when the young men pre
May Be Last Race.
sent themselves for military serv
It is probable, however, that the
ice. The girls would not be exam
scene of this year's contest will
ined at this time, but would wait
once more I’e ln waters of the Sountil their marriage. Tlie men also
lent between the Isle of Wight and
would need a pre-nuptial certifi
the mainland, where 1,000.000 peo
cate.
ple watched the planes flash above
After marriage, Georges Sclirelthem like giant dragon flies two
ber told the academy, that all the
years ago. There is a possibility
people of France should be exam
that this will be the last Schneider
ined every so often, perhaps every
cup race, for Britain needs only one
three years.
more victory to keep permanent
Tlie academy has tried several
possession of the trophy.
times to get the chamber of dep
British preparations for the race
uties to pass a law making pre
are not as tardy as one might sup
nuptial medical examinations neces
pose from Premier MacDonald's re
sary.
cent statements or from the taunts
It is not expected they will push
of hls critics. The government’s
this new scheme of examinations
last minute shift may have been
until the first is put into effect.
clumsy as politics arid Inconvenient
from the viewpoint of financing the
race, but otherwise It can hardly
Several Flyers Plan to
have jeopardized British chances of
Make Transpacific Hop
victory. As a matter of fact prep
arations in the royal air forces have
Tokyo.—The 1931 transpacific
been going on steadily ever since
flying season will start soon, and
that brilliant autumn day in 1929
Japanese observers believe the
when Squadron leader Augustus II.
great ocean may be crossed in a
Orlehar set up the new speed rec
single hop duriug 1931.
ord of 337 miles per hour.
Lieut. Harold Bromley, Tacoma
long-distance flyer, has liis big mon
Nation Wants Race.
In one respect Premier MacDon
oplane in storage near Yokohama,
and may arrive in Japan soon for a
ald's indecision was a blessing to
British aviation. If anything was
new attempt to fly to the United
Slates. Bromley and Ids naviga
needed to test British airmindedtor, Harold Gatty, made an unsuc
ness, two storms which raged
cessful attempt last year.
aruud his head over the Schneider
Reports have been received here
cup furnished it. It was useless
that Eddy Hawk, another Amerij
for him to plead economy or tnke
can aviator, will attempt a flight
tlie pacifist attitude that such races
constitute unhealthy international
from the United States to Japan
rivalry. The nation was determined
in his monoplane, the Pacific Era.
Ted Lundgren of Hollywood,
to have the race, and now that this
Calif., also is reported planning to
is assured tlie people are deter
stop in Japan on nn attempted
mined to make the most of it.
flight around the world. Lundgren
Ever since the great event of
hopes to fly from New York to Ber
1929 researches ln high-speed fly
ing have been progressing steadily
lin, thence to Knsumigaura, and
from Japan to the United States.
nt Felixstowe on the North sea
The Japan aviation bureau already
where the air forces maintain a ma
rine aircrSR experimental station.
has grunted him a landing permit.
Behind the veil of secrecy mathe
maticians and aircraft engineers
Slotted Wing Device to
have been exploring the unknown
zone in aviation which begins at
Reduce Airplane Crashes
250 miles per hour. The last
East St. Louis. Ill.—An airplane
Schneider cup race was won at 328
safety device predicted to eliminate
miles an hour, and a speed record
80 per cent of nir accidents is the
was established at 357—yet nothing
Invention of Jean Francis DeVilIs yet known of how an airplane
lard, candidate for mayor of East
behaves at such enormous speeds
St. Louis.
end through such prodigious wind
Acording to the inventor, the de
resistance.
vice is a slotted wing with bifoid.'
To Use Old Planes.
flaps. The slots are located on tlie
entering edge and the flaps on the
The British are relying this year
trailing edge. They will operate au
on the same two blue and silver su
tomatically.
permarine planes which won the
“This device,” DeVillard said,
last race. Their engines have been
“will prevent a tall spin, stalling
improved ln a manner which It is
of plane and nose dive. It will
believed will add at least twenty
float a plane at 30 miles an hour.
miles per hour to their speed. Ic
It is Impossible to float a plane
addition the Supermarine company
at the presnt time.
Is building a new seaplane similar
“Equipped with the slots, the
in most respects to the others and
plane will take off in 40 feet and
fitted with 2,000 horse power Rollsland in 25. Tlie landing speed will
Boyce engines which its builders
be 18 miles per hour as compared
hope will keep the trophy in Eng
to 40 now,” DeVillard claims.
land permanently. It wil be based
on tlie existing Ilolls-Royce engines
which are so compact that they of
Prisoners Raise Fund to
fer the minimum wind resistance,
yet are so powerful that they can
Free Practical Joker
drive a plane at unheard-of speeds
Wheeling. W. Va.—The "bail boy”
like a meteorite hurtling from outer
antics of Charley Clarke won him
space.
a parole from Wheeling jail.
The British air authorities have
Clarke, who had served eight
made a rule not to use tlie same
months of a year sentence for
pilots in more than one Schneider
an attempted robbery, constantly
tup race. A. new team In which
played mischievous pranks on his
the air ministry’ lias every hope
Jailers and fellow prisoners.
and confidence is being trained at
Tlie prisoners became so enraged
Felixstowe under rigid royal air
at his continued disturbances of
force discipline nnd under tlie eyes
tlie quiet of the jail tiiat they
of Squadron Lender Orlehar, who
raised a fund to finance his petition
knows more, perhaps, than any liv
for a parole. Judge J. S. Ritz
ing man about tlie secrets of high
granted tlie parole.
speed flying.

France, too, iias begun nctlve
preparations for whining the trophy
which Jacques Schneider, one of
her own’citizens, gave to the cause
of aviation. It is not often re
membered that France still hold's
the world’s speed record for land
planes—the magnificent mark of
277 miles per hour established iu
3924 by Adjutant Bonnet in a Ber
nard monoplane.
Bonnet will not fly in this year's,
race as the French air ministry has
decided to pick younger men, but
the Bernard company has pro
duced a special machine which It
believes can bring tlie second
world's air speed records to France.
Tlie French authorities are also
experimenting witli a NeuportDelage nnd Dewoltine in competi
tion with each other. Tlie new
planes, which are being built in
secrecy, are expected to be grace
ful, low-winged monoplanes with a
close resemblance to England's
superniarines. The French also
have a "dark horse” engine pro
duced by tlie Farmnn company, and
said to tie capable of rivaling the
2,000 horse-power of the RollsRoyce.
Meanwhile Italy, which made

EUROPE'S WORLD WAR VETS
ARE GIVEN SMALL BONUSES

CI It may be a small run or
a half a million impressions
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
what have you? . . . What
ever the j'ob
—We Do It Right!

Hie Courier-Gazette
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Sell

TO LET

FOR RENT at 79 Union St., City. Ideal
location. 7-room rent, furnished, all
modern. Adults. Write MRS. MARY
LUDWIG 8KAY. Crawford Lake Farm.
Union, or Tel. 1174 Rockland.______ 47-tf
TWO ROOMS for light housekeeping.
Bleeping rooms, near Main St., to let
Apply at 11 MYRTLE 8T. or call 8944
46‘48
4-ROOM furnished apartment with
bath, to let. $7.50 week. V. F. STUDL1Y. 69 Park St. Tel. 1030 .
46-tf
SMALL TENEMENT to let corner Mid
dle and Union 8ts. Apply MRS. C. F.
SIMMONS, 21 Middle St..__________ 46-tf
STORAGE for furniture and stoves.
Algo broken furniture repaired. J. H.
MELVIN, 21 Gay St., Rockland. Tel.
624-M.
44-tf
THREE-CAR garage on Perry St H
N. BRAZIER. Tel. 256-3 Rockland. 44-50
UPSTAIRS APT. to let. 12 Cedar St..
4 rooms, toilet, electric lights. Inquire
MRS. J. A. JAMESON, 40 North Main St
Tbl. 456-R.
44-tf
MODERN apartments to let. $14.50
per month up. See MIKE ARMATA at
Men's Shop, or call evenings 286-R. 44-tf
THREE FURNISHED rooms .to let,
newly papered and painted, lights, water
and toilet. FLORENCE McLAIN. 100
Main St. Tel. 1263.
46-48
FIVE ROOM tenement, lights, toilet,
gas. Vacant May 1. DR. BARTLETT
___________________________________ 41-tf
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
156-W.
_
41-tf
LARGE front room with bath, garage
if desired. RUSSELL RICHARDSON. 44
Brewster St. Tel. 1002-Y.
46-48
SIX ROOM furnished house to let,
thoroughly modern—Charles Mitchell
residence. Apply V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
St. or to MRS. CHARLES MITCHELL, 25
Oak St.
40-tf
MODERN 4 or 5 room tenement, fine
location. With or without garage. L. A.
THURSTON. Tel. 1159 Rockland.
36-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
240 Broadway.
40-tf
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene
ment, also 7 room single house on Knox
St., gas and electricity. Apply at 12
WARREN ST. Tel. 577.
40-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St
MRS W. 8. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
Tel. 874-W.
40-tf

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We Want Your

Anything

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.
What Do You Want

to

Sell ?

LIVE POULTRY
And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry raiser ,
109-tf

SITUATIONS

♦

EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted.
Apply MODEPN PANTS CO._______ 46-48
YOUNG MARRIED MAN desires work
of any kind: can paint or do landscap
ing. etc. CALL 273-J.
47*49
WORK WANTED—Care of lawns, wash
ing windows, odd Jobs. FLOYD RICH
ARDSON, 65 Warren St. Tel. 7-M.
48-50

Ere
tfiZ,
^yOedduigS^e/fi
BECAUSE the wedding

invitations should be
mailed two weeks before
the wedding itself, they
must be ordered well in
advance, ^nd, because
they are so critically in
spected by their recipi
ents, they must also be
ultra-correct. Linweave
Wedding Papers can be
shown you at
The Courier-Gazette
Ask to see them

WEDDING PAPERS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 21, 1931

STORE YOUR FURS

Page Seven

Only Married Men
Are Raised
By MARY MARCH

FIJR STORAGE

now!

In addition to personal notes reggrip-1
Ing departures and arrivals, thia depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Motes sent by mall or telephone will' be
gladly received.

Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker, daugh
ter Constance and mother, Mrs.
Elizabeth Thayer of Waterville were
guests of Rockland friends Sunday, j
Constance is remaining for the week '
TELEPHONE . ............................ 770 or 7M-W
as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Sen- |
ter, Jr. Mrs. Thayer goes to Paris
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Rounds Hill shortly for the summer.
left Monday by automobile for a va
cation trip, their objective being New
Mrs. Lillian B. Mortland who has
York City, where they will visit their
son Philip who is employed at the been spending the winter in Inde
Bell Telephone laboratory. There will pendence, Kansas, as the guest of
be no morning service at the Con friends, is expected to arrive home
gregational Church for the next two this week.
Sundays, but the Sunday School will
Mr. and Mrs F. W. Fuller and Mr.
meet at the usual hour.
and Mrs. E. D. Spear are spending the
Miss Emeline Roberts and Miss weekend and holiday at Philbrook
Elizabeth Wiederhold who have been Farm, Shelburne, N. H.
in Boston and Detroit for the winter
have been at the Copper Kettle for
Mrs. Etta Sanborn has returned
a few days, enroute to Vinalhaven home after a week's visit in Massa
where Miss Roberts is opening her chusetts.
house for the summer season.
Mrs. Josephine Perry entertained
Henry Marsh was home from the
University of Maine for the weekend. at bridge Friday evening at her home
on Summer street. Honors were
Mrs Elizabeth Barton, Orange I won by Miss Regina Morrison of
street will entertain Fales Circle to- I Camden and Miss Katherine Veazie.
morrow afternoon. Work on quilts I
will be followed by supper and a: Mrs. Fred Overlook who was called
to Malden, Mass., by the illness of
business meeting.
her sister, Miss Edith Wilson, has re
The Speech Readers Club meets turned home.
tomorrow afternoon at 2.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Randlett
The bridge party Thursday eve (Rose Merrifield) and son Frank of
ning at the BPW rooms will have East Milton, Mass., arrived Friday to
be guests of Mrs. Randlett’s parents,
Mrs. Lucius York as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Merrifield,
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Whittemore Thomaston.
left yesterday for a week’s vacation
Miss Eleanor Bird was home from
at Old Orchard and Boston.
Old Town over the weekend and
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell Jr., had holiday.
as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. F.
Mrs. Rose Watts who has been the
A. Tirrell, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. P.. A.
Knaut and on Paul, and Mr. Clif guest of relatives for a few days,
ford, all of Quincy, Mass., and Mr. having accompanied the remains of
grandson, Myles D. Watts, here,
and Mrs. H. W. Cass and son Her her
has returned to her home in Bel
bert of Dover-Foxcroft.
mont, Mass., together with her son,
Mr. and Mrs. Eltcn Merrifield and Harold, and family.
son Billy of Keezar Falls were week
Mrs. Lawrence Leach is convales
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. George cing from a severe attack of ton
B. Clark, Broadway. Mr. Merrifield sillitis.
returned yesterday, Mrs. Merrifield
and the small son to remain for two
Nelson Rokes is gaining very satis
weeks.
factorily from a recent appendicitis
P. P. Bicknell has returned from a operation at Knox Hospital.
ten days’ business trip to Elberton,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
Georgia.
Arlington, Mass., have been visiting
Mr. Simmons' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden, who have Lewis Simmons over the weekend.
been spending the winter at Fruit
land Park, Fla., leave for their home
There will be a public card party
in Thomaston next Saturday.
at Grand Army hall this evening,
under auspices of Ruth Mayhew
Mrs. Frank Stetson and daugter Tent. Mrs. Eliza Plummer will be
Dorothy of North Waldoboro were hostess.
guests yesterday of Mrs. William P.
Kelley, North Main street.
Miss Susan Spear entertained the
"Les Bijous” Thursday evening at her
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., was in Damar home on Talbot avenue. Cards were
iscotta yessterday on business.
played, honors going to Mrs. Ray
mond Thompson and Miss Vivian L.
Miss Pauline Scarlott, student at Ludwig. Luncheon was served.
Castine Normal School, was guest-of
her aunt, Mrs. Ruth McBeath, for
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington
the weekend.
of Brewer were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. John Nutt. They were ac
Miss Pauline Ljndsey who is train companied by Miss Margaret Nutt
ing at the Lynn (Mass.) Hospital, to who was returning home after sev
graduate in May, is the guest of her eral weeks convalescence following a
aunt, Mrs. Minnie Miles, Ocean i serious appendicitis operation at
street, for two weeks.
Bangor.

W. W. Spear left Friday for New j
York, to join Mrs. Spear who has
been there for several weeks, guest of
relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Spear will
attend thd wedding of Mrs. Spear's
sister, Miss Pauline Chase.

Why risk your valuable
furs to damage by
moths. At this season
they are beginning to
do a great deal of harm.
Let us call and get your
furs for insurance and
storage. Our repair and
make over department
is prepared to make
over your old furs to
new and modern style
at small expense. We
are pleased to advise
you. No job too diffi
cult.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
47-tf

Mrs Marlon Munsey, Mrs. Beulah
Tirrell and Mrs. Madelyn Rhodes
will be hostesses at the meeting of
the Willing Workers tomorrow night
at The Hayloft. Those attending
should provide own lunch and cups,
coffee will be furnished.

Among thc teachers who have gone
to their homes for the spring vaca
tion are Miss Ina Hunter to Provi
dence. Miss Ida Hughes to Union,
Miss Relief Nichols to North Brooks
ville. Miss Mabel Stover is the guest
of friends in South Portland for the
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal and week.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas enter
tained at bridge Saturday evening at
A. H. Newbert, who was operated
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George B. on at Knox Hospital last Thursday is
Clark, Broadway, with Mr. and Mrs. resting comfortably. Mr. and Mrs.
Elton Merrifield of Keezar Falls and Alonzo Newbert an-’ children Ken
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of dall and Nancy of Weymouth. Mass.,
Arlington, Mass., as special guests. motored here Sunday, returning
There were five tables, honors being Monday.
won by Mrs. Clifford Burkett -of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel St. Clair.
Camden, Miss Winifred Burkett of
Camden, Mrs. Beulah Lassell. Mr. Edw. Grose and Mrs. Hattie Heath
Merrifield, Mr. Simmons and Lyford have returned from a weekend visit
in Gardiner, as guests of Mrs. St.
Ames. Refreshments were served,
Clair's niece, Mrs. Frank. Long.
Mrs. Clarence E. Daniels is enter
Miss Hazel Feller entertained the
taining Chapin Class this evening at
Sygas Club Thursday evening. Lun
her home at 66 Talbot avenue.
cheon was served, the “Spring Salad”
Miss Margaret Robinson was the deserving special mention. The eve
weekend guest of Miss Mildred ning was spent at sewing and cards.
Bachelder at Tenant's Harbor.
The Diligent Dames are to be en
Mrs. George W. Clark (Marian tertained at 1 o'clock luncheon
Marsh) and son Dick of Lisbon Falls Thursday at the home of Mrs. Oliver
are guests for the week of Mr. and Hills, Summer street, with Mrs. Hills
and Mrs. Neil A. Fogg as hostesses.
Mrs. A. R. Marsh, Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Herbert Hall is in Woodfords
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and
Mrs. Robinson's mother, Mrs. Bur and Portland for a few days.
gess. who have been occupying the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Winslow of
Mortland house on Masonic street Augusta were guests for the holiday
for the winter are returning to their of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Morgan at
home in Warren this week.
The Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Stiles of Au
Miss Daphne Winslow who teaches
gusta were weekend guests of Mr. and in Norway spent the weekend with
Mrs. Herbert Kalloch, Amesbury her mother, Mrs. C. E. Rollins,
street.
Broadway.
Little Barbara Atkinson played
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Gilley of
hostess Saturday afternoon when Worcester Mass., and Dr. and Mrs.
she entertained several schoolmates P. S. M.’Gilley of Southwest Harbor
and play friends at a party at the' were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
home of her aunt, Mrs. Minnie C. E. Gilley, Broadway.
Rogers, Amesbury street, in observ
ance of her sixth birthday. The
The Woman’s Association of the
prize in the “kiss hunt" was won by First Baptist Church meets Wednes
Barbara Wood, while Norma Phil- day lat 2.30, in the vestry.
brick and Ebba Kalloch carried off
honors for pinning the tail on the
Oliver Rollins was home from Bos
donkey. Misses Ruth and Madlene ton to spend the weekend and holi
Rogers directed the games Refresh day.
ments were served from a table pret
tily decorated with pink and yellow
The Harmonica Band will meet at
streamers. A huge Maybasket filled the McLain building at 10.30 Wed
with yellow flowers formed the nesday morning.
centerpiece, and at each place was a
small Maybasket with candies. A
If you wish to know how Ruddy
birthday cake graced one end of the Vallee conducts the Connecticut
table. A happy feature of the after Yankees hear his explanation at
noon was the telegram from Barbara's Park Theatre today.
daddy in Ellsworth, expressing many
happy returns of the day. The
Eleven passengers were stranded
guests were Barbara Wood, Barbara at North Haven th eother night when
Newbert, Leona Wellman, Dorothy the crippled steamer Westport was
Havener, Parker Worrey, Jr., Doug unable to continue her trip. A speed
las Marston, Edith and Mariaix boat, owned by a summer resident
Clark, Jimmie Closson, Ebba and, was placed at their disposal, bringing
Carl Kalloch, John Knight, Leatrice also a North Haven woman who was
Benner, Sylvia ChristofTerson, Vir being sent to Knox Hospital. Be
ginia Nelson, Norma Philbrick, Jason cause the public landing was not
Thurston. Many nice gifts were re available the launch went across to
ceived. Mrs Rogers was assisted by Tillson wharf where the aid of the
Mrs. Herbert Kalloch.
it Eastern Steamship slip was invoked-

Mrs. Mary Littlehale who spent the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Jesse
Jones, in Southbridge, Mass., has arrived and is opening her home on
Union Street for the summer. Mrs.
Littlehale motored here with Mr. and
Mrs. William Luce of Boston, who
were in this vicinity for the weekend.

Mrs. B. W. Carter of Milford, I
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott motored
Mass, is a guest for the week of her
sister, Mrs. W. P. Sleeper, Orange j to Portland Saturday where an os
teopathic diagnostic surgical clinic at
street.
the Eastland was attended. They
accompanied by Dr. Ethel Crie
Miss Helen Sleeper of Bridgewater,! were
of Thomaston.
Mass., is spending her vacation with j
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willard |
Mrs. Wallace Spear and daughter
P. Sleeper.
Helen are in Topsfield, Mass., guests
of Mrs. Spear's mother. Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller, who O. Cummings, and brother, Dana
have been visiting in Virginia since Cummings.
they left Florida, are at Mt. Vernon
today and will arrive Saturday at
Miss Dorothy Jones of Arlington,
Philadelphia in the course of their ! Mass..
Frederick Bird of Boston and
journey homeward. They expect to Theodore Bird of Northeastern Uni
arrive in Rockland the first of next versity were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
month.
Henry B. Bird. Broadway, for the
weekend and holiday.
Mrs. Anita Goldfarb and son
George of New York have arrived
Almon B. Cooper, Jr., is home from
here for the summer, and are guests
Hebron Academy for a short vaca
at I. Berliawsky’s.
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linnell of Wa
daughter Marjorie and son Kenneth tertown,
Mass., were weekend guests
of Bath were in the city to spend the of Mr. Linnell’s mother, Mrs. H. R.
weekend.
Linnell, Thomaston. On their return
Mrs. Belle Hull and their young son
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts, yesterday they were accompanied by
daughter Barbara, Mrs. Rose Watts1 Herbert.
an dHorace Maxey, who have been in ,
this city and Thomaston the past , Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Stevens of
week, returned to Boston and Bel Boston were in the city for the week
mont, Mass, yesterday. They came end. accompanied by Miss Carolyn
here to bring the remains of the late Reed of New York who will be the
Myles Watts.
guest of her grandaunt, Mrs. Mary
Littlehale, for several weeks.
Mrs. Marguerite Johnson and son, I
Ernest Eugene, left Saturday for
Mrs. Katherine Studley and aunt
Boston, where they will spend the Mrs. Melinda Oxton who spent the
week with the formers sister, Mrs. winter in St. Petersburg, Fla., arrived
Eugene Frost in Quincy.
home yesterday. The trip, made by
motor, covered 1830 miles. A brief
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington of stopover was made with Mrs. StudBrewer were in the city over the ley's daughter, Mrs. Chester Bailey
weekend, accompanied by Miss Mar at Frederick, Md. Mrs. Studley is
garet Nutt, who has been for sev remaining in the city for a few days,
eral weeks in Brewer where she then she will return to Frederick to
underwent an operation for appen visit her daughter for a few weeks.
On her return home she will be ac
dicitis.
companied by Mrs. Bailey and
Miss Susan Nutt spent the week daughter and about June lst Mrs.
end and holiday in Camden, the Studley will open her Crescent Beach
cottage. Mrs. Oxton is returning to
guest of friends.
her home in West Rockport today
Nathan Berliawsky has opened the accompanied by her daughter, Mrs.
Wharf Shop on Tillson wharf for the William Benner of The Highlands,
who will be her guest for a few days.
summer season.
News has been received here of the
marriage of Lillian, youngest daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Berliawsky,
to Benjamin Mildwoff of New York.
The ceremony was performed Sun
day in Los Angeles, and the couple
left at once on the steamship Cali
fornia for New York

Among those who saw the doubleheader between the Braves and
Giants in Boston yesterday were
William A. Glover, Howe W'. Glover.
Robert McCarty, Maynard Wiggin
and Randall Marshall of Rockland
and Misses Regina Morrison and
Jean Belyea of Camden.

Ttying Hostesses Serve Lunch
to Air Transport Passengers

ATE H1CKSON overheard two
older women who sat ahead of
her on top of the bus as she rode
inward her office In the city that j
May morning.
"It’s my firm belief,” said one,
‘ that any girl can marry any man
she wants, if she goes about lt In
the right way.”
"Oh, of course.” said the other.
“Only providing that the man In I
question is free.”
“Of course," Kate heard the
other woman saying. “So If a
man Is not married It Is because no
woman ever wanted him. If wom
en aren't married lt Is because they
never wanted to enough to make
the necessary little effort.”
To Kate’s regret she had to alight
from the bus at this point. To be
sure, the women whom she had
heard said nothing very original.
Kate had heard some such notions
expressed before. Still the conver
sation set her thinking. She won
dered whether lt were true that the
men who were not married were
indicator and electric oil ar.d gas gauge
Essex is the biggest, roomiest car- with
single because no one had ever
are on the dash. Light controls are cn the
more provisions for comfort and conve
wanted to marry them. What about
Morton Cox and Mr. Hampton In
steering wheel. Everything for comfort
nience— ever before offered at $595. It
the office, for Instance?
and convenience is included in the list
is the finest performing six Hudson
Kate was still thinking about
price at no extra cost.
ever built.
this as she sat at her desk arrang
ing her pencils, notebooks and
Big—Big—Big!
Built Like High-Priced Cars
other paraphernalia of her trade as
secretary to Mr. Standish when Mr,
These items prove Essex quality. So
Like high-priced motors, the 60 horse
Hampton came Into her room. “The
does its flashing getaway, 70 miles an
power Super-Six has carefully balanced
theory must be all wrong," reflect
hour speed and carefree, economical per
moving parts, aluminum alloy pistons,
ed Kate. Surely, there must have
formance. Essex is a BIG car in appear
roller tappets, adjustable silent timing
been plenty of women who would
have been glad to have become hls
ance, a BIG car in comfort and a BIG
chain and famous patented compensated
wife. There was old Mr. Standish,
car in value.
crankshaft
who had survived two wives and
was married to a third. Certainly
Rare Riding qpd Driving Comfort was
The double-drop frame, with 7 heavy
his success tn matrimony hud nut
cross members, is non-weaving. Roller
never before offered at a price so low.
been due to any personal attrac
bearings are used throughout. Ithas fullFind out what the list price includes. Let
tions.
"Say, Miss Hickson,” said Tom
us detail every feature. Compare Essex
size 5-inch tires and weather-proof fourHampton with a little embarrass
item for item, dollar for dollar, value for
wheel brakes.
ment, “there’s something I’ve been
value with any other low-priced car. In
wanting to ask you. You know Mr.
All In The List Price
vestigate today!
Standish so well." Tom Hampton
drew a chair rather close to Kate
Bodies are of welded, one-piece, steel
Ride—Drive—Know The Facts
as If for greater privacy of speech,
construction. They are insulated against
and Kate, noting the details of hls
weather and noise. They have soft cush
The Coach or Business Coupe lists at
dress and careful grooming, again
$595—other models up to the Sevenions, wide doors, deep seats, adjustable
reflected to herselLthat the theory
she had heard In Die bus must be
Passenger Sedan at $895. Freight and
steering wheel and adjustable front and
all wrong, at least In this case of
rear seats. Starter button, temperature
special equipment are extra, of course.
Tom Hampton,
“It's a funny thing," said Tom
Hampton, “but since I’ve been here
I've Just about doubled Hie
amount of business I've brought In
ROCKLAND, ME.
but 1 haven't had one raise. And
712 MAIN STREET
there are four or five of the men
OPEN
EVENINGS
TELEPHONE 896
who aren’t doing nearly so well
who have had raises several times.
Of course, It Is Mr. Standish’s af
fair, not mine. But I wondered If
you knew why it Is that he never
->+♦+•
gives me any more."
HODGKINS-IIOLBROOK
“Let’s see,” said Kate, dropping
Into her purely business manner.
The marriage of Miss Josephine
“There was Jones nnd Grelgson Holbrook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and Ladd and Innls. They had
raises, and you nnd Henley and William Henry Holbrook of Portland
Jackson didn't. You and Henley and Oscar John Hodgkins, san of thc
and Jackson aren’t married—the late Mr. and Mrs. William Weeks
Look Over the New Edward Fabrics and Styles
others are. Mr. Standish always Hodgkins of Thomaston, was solemn
gives the men raises when they
*
marry, and he keeps on raising ized at 1 o'clock yesterday afternoon ❖
in the Church of the Transfiguration,
them. It's only fair—”
Clothes of quality made to your Individual
"Not really fair at all," said Tom New York.
i
measurements, l’crfeet satisfaction guaran
Hampton. "A bachelor might have
The ceremony was performed by
teed or money refunded.
responsibilities, a widowed sister
Rev.
Randolph
Ray
of
New
York,
who
or a blind aunt, or a—or something
like that. Besides, it isn't any f»f used the single ring service. Mss
$25.CO, $32.50, $42.50
his business. He should pay what Holbrook had as mation of honor
Displayed at 27 STATE STREET, ROCK
we nre worth.”
Mrs. Fabienne Gilbert Bcrard of New
LAND, or at your home or place of business
Kate Hickson had never seen York, formerly of Portland. Mr.
by appointment.
Tom Hampton so fervent before.
The mood, she thought, became him Hodgkins had as best man George
Leon Berard of New York.
FRANK R. BLACKINGTON
well, but she said nothing.
“Something ought to be done
PHONE 931-J
ROCKLAND
Miss Holbrook was gowned in grotto
about it,” he said.
blue, with a gray hat and shoes in
Tunc in at 7.15 P. M. Wednesday and hear
“Only one thing to do about It,”
thc Edward Ramblers
came a voice deep but a trifle trem harmony with her costume and had (
41*45
ulous from the doorway, unmistak roses and lilies of the valley. Mrs.
ably that of Mr. Standish, the much- Berard wore a tea rose gown with har t
married “boss." “Only one thing,
♦J* •*« •*« «J* »*« »*« ♦*« »*« »♦« ,*
and that is to get married. Bach monizing shoes and hat. Her bouquet
elors don’t deserve to get what they was of sweet peas.
earn.”
Mr. Hodgkins and his bride will
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Old Mr, Stnndish laughed, as take a motor trip to Washington, D.
Kate thought, u little unpleasantly. C. The bride’s traveling costume is a
Then he and Tom Hampton went tan ensemble.
away and Knte sat there thinking.
Miss Holbrook is a graduat’ ot
Perhaps those women on the bus Deering High School and a member ot
top had been right—perhaps any Delta Epsilon Sorority. At present
woman could marry any man she she is secretary to Leonard F. Tim
waDted to, provlled he were berlake, president of the Casco Mer
free. With these thoughts was cantile Trust Company. Mr. Hodg
the Impression of the strength kins is a graduate of Thomaston High
and good nature aDd the good School and is connected with the Fi
looks of Tom Hampton. It Is delity Trust Company. Upon their
small wonder If Kate’s thoughts return to Portland they will reside ln
wandered a little from her work the Hotel Eastland
that day, and If a strange new idea
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
—half impulse, half resolve—took
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
form In her mind.
home news, at the Old South News
The next morning when Kate en Agency. Washington St., next Old South
countered Tom Hampton as lie Church: also at M. Andelman's. 284 Tre
came Into her office she looked at mont St.
him with a rather arch smile.
“Good morning, Mr. Hampton,”
she said, and Tom commented lo
WED.-THURS.
himself thnt It was an odd thing
that lie had never noticed what a
trim and pretty stenographer Mr.
Standish had. After that he felt
a species of self-consciousness
whenever she passed him. Always
RANGO
she looked nt hlin a little archly.
Is Stronger Tlnji Fiction.
Mr. Hampton hnd to admit to him
self thnt the girl really seemed to
like him. When he talked now she
listened attentively. Doubtless she
found him entertaining. Well, he
was rather entertaining, thought
Tom to himself, and the next day
Is Ten Times More Thriling.
he asked her to have dinner with

K

Quality-Low PriceHere’s Value at $595

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.

GIVE YOUR APPEARANCE
A BREAK!

EDWARD CLOTHES

RANGO

him.

Three weeks later Tom Hampton
asked Kate to marry him, and Kate
said she would.
"FUnny thing Is," said Tom, “lt
all began after what Mr. Standish
said about giving raises only to the
married men. Of course, I'll be
glad to get the raise,” he added,
“but 1 think I would have wooed
you anyway. When a man finds
tlie woman he wants, nothing
stands in the way."
And Kate murmured: “I think
so, too.”
1(c) 1931. McClure 'ewapeper Syndicate. 1
IWSl) Service.)
IR travel now has all the comforts of other modes of transportation.

A

Beautiful hostesses and tasly luncheons have been inaugurated on
the Eastern Air Transport planes operating between Newark and Wash

ington.

rjASSENGERS on Eastern Air
, Transport planes operating !.etween Newark Airport and Wash
ington. D. C.. now have more to ap
peal to their artistic tastes than
beautiful scenery. Each plane is sc
companied by a beautiful “flyinc
hostess” who serves light luncheon
consisting of tasty sandwiches and
iToeox beef bouillon.
I
The staff of hos‘'>-s"s. u->der th°
^direction of Miss Mildred Johnson.

includes Miss Beulah Unruh, Now!
York waitress-pilot who paid for
her flying course with tips earned
in a Manhattan restaurant. Photo
shows Miss Unruh serving luncheon
to enthusiastic nassengeiw. Other
members of the flvirg staff are the
Misses Lucille TbigDen Fcrebe
Westcott (in private life the Marouesa di Lilionc) Edwina Davis
Kntrina Pennine. Elizabeth Crow
and Olive Birm’ngham.

Start of Great Industry

Steel production In the United
States first appeared tn the census
figures of 1867, In which year lt to
taled 20,000 town

RANGO
Sometimes Comic, Sometimes
Tragic. Always Thrilling!

RANGO
NOW PLAYING
“BAD SISTER"

Horne of Paramount Pictures

The Boys Buy a Revolution . . . Ca
Nuts Docging Shells and Senorltf
While Waving the Flag Over Their
Cuckoo Kingdom.

with DOROTHY LEE
ADDED
MICKEY MAGUIRE COMEDY
“CRASHING HOLLYWOOD”

NOW SHOWING
“SUBWAY EXPRESS”
with JACK HOLT

COMING SOON “SKIPPY”
HOME OE PARAMOUNT PICTURES

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

Osteopathic Physician
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PIIONE 136

I

One of The Publix Theatres

Telephone 892
A PAR AMOUNT PUBLIX THEATRE
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 1030
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THE TYLER SCHOOL

2k

What Five Grades Have Ac
complished At the Warren
Street Building

plow

Tife

>5

CANNON

Grade One
Those not absent tor the past 15
■weeks are: Myron Cummings. Ros
coe Lindsey, Norma Philbrick. Cyn
thia MacAlman. Edith Rich. Richard
St. Clair and Albert Mills. Those
not absent for the past eight weeks
are: Harold Lewis. Oscar Simpson.
Gerrge Staples. Julia Mealey, and
Janes Thomas.
• * * *
Grade Two. Cora E. Hall, teacher.
The children have been studying
about Holland and have made some ■
attractive booklets containing riddles
about the country. They have also
learned several poems.
We have been having a contest in
arithmetic this term. Leah Nash
filled her" spaces witih stars first, El
mer Havener second. Vivian Strout i
third. Elmer Pinkham. Lena Cuccinello and Ritchie Linnell were fourth.
Those not absent for the term: I
Kenneth Bradbury, Virginia Grotton,
Clmer Havener, Virginia Haskell,
Carl Kalloch. Ritchie Linnell. Rob
ert Marston. Douglas McMahon and
Arthur St. Clair.

RAMBLES AFIELD
Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

you met L/ouglas

I airoanks jr...

would he find you Alluring?

(Number Twoi
Most persons who are interested in
flowers know and love the early gar
den primula known to them as "poly-1
Up with, the sun in tne Tnorfung,
anthus." but what they do not know
Out where the .stubble fields _
is that there are many different va
Stripped, of the green robes <x June
rieties and that a mixed packet la
Secured, by the heat of July;
belled "Hardy Primula" will produce!
Ouer the hills and. the Daileys,
not only tlie common dark red kind
with yellow middle but the chances i
Fhtiently, day after day,
are that some of the blossoms will i
farm boys, have followed. our plows?
be white, others citron yellow, some
Turning the rich, loam and. cloy
reds will be crimson, others will be
Learning- the lesson of life,
garnet, some will have the usual
Taught by the sturdy old. plow:
four-inch stem while others will
All furrows come to an end,
stand in clusters twice that height
If you. keep going, somehow.
Every seed will germinate and
though the plants respond gener
Up at the blare of the bugle
/
ously to careful treatment yet they
will live and thrive with no care at
Out where the battle fields lie;
all except to keep the witch grass
from choking them to death. Try
them this season and be glad. The
seeds may be planted at any time be
Doggedly, day after day,
tween April and August as they do not
farm boys have, followed. our cannon,
bloom until the second year. I have
Hub-deep in alien day.
had them in all kinds of situations—
♦ ♦ * *
/Rue to the lesson of life,
dry. wet, sunny, shadv and they al
Grade Three, Madlene Rogers,
/
Ihught by the sturdy old.plow:
ways come out smiling the next
teacher.
spring. Blooming usually about the
/All battles come to an end,
The pupils have finished their
fighting,.somehow.
last of May there is a great demand
you
study of Holland. A Dutch sand
for them Memorial Day in small
table scene has been made this
bouquets with a few sprays of formonth. The blackboard and Window ,
getmenots and a bit of greenery.
decorations have been of tulips,
These primulas are near relatives of I
windmills, and Dutch children. An
the Chinese primrose so often seen in
illustrated language book has been
windows during winter and spring,
made in connection with the studv.
and which the catalogues promise:
. Pupils having perfect spelling pa
“will bloom the first year if planted
pers this term are: William Cum
early.”
mings.
Marion
Armata.
Harry
If you have room for large plants
It <XO FA0M
Graves, Arlene Blood. Russell Rich
try some Abutilon seeds.
Perhaps
ardson, Fred Grover. Barbara Bart
you call them “Parlor Maples." I
lett. Maxine Schellinger. Ethel
have found them the most satisfac-.
Hutchinson. Louise Pirelli, Daphine ry. Virginia Richards. Milton Rol-1
__ _
tory of any’ large plant I have ever j
Carter. Bernard _Roberts.
Hazel Car- lins> Pred Winehenbach, Virginia
ter and Donald Peters. A spelling i w ood aod Douglass Mills,
raised. They bloom freely and con
book was made
_ Ptr,lscdla L°veJ°v»ent ™daX 10
stantly and the blossoms arc large
A contest in arithmetic has been Portland to spend her vacation with,
and of various colors and the plants
held this term Irma Kent and Arlene hc’’ grandmother Murphy.
In a recent issue I note a sort of symmetrical, growing quickly to a
Our
health
charts
are
ready
to
1
Blood are the winners while Virginia
height of three or more feet but
send to the "Cream of Wheat Co." ' longing by a brother member for blooming wherf4 quite small. I am
Nelson is a close second.
Pupils not absent for the term are: 'ye hope to get the picture, ' Signing nature stories. In my first letter I Lrying some myself this season,
riere Blood. Dorothv Melvin. Don- the Declaration of Independence as wrote 0{ some very interesting (to though I have but little room for
A riere
a’d Peters. Bernard Roberts. Frank a reward, to hang beside our picture me) little animals. New Zealand Red house plants.
of Washington.
....
. .
.
,
lin Spinney ard Harold Heal.
I have reversed my usual custon in
Five
was seen
coming
All are glad to welcome two new
.Grade
,
. __
,
, , - to rabblts' °wned by my grandson; also my articles this year and have start
members to the class—Maxine Schel- school armed with rakes last Tues- his Bantam hen Ph.onia and her ed in the garden instead of the fields
I'n’er from Portland and Joseph Joki j day- They cleaned up all the broken obstreperous mate “Luncus.” Per- but I find that this is the time when
from West Rockport.
glass and PaPer. The girls' school- haps a report as to their welfare readers (and diggers> get together
A!1 pupils have gained in weight.
presents a much neater may do Phronia now has daugh- and plan for garden rambles waiting
and many new names have been ap^aranucpeils have , ..Jumper-._Tbe ! ters as large as she; two Insisted on till later for field rambles, so I am
added to the dental honor roll.
rambling along with them as there
The caress of dollarThose on the honor roll are Daphin” poles for the swings were given bv roosting on the barnyard fence last are very few flowers abloom in field
Carter, Hazel Carter. Nathalie Ed H. P Blodgett and are now waiting fall and so became a feast for an or pasture before May fifteenth or
a-cake French soap
owl. "Luncus" is still “monarch" of even later.
wards. Harry Graves, Irma Kent. to be set.
« • * «
all ne surveys, (or thinks he is) and
Dorothv Melvin, Virginia Nelson. Na
A young friend brought me a
omi Richards. Franklin Spinney.
George Gay gave enough lumber a brave heart beats in his—"Oh, so handful of Arbutus buds last week
Fred Grover. Arlene Blood. Marion to make the “shoot-the-chute." All small”—body. He will fight the Tom which I put in water and I find them
Armata. Bernard Roberts. Neil Rus that is lacking is a little paint, a few Turkey or "bristle up at one of the growing pinker and fatter each day.
NEW KIND OF CORN
sell. Ethel Hutchinson. William Cum nails, and a hundred pennies to buy sheep as quick as at anything of his
so
I
really
think
I
shall
have
blos

mings. Edwin Jones, Donald Peters, a piece of zinc. We are very grate size, then fly to the top of the fence, soms in a day or two more. My clump
Golden Bantam Type, To Be
Joseph Joki, Russell Richardson. ful to all our friends, both old and head proudly arched, his red and
Maxine Schellinger and George young for their help—and doubly blue-bronze feathers shining, and of Arbutus which was brought me
Sure, But It Has More
Wood.
i grateful to our janitor, Mr. Flanders | crow as if he had conquered ths from behind the mountain last fall,
remained green on side until after
We have had 10 visitors this term, for the time he has given to make world.
Vitamin A
ground was frozen hard, leadirg
This grade recently visited the ' these children happier.
j This boy now has more than 30 the
fourth grade for morning exercises.
Evelyn Bragg has been absent twopedigreed New Zealand Red rabbitr. me to hope I had succeeded at last
"Thirteen-thirty-nir.e"
a
new
Original stories were read and manv weeks on account of illness.
i Often he turns them loose in the in establishing it in my garden, bui '• American sweet corn full of vitamin
songs sung. The visit was much enErnest Johnson expects to spend j haymow of the barn, where little yesterday when I went to look it over! A. is going into 40 large experimental
joyed.
I his vacation in Boston.
three-year-old Frances often spends for signs of life I found only dead , fields scattered from Oregon to New
Friday morning this program was , Grade Five has caught the fever. a happy time trying to catch one. leaves and dry stems. If I could | England this spring
given by this grade: Flag salute.' and started a “Washington Club.” Just as she stoops to pick one up it only get there I know a place rot a ! The corn was developed co-oper
America. 100th Psalm. Lord's Praver, j One boy already has 75 cents in his jwill hop just out of reach. When she dozen rods from the road where 11 atively by the Purdue University ag
The Children's Hour. School: Who | bank. (How long do fevers last?)
j tires of this there are lambs, both could gather loads of the little pink ricultural experiment station and the
Has Seen the Wind? Irma Kent: The
Mrs. Sarah Anderson has given us black and white, to watch and 14 beauties, provided that they have not' U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Little Brown Thrush, William Cum- a picture of "Lincoln and His Cabi- , such cute little pigs. She does not "run out” or been uprooted by care-1 After nine years experiment it is now
mings: Song. The Oriole’s Nes\ net" to hang beside our picture of! care much for the “Bossies" but loves less hands.
I read something last fall which I j being placed with the canning indus
School; The Days of the Month. Ma- 1 Lincoln.
to watch all the rest. And so do we
try for final test in quality produc
rion Armata: Little Things. School; j Phyllis Delano spends her vaca- all, for there is much of interest in find hard to believe, and I am men-: tion and marketing.
Song of the Shell. School; The Arrow \ tion with her Grandmother Delano all farm animals, especially if one tioning it here, that I may learn if ' The
numeral “thirteen-thirtyany other nature lover can corrobo
and the Song. Edwin Jones; The | in Vinalhaven. Donald Marriner is “farm-minded.''
nine" is a mute record of the patient
Swing. School: Mv Flag and Heav- ; goes to Belfast to spend his vacation
As to fishstories, yes I have been rate the queer statement I read years of research. It is the breeding
“tily Father. School.
with his Grandmother Spear. How :fishing, but not this spring so lets which was to the effect that ar- number carried by the one variety
much a child misses who never jcall on"Sea Breeze" to supply this butus on going to seed, forms a soft. I which best survived many tests.
*
pulpy berry. The article neglected to
knew a grandmother!
• ‘"missing link."
Grade Four
Names added to the “dental honor : There are many interesting things state' the color of th? berry and it i The corn is a golden bantam type,
These pupils were not absent the roll;" Joseph Samprone, Milton to write about along our Maine coast seems strange to me. if the state- , having 12 to 14 rows of kernels in
past term: Marion Church. Angelina Clark. Lewis Black. Shirlev Torrev. and islands. I have spent many ment is true, that I have never seen stead of the usual eight to ten. It
D'Agostino, Mary Egan. Berton Er- Linwood House. Madeline Philbrook, happy hours as a child, gathering such a berry, for I have examined has a record of about 30 percent
vin. Raymond Harper. Ellis Hastings, ; Ernest Johnson and Evelyn Bragg.
shells, building sand houses on the the plants in all stages of their ex greater yield than present commer
Philip Hutchins. Barbra Murray/ Grade Five has a “bird corner" beaches, going out with my uncle ar.d istence and have seen the buds in cial varieties of this general type. It
Charles Rich. Carmelita Rich. Inez j over the reading table. The pupils other relatives when they hauled November which have started for is a deep yellow, a color in corn close
Roberts, Priscilla Staples, Anna Tay- j have finished drawing their robins lobster traps, and always, then, there blooming the next spring and I have ly associated with richness in vita
lor. Roger Vose, Sylvia Webster.
and are now working on a garden were
__ _________
______
lobsters a-plenty.
I have been never seen anything which I could min A
In 1922 the remote grand-dad of
Grade Four entertained Grade i scene—with flowers, grass, birdhouse j out with them and helped catch bait call a berry. I have found hard pods
Three at a Friday morning program and blue-birds. .
for the traps, and since then mv own but never found any seeds in them.! “’hirteen-thirty-nine" w».s sent to
recently. The pupils read original
Grade Five misses former class- son became "sea-minded" (although When I do. I mean to plant them and ; Purdue from thp Washington labora
stories, gave violin and piano solos j mates. Rose Roberts who moved to born and reared on a farm). I have experiment in the cultivation of the , tories of the U £. Department of Ag
riculture. one of a number of lots of
and sang.
! Belfast; and Vernon Moody who ; been hand-lining and also watched arbutus at home.
experimental corn seed. Inbreeding
This grade has been provided with I moved to Portland.
1 uncle “haul trawl," a most interestAdella F. Veazie
begun then has been carried on by
an
Atwood-Thomas
Geography, I Eleanor B.. is taking care of her ing procedure. As they come over
Glenn M. Smith, first under the gen
“Home Life in Far Away Lands." brother's newspaper route while he the boat's side one never ceases to
LIME AND WATER
eral direction of Dr. G. N. Hoffer and
which is much enjoyed by the chil- i goes on the Washington trip with j wonder what next? And the won
later cf J. F. Trost.
drenI the senior class. We are justly proud ders below the surface are beyond our
Spring
is
here
and
with
it
comes
Inbreeding is a scientific method
• ‘
| of her.
knowledge. One time when I was an instinctive desire to aid Nature
of intensifying dominant, innate
Grode Five
In looking over our “Visitors’ Book” visiting at Eagle we saw an immense
in her work of beautifying our sur qualities, and of turning up hidden
Children not absent this term: .
findJe have reeistered 516 vis>' fish. Some declare it was a sea ser roundings. Homes are cleaned from
pent. Certainly it was something of cellar to attic, yards are raked, I characters which may date back far
Woodrow Anderson, Feme Britto. j 401-5 m three years'
into Indian times, or even to the
Eleanor Barnard, Stanley Farnham,'
-----------------.! that kind, with two smaller ones fol- houses painted, and outbuildings, corn-fed civilization of the Mayans.
Gladys Gray, Margaret Graves. RobAvoid spring housecleaning work. 1 lowing—about half way between Fox fences, stones and tree trunks a1-?
possessed
ert Hall, Pearl Hawksworth, Ernest There are many ways the People's Island and Eagle From where we whitewashed to make them more at- , “Thirteen-thirty-nine”
two unusually strong traits. It had
Johnson. Milton Lawry, Stuart Mac- Laundry can help you. Telephone ' were it looked like an immense tractive.
big ears and great resistance to dis
Alman. Donald Mterriner, Grace Per-1170.—adv.
36-tf ' snake. The oldest inhabitants had
Many fo'ks use a simple mixture ,
—- never seen anything like it. and we of lime and water for whitewashing ' ease. Its stalks remained green long
after all other varieties of its group
______________________________________ J all breathed easier when they were
but are not satisfied with the lasting I
: gone, and gave a sigh of thankfulness qualities. This can be considerably ; turned sere and yellow. After care-"
' that no small boat was out there at improved if salt is added as per the ! ful breeding and testing the new
that time. I have sailed the waters following formula:
Dissolve 15 j corn was sent out for two years gen
many times around there but never pounds of salt in 7'i gallons of water eral trial on farms from New Eng
before or since, have I seen anything and add 50 pounds of hydrated lime land to the Rockies ar.d from Can
like those “monster snakes" or what or the lime putty made by slaking ada to Virginia. Raised in quantity,
ever thev were. They were swim 38 pounds of quicklime.
Mix in varying soils and under different
ming along the surface of the water thoroughly, thin to desired consist climatic conditions, it still dominated
their long undulating bodies olainly ency, and apply with brush or in size and resistance to disease. It
showed uniform ripening qualities
HILDREN often cry for no
visible.
N. C. C. No. 4
sprayer.
North Hope.
apparent reason. Many times we
For a very durable whitewash, desirable for canning.
This season's test is expected to
which will not rub off or chalk and
can’t guess what is wrong. The crying
TI’E ROAD TO YESTERDAY
mav be used inside or out, the fol determine its place and fate. If it
I For The Courier-Gazette I
may mean a touch of colic; the little
lowing formula will be found excel comes up to promise it will be given
I searched for the road to yesterday
bowels may be sluggish—or some
lent. This mixture may be satisfac a name.
By the light of the westering sun.
Vitamin A is necessary in the diet
I wandered far and I wandered long.
torily used for whitewashing build
other upset. It may mean any of the
Till the day was almost done.
ings, interior walls, stables, dairies, for growth and nerve health. Lack
common little ailments that children
of it lowers resistance to disease,
But the way was choked with a rank new etc., wherever a high-class, lasting causes loss of appetite and interferes
suffer. To bring quick comfort to
growth
lob is desired. It requires more care
Of briar, and thorn, and brush.
in mixing than the above formula, with bodily growth.
your little one, give a few drops of
And where once the track was clear and
W*"’~
but the extra effort is well worth
plain
Castoria. Most upsets of children are
Tall weeds grew, rank and lush.
while.
soon soothed away by this pleasant*
Mix as follows: Soak 5 pounds of i
And the only guide to my weary feet
epery grave
casein in two gallons of hot water
Was the old familiar thrill
tasting remedy that children all love.
Which follows the faint elusive scent
until thoroughly softened (about 2
Of lilac and daffodil.
hours). Dissolve three pounds of
In five million modern homes,
Which
led me at length to a broad flat trisodium phosphate in about a gallon
Casyjria is a mother’s first thought
stone
of water and add this to the casein |
when a child is out of sorts, feverish,
Where once was a doorway tall.
solution. Prepare a thick cream by
cans
Where the chimney lay In a scattered
mixing 50 pounds of hydrated lime
cross, doesn’t eat right or sleep right.
heap
We believe “a satisfied cus
Mid the ruins of cellar wall.
(or the lime putty made by slaking
CASTORIA
tomer is the best advertise
When bad breath, coated tongue, or
38 pounds of quicklime) in about
ment,” and on that principle,
sat me down on that gray flat
languor tells of constipation. These i And Istone
sevf’n gallons of water, stirring vigor
our business is increasing.
'Mid memories sad though sweet.
ously. Dilute three pints of formal
five million wise mothers know that
We shall be very glad to ad
, With lilacs blossoming over my head
dehyde in three gallons of water.
vise you on the selection of a
children should never he given stronger
And daffodils at my feet.
When the lime and casein solutions
suitable Memorial for your
medicines meant for the fully developed i And visions of other days arose.
are both thoroughly cool, slowly add
Cemetery plot.
And
a
Joyous
laughing
throng
systems of grown-ups. Castoria is I That erst while traversed that worn old the casein to the lime, stirring con
stantly. Now very slowly add the
stone
gentle—safe, yet always thorough and
With careless and happy song
formaldehyde solution to the batch,
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
effective for a child of any age. It may
stirring constantly and vigorously.
And there, by the spot which once was
be given to the tiniest infant for
Care must be taken not to add the
Inc.
home
In the twilight cold and gray.
formaldehyde too rapidly or the
any little upset. When buying, look
I found the wraith of my own lost casein may jell, thu s spoiling the
EAST UNION, ME.
youth.
for the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher
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batch. Do not make up more of this
And the road to yesterday.
Adella F. Veazie.
on wrapper.
formula than can be used in one day.

"Keep Youth through the Years"
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“Certainly the lovely screen and stage
actresses do!”
The screen and stage stars do know how
to keep youthful right through the years! “A
skin temptingly smooth and glowing is the
secret,” they will tell you. And whatever
type of skin they have, they use Lux Toilet
Soap regularly.
Actually 605 of Hollywood’s 613 impor
tant actresses are so insistent on this deli
cately white, fragrant soap that it has been
made official in all the great film studios.
You will love the way it cares for your skin!

THE OBSERVER

WHEN CHILDREN

O other feminine chaim is so completely
irresistible as youth," says Douglas
Fairbanks jr., popular screen star. “And
these days youth is not measured in years!
Nowadays women can look ahead confident
of keeping their beauty, keeping their youth!

l/mrffi

Lux Toilet Soap 10$
CERTIFICATES FOR TEN

FISH RESEMBLE MEN

If We Are To Believe Reports of Red Cross School In Home Hygiene
Reaps Reward Of Its Winter’s
Scientists Who Have Made Ex
Work
haustive Study

The evolutionists' idea that there is
an inescapable resemblance between
fish and men has a new confirma
tion at Boston University.
It is comprised in 100 of the rar
est known members of the fish-tribe,
sea eel eggs. These embryo fish
called bdellostoma. are possessors of
the lowest order of brains among
existing vertebrates.
Nevertheless, say’s Dr. J. LeRoy
Conel, professor of anatomy, their
parts have the same functions as
man's. The fish have even the be
ginnings of a coptical tissue, the
great brain covering in which re
sides a large part of man's mental
ability.
To date no scientist has learned
fully the development of this sea
eel brain structure, mainly because
no one has been able to obtain them
from the ocean depths. For 100
years scientists have searched for
them.
Thirty years ago a Chinese fish
erman laboriously gathered about
50 for the late Dr. Bashford Dean of
New York, but the fisherman never
told how he did it and died with his
secret. Dr. Conel last summer de
vised a fishing system of his own
which succeeded.
Morning after morning he sailed
out from Monterey, California, to
water 100 feet or more deep. There
he dragged lines of 1200 trawling
hooks baited with squid. The system
was to hook the slime eel and when
he was hauled in to search the mud
on his body brought up from the
bottom where he lives. Occasionally
an egg stuck in this mud. Thus Dr.
Conel obtained 400 sea eel eggs in a
whole summer’s fishing.
About 100 of these hatched, de
veloping into living eels whose brains
Dr. Conel is studying in Boston. This
summer he plans to try similar fish
ing off Nova Scotia for eggs of the
mvxlne, first cousin of the Pacific
sea eel, and closely resembling it.

tosh. Miss Mary Frye and Miss Lil
lian Tibbetts.
Rockport—Mrs. Clara Thomas,
Mrs. Edna Richards and Miss Gladys
Fernald.
The presentation took place in the
Central Maine rooms, and was fol
lowed by a social hour, during which
teachers and pilpils expressed mu
tual satisfaction over the winter's
achievements.

The class In home hygiene, and
care of the sick, which has been con
ducted the past winter in connection
with the Red Cross program, has
completed its season's studies, which
WHEN I AM OLD
were made up of 20 lessons, each of
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
two hours duration.
I am old. I'd like to be
The primary object is to teach cit 1I When
In a little cottage by the sea.
izens how to take care of their owi Where I can hear the boom and roar
families in time of sickness and to Ot tlie breakers on a rocky shore:
the gentle lap of waves on beach
inculcate better ideas as to public I Or
When tides come ln. and reach and
health and sanitation. Persons thus
reach.
instructed are also in position to in i Where I can see the seagulls fly
crease their usefulness in a commu I And watch the ships a passing by;
nity as they are subject to call, after Where I can feel the cooling breeze
the nurse list is exhausted, in case of That comes across the wind swept seas.
Or feel the tang of salt sea air
a disaster.
Above, below, and everywhere.
The class received instruction from
the Red Cross nurses, and at the When I am old. how content I'll be.
my humble cot down by the sea.
conclusion of the season Miss Laura In
I'll fold my hands and sit and rock.
Knowlton, Red Cross nursing rep Nor count the hours, as ticks the clock.
resentative. presented certificates to | But live each one a Joy untold,
i Lord grant this boon when I am old—
the following students:
as humble as may be.
Rockland—Mrs. Maude Eaton, Mrs. ; AA cot
tiny cot beside the .iea.
Agnes Shaw, Mrs. Mollie Ladd. Mrs.
Clara S. Overlock.
Winfred Karl. Miss Louise McIn I Washington.

“STARTED PULI.ETS”

One investment that
is always at par

One Economical Way For Poultry
Dealers To Replace Their Flocks
"Unquestionably the purchase of
started chicks or started pullets is
one of the most economical ways for
small poultry flock owners to replace
their flocks each year with a crop of
good early hatched pullets" says H.
L. Richardson, extension poultry spe
cialist, University of Maine. “Most
farm fleck poultrymen find their
flocks an item of expense." continues
Richardson, "because they cannot
afford the equipment necessary for
early hatching and early brooding.
“Many commercial poultrymen in
the State today are equipped to sup
ply started chicks or pullets at al
most any age they are desired,” he
continued. “On the whole they are
delivering a good quality of stock at
reasonable prices, less than the small
grower can hope to raise them him
self. By the purchase of such started
chickens the busy general farmer is
relieved of the responsibility of tak
ing the chicks through the hazardous
period of early brooding and is able
to buy them ready to place out on
the ranges where they require the
minimum of attention.”

A RADIO EXPERT

Regardless of business and financial con
ditions money invested in a savings ac
count is always worth exactly its face
value, plus interest. This characteristic,
plus a high degree of safety, is one of the
strongest endorsements of a savings ac
count as an investment. Savings accounts
at the Security Trust Company afford un
usual safety and yield an equitable return
in interest.

SECURITY TRUST
Company
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions. Inc. is a Maine Corporation owning a malorltv
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